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INTRODUCTORY NOTE 

The LSA Secretariat has prepared this 
Meeting Handbook to serve as the official 
program for the Fifty-First Annua 1 l~eeti ng 
of the Linguistic Society of America. The 
abstracts (arranged in alphabetical order 
by author) are photocopies of originals 
submitted to and accepted by the LSA Program 
Committee. The Program Committee was chaired 
by Janet Dean Fodor and consisted of Eve Clark, 
John Fought, Sally Mclendon, Ernst Pulgram, 
Ivan Sag, and Michael Silverstein. 

We would like to take this opportunity 
to formally acknowledge the help which has 
been given by the Philadelphia Local Arrange
ments Committee. This Committee was chaired 
by Ivan Sag, University of Pennsylvania, and 

consisted of Gerald Ferere, St. 
College; Ellen Prince, University 
vania; George Cardona, University 
vania; Gary Milsark, Temple Uni 
Rosane Rocher, University of 
and William Labov, University of 

11 be an LSA Book Exhibit of 
ublications in Salon H. The 
~cheduled to be open at the hours 

5tne Program General Information. 

laY copies in the LSA Joint Book 
be sold and the proceeds donated 

for the Linguistic Institute. 
es have been generously donated 

sners exhibiting in the LSA 
Exhibit.) Orders for display 
a discount of 5% greater than 
by the publisher, will be taken 

Exhibit is in progress if accom
pre-payment. Books must be picked 

a.m. on 30 Dece~ber or they will 
the advance payment donated 

ic Institute Fellowships. 

r the Business Meeting has been 
in Salon FG on the afternoon of 

from 2:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
will be chaired by Rulon S. \~ells, 
ident. The members of the 

Committee for this meeting are 
tU!nnuu:>c, Chairman, Robbins Burling 

Fraser. 

s. Wells, 1976 LSA President, will 
the presidential address on 29 De-

1976 at 4:45 p.m. The address is 
"Suggested Meaning". 

Paul Chapin, National Science 
's (NSF) Program Director for 

cs, will be available to meet with 
and delegates in the Boston 

the following times: 

28 December, 3:00-4:00 p.m. 
, 29 December, 10:30 a.m.-Noon 

• 30 December, 10:30 a.m.-Noon 

Department of Linguistics and the 
of Arts and Sciences of the Univer
Pennsylvania have graciously arranged 
a wine and cheese reception in the 
Gallery of the University of Pennsyl

following the Presidential 
Wednesday, 29 December. The re-

11 be held from 6:15 p.m. until 
All meeting participants have 

ted to attend this special event. 
ion from the Marriott to the 

~n ~_...,..~nnof'l The. Mu~!Dttm ic: 

campus at 33rd and Spruce Streets in West 
Phil a de 1 phi a. 

CASH BARS 

Cash bars are scheduled from 8:30 p.m. 
until 10:00 p.m. on 27 December and from 
5:30 p.m. until 7:00 p.m. on 28 December in 
Salon DE. Byron Bender, the Director of 
the 1977 Linguistic Institute to be held 
at the University of lfawai i, and members of 
the Institute faculty will be available at 
the Cash Bar on 28 December to discuss the 
plans for the Institute and answer inquiries. 

RECORDING OF SESSIONS 

The Linguistic Society has made arrange
ments with Track 2 Taping of Rockville, 
Connecticut to tape record sessions at the 
1976 Annual t-1eeting. All papers presented 
by authors who have given their permission 
will be taped, as well as the discussion 
period following the papers. Cassette 
tapes will be available for purchase by 
meeting participants approximately 25 minutes 
after each session is recorded. 

Each three hour session will be taped in 
two ninety minute segments with one segment 
available for $5.50 or the entire session 
on two tapes for $10.00. In addition, 
Track 2 Taping offers a special discount for 
quantity orders. 



1976 LSA ANNUAL MEETING 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

General Information 

Registration, Job Placement, LSA Book Exhibit 

Registration for the 1976 LSA Annual Meeting will be conducted in the North 
Job Placement Center will be located in Salons A, B and C. Salon H will be the 
the LSA Book Exhibit. 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Registration 

7:00-9:00 PM 

8:00 AM-4:00 PM 

8:00 AM-Noon 

Placement Book Exhibit 

8:30 AM-6: 00 Pr~ 

8:30 AM-6:00 PM 

9:00 AM-Noon 

SPECIAL INTEREST HIGHLIGHTS 

LSA Executive Committee 
Cash Bar 

Cash Bar 

Past Presidents 1 Breakfast 
LSA Business Meeting* 
Presidential Address: 

11 Suggested Meaning11 

Wine & Cheese Reception 

9:00 AM-5:00 PM 
8:30-10:00 PM 

5:3Q-7:00 PM 

8:00-10:00 AM 
2:00-4:30 PM 
4:45 PM 

6 : 1 5-7 : 45 PM 

*LSA Resolutions Committee: Lynn Waterhouse, Chairman, Robbins Burling and 

Clements 
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Thomason 
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Papa 
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Smith 
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Keenan 

Kantor 
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2:00 

2:30 

3:00 

3:30 

4:00 

4:30 

5:00 

3:30 

4: 00 

4:30 

INDO-

Cole Hyman Drake 

Light Hombert Dunkel 

Tai Jeffers & 
~JtltJtJt:ltJtlt lt.tt ltlt ,. Pepicello 

................ ***** Thurgood "'*********It* 

Harris Gandour & Ard Harshman 

Haiman Ohsiek Toomas 

Eid Pi ttman Faber 

2:00 LSA Business Meeting 

4:45 Presidential Address 

6: 15 Wine & Cheese Reception 

Feagin 

Baugh 

Tway 

Charrow & Vigor ita 
Char row 

Washabaugh, 
et al. 

Hinofotis Klein 

Woodward & Krashen, Kantor~ 

DeSantis et al . Jeff~$ 



TUESDAY. 28 DECEMBER 1976 

SYNTAX Salon FG 
Chair: Bruce Fraser 

9:00 Judith H. Levi (Northwestern U) 
Co~lex Nominals: Nouns of Limited 
Variety & Unlimited Length 

9:30 Ivan A. Sag (U Pennsylvania) Maximi
zation & Recoverability of Deletion 

10:00 Noriko McCawley (U Chicago) Why Tblg~
Movement is Impossible with 'Poss1 e 

10:30 Break 
10:45 Ivan Kalmar (U Toronto) The Antipas

sive Construction & the Case Against 
Relational Grammar 

11 :00 Anthony Naro (U Federal. Rio) A His
torical Parallel Between Passives & 
Adjectives 

11:30 Joan Casper Kahr (Stanford U & Harvard U 
Towards a Relational Characterization 

PHONOLOGY 1 Salon J 
Chair: James E. Hoard 

9:00 Robert K. Herbert (Ohio State U) 
Phonological Explanation in Phonetics 

2 

9:30 Shmuel Bolozky (Tel Aviv U & U Illinois) 
On Surface Phonetic Constraints in 
Fast Speech 

10:00 Peter Ladefoged (UCLA) The Inadequacy 
of Feature Specifications 

10:15 Break 
10:30 George Clements {Harvard U) Phonologi

cal Coalescence 
11:00 Catherine Ringen (U Iowa) & Gregory lve 

son (U Wisconsin) On Constraining the 
Theory of Exceptions 

11:30 Ralph Vanderslice. Autonomous Phonology. 
Phonemic Overlap & the Red Herring of 

ROMANCE Salon K 
Chair: Ernst Pulgram 

9:00 Deering Blazer (U Texas) Indefinite 
Articles & Referentiality 

9:30 Dieter Wanner (U Illinois) The 
Development of Clitics 

3 

10:00 Eugene Papa (Indiana U) The Metaphony 
of /f/. /~/ in Central & Southern Italy 

10:30 Break 
11:00 Ian R. Smith (Cornell U) Evolution 

of Stress and Vowel Length in Sri 
Lanka Portuguese 

11:30 Matthew Lennig (U Pennsylvania) 
Continued Chain Shifting of /u/ and 
/o/ in Parisian French 

SYNTAX II Salon FG 
Chair: Samuel Jay Keyser 

2:00 

2:30 

3:00 

3:30 
4:00 

4:30 

5:00 

Peter Cole (U Illinois) The 
Role of the Causee in Universal 
Timothy Light (U Arizona) Word Order 
Word Order Change in Mandarin Chinese & 
James Tai (Southern Illinois U) 
& Spatial Scopes & Word Order in Chi 
Break 
Alice C. Harris (Harvard U) 
as a Rule in Universal 
Georgian Evidence 
John Haiman (U Manitoba) Conditionals 
as Topics 
Mushira Eid (U Minnesota) Arabic 
Relativization: Shadow Deletion or 
Pronoun Drop? 

PHONOLOGY II Salon J 
Chair: Wolfgang Dressler 

2:00 Larry Hyman (U Southern California) A 
Reanalysis of Tonal Downstep 

2:30 Jean-Marie Hombert (UCLA) Tone Space 
& Universals of Tone Systems 

3:00 Break 
3:30 Graham Thurgood (Cal State u. Fresno) 

The Origins of Burmese Creaky Tone 
4:00 Jack Gandour (Bell Labs) & Richard 

Harshman (U Western Ontario) A Cross
Language Study of Tone Perception 

4:30 Deborah Ohsiek (Stanford U) A ContinUUI 
of Stress Types 

5:00 Richard s. Pittman (SIL) The Expl 
Potential of Voice Register Theory 

INOO-EUROPEAN I Salon K 

Chair: 

2:00 

2:30 

3:00 

3:30 
4:00 

4:30 

5:00 

Winfred P. Lehmann 

Glendon Drake (San Diego State U) 
Veblen on Language 
George Dunkel (Johns Hopkins U) 
Resumptive Preverb Deletion in IE? 
Robert Jeffers (Ohio State U) & Willi .. 
Pepicello (U Deleware) The Expression 
of Purpose in Indo-European 
Break 
Josh Ard (Indiana U) A Reanalysis of 
the Origin of Definite Adjectives in 
Baltic & Slavic 
Linda Kopp Thomas (U Texas) Morpho· 
logization of Palatalization in Russian 
Verbs 
Alice Faber (U Texas) A-I Alternati?ns 
in Biblical Hebrew & Northwest SemitlC 

WEDNESDAY. 29 DECEMBER 1976 

ACQUISITION Salon FG 
Lila R. Gleitman 

Marilyn Shatz (CUNY) Form & Intent: 
Mothers' Questions to Children 
catherine J. Garv~ (Johns Hopkins U) 
some Ways of Asking Conversationally 
Relevant Questions 
Jean Berko Gleason (Boston U) 
Parental Judgements of Children's 
Language Abilities 
Break 
Eleanora Maia & Sun Chang (Brown U) 
cross-linguistic Differences in Parental 
Influence on Children's Grammar: Evi
dence from English. Korean & Portuguese 
susan Tavakolian (U Mass) Children's 
prehension of Pronominal Subjects & Mis
sing Subjects in Complicated Sentences 
Philip Lieberman, Robert Buhr. Suzanne 
HaMbY. Karen Landahl & Patricia Keating 

U) Development of Vowel Pro-

2 

Teeter 

James W. Harris (MIT) How Abstract is 
Natural Generative Phonology? 
Margaret Reece Allen {U Connecticut) The 
Structure of English Compound Nominals 
Stephen Wallace (Cornell U) Interplay 
of Voice. Aspect & Mode: The Semantics 
of Verbal Prenasalization in Malay 
Laurel Watkins (U Kansas) Shape vs. 
Position: Classificatory Verbs in 
North America 
Joan Manes (U Virginia) A Classifica 
of Semantic Relationships in American 
English Folk Descriptions 
J~ Pollack (Ohio State U) On the 
Alleged Differences Between Word For-

Robert S. Kirsner (UCLA) Scalar 
Meanings. Inferential Complexity & Com
municative Function: The Semantics & 
Pragmatics of Oeixis in Modern Dutch 
Alessandro D..aranti ( U Rome & USC) & 
Elinor Keenan (USC) The Organization 
of Reference in Italian Conversation 
Robert Kantor (Ohio State U) Discourse 
Connection & Demonstratives 
Break 
D. Robert Ladd. Jr. (Cornell U) 
Intonation is a MCP 
Helmut Esau (Texas A&M U) & Mervin 
Barnes (U Oklahoma) English Prosody 
Reconsidered 

Salon FG 

2:0Q-4:30 PM LSA Business Meeting 
C~alr: Rulon S. Wells 

The following rules for mtlons and nesolutlons wre prepared 
by 111111•• J. Gl!cln~ and llst Lthhte and approved by t~e Execu
tive CU.Ittoe at Its June 1g73 IIHtlng. LSA ....,ers are urged 
to follow these ground rules 1n ol"'ler to hne their mt1ons and 
resolutions considered at the Business Meeting. 

~~embers wishing to propose .. uons undtr 2,d . (bl!low) should 
initiate such actions through the Executin C-lttee prior to 
the Business lleet1ng. This llill' bl! actGq~lhhed by Stncl1ng 
.,t1ons to the LSA Secret.lrl.t for Inclusion on the Exe<:ut1ve 
C.O.Ittee agenda prior to the 27 Otc..,.r 1976 •etlng. Resolu
tions IOill' be Introduced by conuctlng 1 ...,...r of the Resolu
tions C...lttee prior to the Business llettlng. 

RUlES FOR ICITIONS A RESOLUTIOIIS 
&round Rules for Motions and Resolutions 

1. Definitions. A 110tlon Is 1111 proposition calling for action 
whetlier by an offlce;:oT"ihe Soclecy, the Executive C011111lttoe 
or the .-rshlp. A resolution expresses the opinion or fHl
ing of • group. Resolutions one of t..o kinds: o) resolutions 
expressi ng 'the sense of the ,.Jori cy of the ~~eeting', and b) 
resolutions expressing 'tile sense of the 111jorlt.Y of the llledler
sllip'. 

2. Procedure reC!!I"df~ .,tlons. 2.1. Motions are fn order 
only at t he Cl\iiy consttuud onnutl business •etfng. Voting 
15 restricted to ooed>ers of the Soclecy. Motions Ill.)' be Initi
ated by the Executive t0111111ttee or f.,. the floor. 
2.b. lloti011s fnftfatod by the Exee~~ttve tcoooittee requi re for 
their passoge a a~jorlcy vote of lllti!C>ers voting at the •eetlng. 
2.c. Motions initiated fNllll tilt noor, If th~ receive tffir
a~tlve vote of a ll&jorit,y of ~ers voting at the ~~eetlng ore 
then to bl! sut.1tted by tile Executive CQnnittee to 1 •11 bal
lot of the -rship of the Societ,y 1 n the next issue of the 
LSA BULLETIN. Passage requires: o) a ujori ty of those voting; 
and b) that the tot.ll of those voting fn favor ... st bl! ot least 
2 l/21 of the personal .,....rshfp. 
2.d. If a -· wishes to i ntroduce a .,tlon, but prefers to 
ovoid the dell,)' Involved In z.c. abOve/ he 1111.1 sublllt his ..,tfon 
In advance to the Executive C...lttee bl!fore their regular 
meeting precodin9 the business moetfng at ""lch t he ..,uon Is 
to bl! introduced) with a request that the Executive Comlttee 
by majorl t,y vote of the Co.ittoe, approve tile Introduction of 
the .,uon at the business Nett ng u 1 motion i nft lat ed by the 
be<:uthe CQnnlttee (see 2.b. above) •• 

3. Procedure ~ardfn9 resolutions. l.a. Resolutlor>s may bl! 
introduced at te onnuai business Neting or at 1111 special 
~tlng ef the Soclet,y, such as the s..,.r moeting. 
l.b. A Resol utions C011111fttee consisting of three ...-ers will 
be oppolnted by the president prior to the beginning of each 
regular or special """tl ng. Any _.,er wishing to Introduce 1 
resolution 1111st subnll t it in advance to the Resolutions Comalit
tee, which, In addition to Its tradfttonol dut,y of fo1'11Ult
ting res~lutions of thanks ond t he like, will hne tile ducy to 
•ke t ure thlt the language is clear, ond thot duplication Is 
avoided. The Resolutions CooloittH 1111.1 oeet In odvance for 
this purpou or II&.)', ff ne<:essary, retire to caucus during the 
course of the ~tf ng . 
3.c. A Resolution expntssing the sense of the •Joricy of the 
~~teting req<Jires for its passage the offh'llltfve vote of a 
lllljorit,y of the ooed>ers wting at the 100eting. 
3.d. If at least ten .n.ers present at the lltet1ng so desire, 
1 resolution 1111 bl! broadened to eJIIIreSS 'the sense of the 
noajoricy of the -rship', regal"dless of whetllor or not 
It has pass ed the procedure in l.c. above , by the following 
steps: the resolution Is fo,..al"'led to the Executive C011111ittee 
for subllllsslon to the .....,ershfp by 111111 bal lot (In the next 
issue of tile lSA BULLETIN}. Passage of such 1 •senso of the 
majorfcy of the ,_bershfp' resolution requires the affil'lllthe 
vote l over 501) of the ,..rship respondIng. 

4:45 PM Presidential Addntss: ' Suggested Meaning• 

6:15-7:45 PM Wine & Cheeso Rllceptlon 



THURSDAY, 30 DECEMBER 1976 

SEAANTICS Salon FG 
Chair: Larry R. Horn 

9:00 Robert Rodman, Rita Nolan & Stanley 
ltmsat (U North carolina} Some Remarks 
on Pragmatics & Presupposition 

9:30 James E. Hoard (U Oregon} 
Dr. Livingstone, 1 Presuppose 

10:00 Celia Merrill (U Texas} Truth, Meaning 
& the Paraphrased Performative 

10:30 Alice Davison (SUNY Stony Brook) 
Negative Scope & Negative Indefinites 
in an OV Language 

11:00 Frank Roberts Brandon (UNICAMP} 
Grammatical Relations and Scope 

11:30 Per Kristian Halvorsen (U Texas) 
Transformational Syntax & Model 
Theoretic Semantics for Pseudo
Clefts 

PSYCHOLINGUISTICS I Salon J 

Chair: Victoria A. Fromkin 
2 

9:00 Glenn Frankenfield (U Maine) Language 
Out of Context: Schizophrenia 

9:30 Wolfgang u. Dressler (U Vienna) Morpho
phonological Disturbances in Aphasia 

10:00 Marlys McClaran (UCLA) Lateralization 
Studies, Language & the Social Sciences 

10:15 Break 

SOCIOLINGUISTICS Salon FG 
Chair: Gillian Sankoff 

2:00 Crawford Feagin, Southern White 
The Changing Verb Phrase 

2:30 John Baugh (U Pennsylvania) The 
of 'Steady': Aspectual Marking fn 
Black English 

3:00 Patricia Tway (Woodmere) 
Social Stratification & Linguistic 
of Factory Workers 

3:30 Veda Charrow & Robert Charrow ( 
Applied Linguistics & Howard u 
Investigating Comprehension in 
Tasks: Understanding Jury Ins 

4:00 William Washabaugh (U Wisconsin), 
Woodward & Susan DeSantis (Gallaudet 
Providence Island Sign Language 

4:30 James Woodward & Susan DeSantis (Ga 
det C) Negative Incorporation in 

PSYCHOLINGUISTICS II Salon J 
Chair: Jean Berko Gleason 

2:00 Marina Mcintire & Jeni Yamada (UCLA) 
Visual Shadowing: Examining La~ge 
Processing in Another Mode 

2:30 Joseph J. Kupin (U Connecticut) 
Tongue Twisters 

3:00 R.M. Cena (U Alberta) English Vowel 
Alternation IS Psychologically Real 

10:30 Susan L. Donald (U Connecticut & Haskins 3
=
15 Break 

Laboratories) Selective Adaptation of 3:30 John Oller, Jr. (U New Mexico) & 
Butler Hinofotis {So. Illinois U) 
Mutually Exclusive Hypotheses about 
Second Language Ability: Factor 
Studies of a Variety of Language 

Labial Stops for Thai & English Speakers 
11:00 D.W. Dearholt & G. Valdes-Fallis (New 

Mexico State U) Toward a Probabilistic 
Automata Model of Some Aspects of 
Code-Switching 4:00 Frances Butler Hinofotis (SIU) 

11:30 Sarah Grey Thomason (U Pittsburgh) On 
Interpreting "The Indian Interpreter" 

as an Alternative Method of ESL Pl 
ment and Proficiency Testing 

t------------------1 4:30 Stephen Krashen, James Butler, Robtrt 
Birnbaum & Judith Robertson (USC) 
Two Studies in Adult Second Langua~ PHONOLOGY I II Salon K 3 

Chair: Charles E. Cairns 

9:00 John T. Jensen (U Ottawa) Reply to 
"Theoretical Implications of Hungarian 
Vowel Harmony" 

9:30 Peter c. Bjarkman (George Mason U) 
Weakening Chains & the Histories of 
Some Spanish Consonants 

10:00 T.D. Griffen (Wichita State U) Middle 
High German, a Voicing Language _. 

10:15 Break 
10:30 Marianne M. Williams (SUNY) Levels of 

Consciousness of Linguistic Structure 
11:00 Larry Nessly, On the Word Stress 

Cyc1 e in English 
11:30 Robert Rankin (U Kansas) The Unmarking 

of Quapaw Phonology: A Study of 
Language Death 

Acquisition & Learning 

INIX>-EUROPEAN II Salon K 

Chair: Calvert Watkins 

2:00 Anatoly Liberman (U Minnesota) 
Aippau, Old High German Erdo 

2:30 Peter Gamm, Proto-Germanic 
Voiceless Stops with SecondarY 
of Articulation 

3:00 Warren Cowgill (Yale U) Latin 
1 thou wilt 1 & the Patier of ~-.-~A·
to Affect Phonology 

3:30 John Vigorita {COrnell U) The Vedic 
Trochaic Giyatr1 

4:00 Jared S. Klein (U Georgia) 
Oetxis & Relativization in the 

4:30 Robert Kantor & Robert Jeffers 
A 

abstracts 



STATEMENT FROM THE PROGRAM COMMITTEE 

The abstracts which appear in this Meeting 

Handbook are photocopies of the originals 

submitted to the LSA Program Committee. 

Infelicities of style, grammar, punctuation 

and spelling are the responsibility of the 

authors. 

(WED WJRN: 2] 

The structure of English compound nominals is investigated 
this paper within a framework of derivational morphology 

to that proposed by Aronoff (1974) and by Siegel (1974). 
s claimed that only such a theory permits an explanation of 
nn<on\~~ogical and semantic variance exhibited by compounds. 
ous analyses have been either transformational (Lees,l960) 

descriptive (Marchand,l969). It is argued here that trans
anal rules cannot be used to derive compounds, and that 
ance shown by compounds is a natural consequence if a 

ru1r•u""vF •• cal derivation is assumed. Some of the evidence for 
ance in structure involves 1) consonant changes which may 

at the internal boundary and 2) vowel reduction in the 
ond element of the compound, for example; 

pa/1),/-;cake/*pa./~-cleaner 2) wood-l%nd/*bear-l./11/nd, 
newprpaper/ *new,fi-piece straw-b(II}Ti/*field-¥ayri 
lam-post/*lam-paint fire-m a/n/*tax-mfo,/n 

It is shown that an analysis using re-adjustment rules to 
te an internal word boundary(e.g. Selkirk,l972) is insuff
t since it fails to capture the fact that the pattern of 
ogical variance is mirrored by a variation in the seman-

transparency of the compound (X-Y] with respect to its 
LX] and (Y]. The alignment of the phonological and 
facts can best be accounted for by proposing under

which differ in boundaries and bracketing. The 
are proposed as examples of three types of compounds, 
three different morphological operations; 

(#Y#]#J 2) (#[#X#]l#Y]#] J) l#(#X#](+Y]#] 
1 is non-idiosyncratic both in form and in meaning. Phon
cal disturbances do not occur at the juncture and the 

of the compound is a function of the meaning of its 
.... ~+·~. The second elements of type 2 compounds have rep

ons similar to the stress-neutral suffixes such as 
, -ful, - er, and they share some characteristics of these 

• Type J com~ounds have a weakened internal boundary 
ch permits the operation of assimilation rules and predicts 

degree of semantic transparency. Implicit in the pro
made here is the position that morphological represent
must be constrained in explicit ways, for example, as 

in Brame's (1974) Natural Bracketing Hypothesis. 
from compounds provides some support for the strong 

on of Brame's hypothesis. 

,M.,l974. Word Structure, M.I.T.Doctoral dissertation 
,M.,l974. "The Cycle ~n PhonologysStress in Palestinian, 
Maltese and Spanish". Linguistic Inquiry, 5,no.l 

• R.~.,1960, The Grammar of English Nominalizationi, 
lndtana Universit Press, Bloomington 

,H.,l969. The s 



JOSH ARD 

Indiana university 

A Reanalysis of the Origin of Definite Adjectives in Baltic and Slavic 

W.P. Lehmann in his book Proto-Indo-Euro7ean Syntax and in an 
article in Donum Balticum has claimed that de 1nite adjectives in 
Baltic and Slavic are syntactic archaisms developed at a time when 
Baltic and Slavic were SOV languages, which according to his analysis 
they should have been at the time of the breakup of the Proto-Indo
European speech community. In this paper I will show that internal 
evidence from Baltic and Slavic motivates a quite different explanation 
of the origin of definite adjectives which does not imply contemporaneous 
SOV order at all. The crux of Lehmann's argument is that the definite 
adjective--etymologically an adjective with a fused post-posed demonstra
tive (*j-}--developed directly from a relative clause positioned before 
the restricted noun with a clause final relative marker, a pattern typo
logically associated with SOV languages. 

A further look at the data, however, motivates a different expla-
nation. The primary shortcoming of Lehmann's analysis is that the 
supposedly erstwhile relative marker, rather than appearing in last 
position among elements from the putative original relative clause, stands 
in second position in the noun phrase: When two adjectives are conjoined 
in early Slavic texts the j- marker follows the first adjective, not the 
second. Moreover, in Old Lithuanian for definite adjectives derived from 
verbs with prefixes the j-marker is placed between the prefix and the stel 
of the adjective, not at the end of the adject1ve: 

praia~6kusioi (= pra-ja-~6kusioj = Mod. Lith. pra~6kusiojoj) 

Phonological factors also pose problems for Lehmann's analysis. The 
resultant shape of definite adjectives in Baltic and Slavic seems to 
require a relatively late fusion of adjective and demonstrative, while 
under Lehmann's analysis definite adjectives should have developed quite 
early in the history of these languages. 

I will demonstrate that the source construction of the Baltic and 
Slavic definite adjective is not one lost in the primeval days of these 
families, but rather one parallel to one still extant in parts of the 
Slavic world. In North Russian dialects a particle t- (derived from 
another demonstrative) is placed in second position in NP's as a marker 
of definiteness: 

zlaja-ta ~ena/ ~ena-ta zlaja "evil woman" 

The definite adjective resulted from this construction when the clitici 
definite marker (the earlier one, j-) became restricted to adjectives an4 
subsequently became reinterpreted as an adjectival desinence. 

Lehmann, W.P. 1970. "Definite adjective declensions and syntactic types~ 
in Velta RU\e-Dravi~a (ed. ) Donum Balticum. Stockholm: Almqvist an 
Wiksell. 

__ ,__1974. Proto-Indo-European Syntax. Austin: University of T 
Press. 

[THURS APT: l) 

tY of pennsylvania 

of the Black English vernacular ) have 
crtn·c•u~;,.J..J important to analyses of English in general 

ably the analyses of tense marking are responsible for • 
important structural differences between Standard English 
~-v. !be present discussion Will continue in that tradition 

-.. ........ , the statua of 'steady' as an aspectual marker in BEV 
re1se•~g~ is significant for the folloWing reasons: l)'He be • 

rapping', is a construction that is unique to BEV 2) the 
fication of 'steady' will further enhance our uder~tanding 

tural relations between SE and BEV, and })the nature ot 
ia such that these findings are directly related to 
issues in both ~~ and SE. 

YlOaa.'u 1 typically occurs in "'+ing constructions like·"Leon 
tripping", n "We be steady hustling.", or 11She steady' be 
her mouth • The noteworthy exception has boen observed with 

tol~owing 'steady', for example," You just steady on 
s case •. Used in the preceding manners, 'steady' is a 

............. ve, however, it can be distinguished from 1 always' 
it also conveys a sense of persistency and consistency 

1• not necessarily implicit with 'alwaya' Compare• 'He 
aessing With somebody' vs. 'He steady me;sing With somebody' 

significance of 'steady' was first citied while BEV corpor; 
ladelphia and Los Angeles were being examined for cases of 
tive 'be' (ct. Fasold 1972). Once the colloquial status of 
had been identified, questionaires were designed that 

d these structures with regard to tense (e.g. He gon be 
•uJ;u.u..~~At · Debby waa steady dancing) and tested the relative 

of several progressive and stative verbs In addition 
was substituted for •steady' in every instanc; as a point ' 

SAH.PLE QUESTIONAIRE SENTENCES 
be steady knowing the truth, He gon be always knowing the truth 
•teady jumping. She waa always jumping. 

ateady be bitting somebody. Ric:k.y always be hitting somebody. 
ateady be rapping. We gon(na) always be rapping. 

feeling the bluea. Pat always feeling the blues. 
steady under the table. The baby always under the table. 

questionaires were given to BEV informants in Los Angeles 
given to BEV s peakers in Philadelphia. A four point 

acceptability was employed in both cities. An additional 25 
to SE speakers for comparative purposes. The results of 

""''a"~01l..B_"l will comprise the basis of this discussion. The 
indicate that habitual and durative verbs are most 

~ tiwith 'steady'. ltterative verbs show marginal acceptance 
_:d ~e ve;bs are unacceptable with rare exceptions like 

41 
t feel • Furthermore, these findings are directly related 

8 inguished research on 1be' by Labov, Faaold and others. 
te also support some of the issues raised by Sag on his 
progressives and statives. 

Ralph. 1972. Tense mart+n~n Black English : a linguistic 
eoS:alysis. Wash., D.C. Ginter for Applied Linguistics 

en,.P; Robins, C; and LeWis,J. 1968. A study of the • 
and l o Rican in NYC. 



PETER C. BJARKHAN 

George Mason University 

Weakening Chains and the Histories of Some Spanish Consonants 

James Foley contends that there are types of assimilations which 
are not phonetic in nature and therefore must be given purely phone 
interpretations. Palatalization of /s/ before dental liquids but not 
dental nasals in Norwegian is cited by Foley as one example. Here the 
ological interpretation apparent to Foley is that /s/ is strengthened 
proximity to the stronger /1/ but not in the vicinity of weaker /n/. 

More recent work by Joan Hooper supports a theory of Natural 
Phonology in part on the basis of the apparent evidence for a system of 
phonotactic constraints in standard Spanish dialects. In Hooper's 1973 
Dissertation, the syllable is selected as the basic unit for stating 
phonotactic constraints which are restrictions on the sequences of 
clustering around a nucleus and which are statable in terms of r-··~~'"&• 
along a scale of relative phonological strengths. Hooper's Positive 
on syllable structure is similar in conception though not in detail to 
notion of strength conditions advanced by the work of Foley. Relying 
from ctandard American dialects of Spanish, e!=;peciaJly the Miami Cuban 
of Spanish, this paper will present evidence that neither Foley's 
approach nor Hooper's semi-phonetic approach offers a particularly 
method for assigning strength values to capture phonological relat 
between segments, especially as these function within the syllable 
unit. 

This paper is primarily concerned with motivating the concept of 
"phonetic" strength chains as an alternative to Foley's innovative but 
unworkable system of purely "phonological" strengths. A starting point 
be to demonstrate that some of the phenomena Foley cites as crucial 
from Germanic (e .g. the retention of schwa after dentals in 3rd. 
verbs, or monophthongization of /au/ to /o/ before dentals) and 
"uninterpretable in a phonetic system" indeed do have a natural 
planation within a system of Natural Phonology as proposed by David 
A larger issue will be a claim here that a developing theory of s~r.~nlr~n 
chains based on pure phonetics (i.e. articulatory or acoustical ~~~y.L•··~ 
is sufficiently capable of explaining a wide range of assimilatory 
among the segments mentioned by Foley and Hooper, along with other 
as well as diachronic phenomena. 

The argument advanced here is based largely on a notion of ~~~ 
chains or target chains in Natural Phonology, a concept first applied 
Nessly (1973 C.L.S . Conference) and a direct outgrowth of the theory of 
Phonology being advanced piecemeal by Stampean phonologists. This 
three controversial claims: (1) Foley's purely phonological scales of 
strength have little if any empirical support and are, in fact, repeat 
contradicted by the evidence from Spanish; (2) the purportedly 
and phonetic consonantal strength hierarchies which are part of Hooper 
system of Natural Generative Phonology err primarily in her assumption 
positions of phonological strength are statable exclusively or even 
in terms of the syllable; and (3) the phonetic weakening chains 
originally by Nessly provide the most desirable account of relative 
strengths of segments as well as the most supportable explanations for 
guistic change. A consideration of Hooper's arguments and the Spanish 
on which they are based reveals that Natural Generative Phonology 
handle with its Positive Syllable Structure Condition a necessary d 
between syllable-initial and word-initial positions as conditioning 
on synchronic phonological processes. Diachronic developments in the 
ical evolution of Spanish grammar are also cited as relevant. 

[TUES MORN : 3] 

Austin 

Articles seem to appear at a stage when a language which used word 
to marlt topic and. comment or def1n1 teness and indefiniteness begins to 

on word order to show granunatical relationships. In general, articles 
alii!, ..... ~··· definite and. ind.efini te nouns and thus also indicate old and new 

This paper will show how referentiality is marked by the 
or absence of articles at this stage, and 1 t will also discuss the 

of marking referential! ty in such languages. 

In Latin there was no overt marker for indefinite NPs. The following 
from~ (Marie de France, about 1140) show how the referential

....,, ..... ,nt;ta.l distinction functions in Old French indefinites a 

In Bretaigne manoit jadis Uns riches hom ••• 
•In Brittany lived formerly A rich man ••• • 

De Caruent fu avoez Et du pais sire clamez ••• 
•ot Caruent fneJ was overlord And of the country lord [he) was called ••• • 

Por ce qu •g ot bon eri tage Fame prist por enfanz a voir ••• 
he had good background Wife took to children have ••• • 

De haute gent fu la pucele ••• gui au riche homme fu donee. 
high rank was the girl ••• who to the rich man was given.• 

the indefinite article introduces the lord to the discourse and after 
speaker can refer to him with a pronoun (expressed by verb form only 

and independently expressed in (2a)) or a definite noun phrase. The 
on the other hand, has not been properly introduced into the discourse 

an article (2a), and when mentioned a few lines later (2b) must be 
identified by a relative clause. 

In Mandarin, where word order is used to mark topic and comment as 
definiteness and indefiniteness of NPs (Li and Thompson, 1975 and 

the difference between referential and nonreferential indefinite nouns 
shown by word order. 

~-le y!-ge zei. 
Run~asp. one-cl. thief.' 

You y!-ge zei pao-le. 
st one-cl, thief run-asp.' 

} 'A thief ran away.' 

sentence (4) does the NP refer to a particular thief, and later the 
can refer to him using a pronoun or definite NP. The NP in (4) is 

similar to a topic in the sense that the speaker knows the referent, 
remainder of the sentence comments on that referent. The hearer, 

• is unfamiliar w1 th the referent and needs some sort of introduction. 

In Old French when topic and comment are more important distinctions, 
between referential and nonreferential NPs is similarly 1m

and 1a marked accordingly. As word order in French becomes more 
toward the distinction of subject and object, topic and comment are 

aarked. The 1ndefin1 te article then spreads to nonreferential as 
referential NPs. 

s 



SHMUEL BOLOZKY 
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On Surface Phonetic Constraints in Fast Speech 

The :purpose of this paper is to show that the emergence of surfac 
netic constraints {SPC's) in fast speech that are not found in normal e 
and the frequent relaxing of normal speech SPC's in fast speech, canst 
a problem for Natural Generative Phonology (NGP) with its single level 
lysis and no-ordering condition. For instance, in Modern Hebrew fast 
obstruent clusters must be uniform in voicing, but NGP :provides no way t 
eluding this constraint from applying in normal speech as well (where i~ 
should not apply). Similarly, though Modern Hebrew does not allow stem
geminates in normal speech, this restriction is often violated in fast 
and must thus be excluded from it. The problem is further complicated 
gradual change affecting SPC's with the increase of speech tempo. 
resolve this difficulty by means of discerning a number of discrete 
fast speech (cf. Rudes 1976 "Lexical Representations and Variable Rules 
NGP") are rejected for the lack of independent evidence. It is proposed 
a separate level of fast speech is indeed inevitable, but that within 
speech, the ordering of rules and development of constraints are predict 
from the change in tempo on universal grounds. For instance, in normal 
Modern Hebrew sonorant consonants must be flanked by a vowel on at 
side; in fast speech liquids and nasals ~occur in $--C position 
that they are syllabified; in faster speech they may be desyllabified in 
same position; and at an even faster tempo the liquid or nasal may s 
be deleted. It will be shuwn that this sort of development is predictatile 
general principles, and that to assume discrete levels of fast speech 
be an indirect and unnatural way of capturing this predictability. 

To predict the development of SPC's in fast speech, a few general 
ciples are proposed. For the laxing of normal speech co~traints in 
speech, it is suggested that: 

(1) The greater the i ncompatibility of sequences with an existing 
uage-particular constraint, the less likely are the constraints to be 
e.g. a constraint on CCC clusters will be easier to violate in a Eurm~a~ 
language than in Japanese. 

(2) The greater the violation of universal constraints on syllable
structure (as in Hooper's 1973 dissertation), the less likely are 
aints to be relaxed; e.g. a constraint on syllable-initial ~~~-iu.Li<lw. 
a consonant is less likely to be violated than a constraint on 
initial nasals f ollowed by a consonant. Hooper's (1976 "Constraints on 
Deletion in American English") interpretation of Zwicky's (1972) English 
in "Note on a Phonological Hierarchy in English" is discussed in this 

For constraints found in fast speech only, it is proposed that: 
(1) The faster the tempo of speech, the greater the likelihood of 

ricting clusters to ones that are assimilated in some way; e.g. the 
mentioned restriction on obstruent clusters in Modern Hebrew. 

(2) The faster the tempo of speech, the more likely are the restr 
on the occurrence of weak elements; e.g. certain restrictions on se<luenc• 
of unstressed vowels in Modern Hebrew. 

Once such general principles are properly defined, it should be 
to predict the development of SPC's in fast speech without assuming 
levels within fast speech. 
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de Campinas (UNICAMP), Brazil 

of quantifiers and negation has been discussed for 
years now, particularly by Carden, Lakoff, and Jacken~ 

All have assumed to some extent that scope is determined 
s by precedence (left-to-right order). In this paper, 

be shown that surface grammatical relations are a strong-
inant of scope than precedence in simple S .; ie J the 

ical category which contains quantifier (Q) or negation 
is more important than the relative order of Q and NEG. 

relevant surface relations are• (where -+means 'contains in 
scope') Subject-+ Aux(Cop) -+Main Predicate -+Object. Ev-

will be presented from movement rules which operate in 
root S and from ov languaqes. 

In Spanish, Subject may be postposed without changing scopeJ 
Mychas cartas no lleaaron. 
MJDY letters not arrived. 
No tlegaron muchas cartas. 

In Dutch, the negated Main Pred can be moved around a quan-
Object without altering scope relationships• 

Myn brieven werden niet Peantwoord door veel mensen. 
My letters were not answered by many people. 
Myn brieven werden door veel mensen niet Peantwoord. 
In Portuguese, Subject may be postposed and Main Pred pre-

around AUX(COP) without changing scope• 
MB!!2! nlio sio os grandes nomes da quimica moderna. (= few) 
~ great names of modern chemistry are not m~-~· (= few) 
En~lish Y-Movement as described by Baker and ;Jrackendoff(~. 

1S an apparent counter-example. In general, English does 
it movement of surface categories if negation is involved 

is always associated to a category. NQt is sometimes 
-~~~-~- nt from AUX(COP) or Main Pred, but then obeys con

precedence (Dutch,Hungarian). Not-Transportation(if 
~ion) is a counter-example. 

In OV languages like Turkish, Japanese, Bengali, a quanti
Object is always in the scope of a negated V,and Q as a Main 
is always in the scope of a negated AUX(COP) following it. 
~n precedence and grammatical relations are in conflict, 
1s a tendency to neutralize scope relations giving ambigui
some la~guages. Turkis~ and Bengali show ambiguity (strong 
ak read1ngs). Asymmetr1c command, a stronger determiner of 
tha~ grammatical relations or precedence, gives clearer 

s ~n these lanauages. From this it is concluded that scope 
1ned by weighing these three scope-determining factors 

This explains the facts about ~ and ~ in the 12 
surveyed. (NoteJ All behaves differently syntactically 

lemantically from manY (cf. Carden English Quantifiers)) 
In conclusion, surface qrammatical relations play a more im

part in determining scope than precedence. This permits 
refo~ulation of rules and constraints concerned with scope 
pred1cts that word order change in languages should preserve 

relations (w~ic~ would seem to be borne out by a comparison 
ali.and.PunJ~b1 to 7 svo IE languages). This last should 

u~e.1n h1stor1cal work. The conclusion also strengthens 
~Sltlon of Perlmutter and Postal that grammatical relations 
d'portant to the statement of rules, since movement rules o
dlf~erent constraints when applying to grammatical categories 
ef1ned here) than when moving lexical items. 
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R.M. CENA 

University of Alberta 

English Vowel Alternation IS Psychologically Real 

English vowel alternation wss subjected to an experimental test 

psychological reelity. It is assumed that a linguistic generalization 

psychologically real if it serves as a variable in mental 

hypothesized that if the pattern of vowel alternations in 

the learning of novel forms exemplifying correct English Elternations 

it interferes in the learning of novel forms exemplifying 

found in English , then it is psychologically real. 

The alterndtions were embedded in novel adjective-noun pairs, 

correct &y/I alternation in the pair subk[ay]pe/subk[I]pity. 

each correct exemplar, four word-pairs with non-English alternations 8 

ss control conditions; thu~, the controls for the ay/I alternation 

ma 1 p[ ay] cle/malp{(] di ty, purg[ ay] te/purg[x] t ity, surf{ ay] me/surf[-"] mi.ty, 

r(ay]ne/disr[o]nity. There were, therefore, 25 stimulus pairs . 

were pres ented aur~lly to 20 university students as paired-associates 

l ec.rned, using the study-test technique. In the study ph~se, 

and repeated all L5 word pairs. In the test phase, they were 

only the adjective forms, and the t&sk consisted in supplying 

The results showed that, in all three learnability indices used, 

cl~ss of correct English alternations were learned significantly more 

than the class of non-English alternations, and, furthermore, that 

of these correct English alternation& interfered in the learning of 

English altern~ tions . It w~s concluded that the vowel alternation g 

tion in English is psychologically real. 

In an attempt to reconcile the positive results of the present 

with the negative results of two previous £roductivity studies on 

vowel alternation, a distinction is proposed between psychological 

productivity, whereby a productive process is considered to be neces 

psychologically real, rut that a psychologically real process need not 

productive. Thus, English vowel alternation is psychologically real, 

be shown to te so in psychological reality experiments ; however, 

tests will reveal th<lt it is not pro·Juctive. A scale of "psychologi 

productivity" is proposed; in this scale, surface phonetic processes 

rate high, P.nd purely morphologicel, non-phonetically conditioned 

would grevit~te tovard the lower end. 
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tor Applied Linguistics & Howard University Law School 

Although linguistic analysis generally and properly assumes that lang
description and explanation must be based on a speaker-hearer unit, the 

of the task of gathering data external to the analyst requires that 
the speaker or the listener be the focus of data-gathering techniques. 

from psycholinguistic investigations focusing on comprehension alone 
ted to the building and verifying of linguistic analyses (e.g., 

, 1962; Clark & Lucy, 1975). But three factors, which historically 
been fundamental to most such psycholinguistic research, have limited 

licability of such research to the understanding of language by the 
peaker-hearer in the real world. First, psycholinguistic studies have 
to use language samples constructed for the purposes of the expert
Second, they have tended to use single sentences, and third, they have 

consider mainly syntactic variables. 
great deal of linguistic analysis moves into language in context, 
more and more necessary to study comprehension of language in con

merely the effect of context on the comprehension and recall of 
material (as in Bransford & Franks, 1971, or Clark & Haviland, 1975), 

e uses of language in real world contexts (as in Fillmore, 1975; R. 
, 1973; and Morgan, 1975). 

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that it is now possible to 
unguage comprehension in relation to real -world tasks, and further, 

it is valuable to do so. This paper investigates comprehension of stan
jury instrur.tions by jurors. Both the approach to the problem and the 

of analysis have important implications for studies of pragmatics 
for linguistic theory . 
Even a short jury instruction such as the one below contains several 

1 impediments to comprehension: 

"Every person who, himself, is exercising ordinary care, has a 
to assume that every other person will perform his duty and 

the law, and in the absence of reasonable cause for thinking 
e, it is not negligence for such a person to fail to anti

te an accident which can be occasioned only by a violation of 
or duty by another person." 

such instructions there are instances of pronoun anaphora, multiple 
, lengthy conjoined and embedded clauses, ambiguous use of "or", and 

~~·~l~~!n~ of the rule to be followed as an exception to a rule--among 
things. 

Lawyers' ratings of the comprehensibility of the legal concepts contain
such instructions are in sharp contrast to jurors' ability to compre

each instruction as a whole, in or out of context. In addition, compar
of a discourse analysis of the jurors' encoding of their understanding 

instructions with a discourse analysis of the text of the jury inst
as read to them, pinpoints the specific factors involved in under
or misunderstanding this real-world use of language. 



GEORGE N. CLEMENTS 

Harvard University 

Phonological Coalescence 

Coalescence processes are those which affect two 

more segments, modifying both or else deleting one and 

fying the other. Such processes are commonplace and part 

larly characteristic of rapid and informal speech (cf. Eng 

can't~ [kit]). They share as a common property the fact 

the resulting segment (or segments) is typically an 

ry ''blend" of the original segments. 'why should 

In attempting to answer this question two 

treatments of coalescence are exa~ined. 

phonology allows rules to operate only upon phonemic s 

thus a rule defined upon a certain feature (or feature 

applies to the entire phoneme characterized by 

complex). Hithin this framework, coalescence processes are 

treated in terms of transformational rules applying to 

more) phoneme s characterized by the features mentioned 

structural des cription of the rule. The second approach, 

of autosegmental phonology (Goldsmith 1976a, 1976b, Cle 

1976) takes the feature, rather than the phoneme, as the 

unit of phonological description. It 

cesses in terms of operations defined directly 

themselves. Two such operations are posited 

coalescence: feature deletion and feature metathesis. 

are shown to account for a variety of mutual adaptation, 

and interversion processes in a number of languages 

Ga, Hongolian, Catalan, Dakota, and Icelandic. 

The properties of the two descriptive models 

trasted. The transformational format is unable to dist 

in a principled way between the 11 natural 11 coalescence 

that 11 blend 11 phonemic segments from the "unnatural
11 

coales 

processes that do not. On the other hand, the autosegme 

approach draws this distinction sharply. In 

escence processes are just those that result 

sis and deletion of features; hence, no new features are 

to representations, and the forms which result are of ne 

simplifications (blends) of the original forms. 
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the last ten years two major approaches to syntax have been prominent 
ve granunar: autonomous syntax & semantically based syntax. The 

is most frequently associated with the recent work of Chomsky 
, but it also characterizes work in Relational Grammar developed 

by Perlmutter, Postal, Johnson, Keenan & Comrie inter alia. 
based approach to syntax is exemplified in the work of 

, Givan, Morgan, McCawley & others. This paper is a crosslinguistic 
of causati ves, the purpose of which is to compare the role of autonomous 
and semantics with respect to a major problem in the syntax of clause 

(CU) causatives. The problem is the following: What factors determine 
ved grammatical role (grammatical relation/case) of the causee (or 

complement subject (UCS) in such causatives? A wide variety of 
(see below) are possible in different languages. Are there 

D crosslinguistic generalizations? 
been widely noted (Aissen, Comrie, Perlmutter & Postal) t hat in many 
the complement subjects (CSs) of transitive verbs appear as indirect 
This has led to the hypothesis that the surface grammatical role of 
is determined by the purely grammatical factor of transitivity . 

are, however, a wide variety of counter examples to this hypothesis: 
Japanese intransitive CSs may be marked accusative (-o) or dative
(-ni); in Bolivian Quechua transitive CSs may be marked accusative 

dative (-man) or instrumental (-wan). Similar facts are found in other 
And, significantly, the choice of grammatical role is determined 

single semantic parameter ---that of agency--- in all known cases. 
, it is proposed that the determining factor is fundamentally semantic. 

cal role of the UCS serves to indicate the degree of agentiveness 
exhibited by the UCS. I f the UCS is viewed as agentive, the 

marked as such by receiving a grammatical role in derived structure 
te to agents: agentive or animate (potential agent). If, however, 

is viewed as a patient, a grammat ical rol e appropriate to patienthood 
direct object is assigned. Some languages in which this seems quite 
to be the case are Hungarian, Japanese, Kannada, Modern Hebrew & 

explanation for the significance of transitivity noted by Aissen, Comrie , 
& Postal (see above) suggests itself. In many languages the 

determination of t he grammatical role of the causee undergoes 
ZATION. That is, the semantic principle of agency is generalized 

and hence loses its semantic import. Because transitive subjects 
are agentive, all transitive subjects come to receive agentive (e.g .. 
instrumental) case regardless of their semantic function. Similarly ; 
ve subjects are typically non-agentive. Thus, all intransitive CSs 

to be marked invariably as patients (e.g. accusative). As a result 
zation, the derived role of the causee may come to be deter

by tran~itivity rather than by agency. 
addi~on to presenting crosslinguistic evidence for the above claims, 
encouraging gramrnaticalization will be discussed if time permits. 
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WARREN COWGILL 

Yale University 

Latin vis 'thou wilt', and tl1e Power of Morphology to Affect Phonoloa 

This paper presents a solution for a detail of Latin historical 
with implications for the power of morphology to affect phonology, and 
amplifies a sound law applying to just one ite~ 

I-iost forms of Latin :£2!2. 1 I will' come clearly from an athelllS.tic root. 
present *)tel-mi etc., with cognates of same or similar meaning in us1.-.... 

Balto-Slavic and Indo-Iranian. But the 2d singular present indioati 
is very aberrant in shape, and, since W. Froehde, Bezzenbergere B., ... ,, .... , •• 
6.167 and H. Osthoff, Rheinisches 1-b.tseum ;6. 486 (both 1~1), has 
thought to come from a different root, ~{!- or *ueie-, seen in Vedic 
x.i~!. 1 thou turnest thy attention toward meaning.e:fablished by w. P. 
1-Ielanges • • • Renou (1968) 61~24). 

But there is no need to posit this suppletion if we consider 
the outcome of *uelmi1 s 2d singular, ~el-si. It is widely accepted 
Latin conjunctioft vet 1 or' is the regu1"ar outcome of this *uelai, 1:.n1·ou1~tt 
*vels > *vell > vel, and that vie reflects a replacement for ~ in 
primary function as a. 2d singular verb form. ~ being no longer 
recognizable as such because it did not end in ~ I suggest that the 
placement consisted not in suppletion by *veis, but in resuffixation of 
giving *vell-s. This form was phonotactically unique in having a {lo~ 
front_!_ before .!i Early Latin.l.. before a consonant other than itself wa1 
otherwise velar, as shown by the backing of the preceding vowel in forma 
pulsus, past participle of pello 1 I drive 11 and the cluster .U. normlly 
curred only between vowels.~ unique combination of (long) front .l 

..!Lin ..,ells did not remain, but instead underwent a unique sound 
is, a combination frequent in Old Latin, and comparable e. g. to the 
'trvelopment of palatal .!. to 1 in all positions in standard Modern 
The development of Old Latin-\•)~ (quasi-attested in Priscian 9.6) to 
Classical Latin vfs is quite regular. 

(This explana'ti'On is in some respects anticipated by \1. Oorssen, Uber 
Aussprache, Vokalismus und Betonung der lateinischen Spraohe2 2 {1870) 
and by F. BUcheler, Rheinisches }.luseum ;6 (1881) 2;591 '~ho is followed 
least 6 other scholars, of whom the most recent that I have noted is V 
ni, Grammatica latina storioa e comparativa2 {1952) 29~ But Corssen 
vis by a sporadic loss [l) of J.. in *vels, and BUcheler et al. derive 
~ (allegedly attested in the very early Duenos inscription) from 
by an ad hoc and phonetically unlikely change of velar .l. before .1. to 

If my exolanation of vfs is correct, it is a case lihere morpllOJ..og:Lo 
terning has• caused a preVIOUsly non-existing sound combinat 
l plus a--to arise, and some evidence that when the resulting oombina 
very aberrant and very limited in lexiot11 distribut.io~ it is liable to 
replaced soon by a combination that conforms to existing patterns. 

~W view, if accepted, also rules out all possibility that tbe 
VOIS on the Duenos inscription are an early form of vis 1 thou 
in turn reduces to almost zero the likelihood that the preceding 
?ACARI are a passive-deponent infinitive, with an ending containing 
or an inexplicably early e:w.mple of .!.. from •s. 
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university of New York, Stony Brook 

In Hindi-Urdu, the position of the negative marker nah:ri is dependent upon 
tion of the main verb, which is invariably clause-final. The negative 

follows all of the constituents (NPs, adverbs, quantifiers) which might be 
--scope. Hence the negative has 'backward' scope, to the nearest clause 

The consequences of the position of the negative seem to be the 
which also hold for other OV languages I have surveyed: 

no negative polarity items, particularly no equivalents of the 
some/anY before and after the negative. The only genuine negative 
item I have found is 'red cent 1 , phaTaa ~ 'broken cowry'. 

systematic absence of words encoding a negative and an indefinite word, 
equivalents of nothing, nowhere, etc. 
These are expressed in Hindi-Urdu as a sequence of two parts, an indefinite 
and the negative marker, which may be some distance away, with other consti

intervening. 'No one' is expressed as the combination of kooii/kisii ••• 
•someone •••• not'. The indefinite NP is identical to the indefinite pronoun 

1 normally used in non-negative contexts. 
As there are no obligatory markers of negativeness on the indefinite a 

like (1) is potentially ambiguous, while {2) is definitely so. ' 
kisii-koo nah1! deekhaa. a. He d~'t see anybody; he saw nobody. 

someone-obj. not saw b. There was somebody he didn't see. 
kuch nahlr deekhaa a. Nobody saw anything. 

something not saw b. Somebody saw nothing. 
, the negative could negate the indefinite NP (a) or the verb (b). In (2) 

Degative might negate the first indefinite (a) or the second(b). 
The language is not, ho\.fever, as indeterminate as it might seem from the 

of negative encoding with indefinites. Contextual information of course 
ne the intented meaning, as would be the case with (2), but more 

there are other gra~~tical devices available for expressing the 
~~biguously. These follow naturally from the differences betweeneon~c 
and unnegated indefinites. 

For example, negated indefinites can receive emphatic or contrastive stress 
ted indefinites in a negative sentence cannot, as in the English sen

in (3). In (4), the Hindi-Urdu equivalent of (~, the emphatic particle 
lllarks the i~efinite as being negated by~. 
Be didn't see somebody; there was somebody he didn't see. 
*He didn't see s6mebody (* in the meaning of (Ja)) 
Be didn't see rnybody. .... 

ki ~ I 
sii-koo bhii ~ deekhaa. a. He didn't see anybody. 

omeone-obj. emph. not saw b. *He didn't see s6mebody. 
te in (4) has only the meaning nobody/anybody. 

legated indefinites are not specified for number, while unnegated indefinites 
, as in (5): 

~ 
us-nee !9:!!!. lli aadmii -koo ~ deekhaa. He didn 1t see a certain 

him-by some one r~an -obj. not saw man/person. 
us-nee kuch loogo~koo ne,h1r deekhaa. He didn't see some people. 

hilt-by some people-obj. not saw 
are either unambiguously singular (a) or plural (b). This contrast 
because the indefinite is not negated. If it were it could not have 

specific properties, br the same principle which disallows aspectual modals 
negated verbs .la • 

there exist other means of expressing the negated or unnegated meanings 
• the UDlllarked combination Indei' •••• Neg is nonnally taken to be 

indefinite (ie. no one rather than some •• not), b,y a conversational 
e like Grice's maxim of quantity. Thus the negated indefinites in this 

are expressed without great ambiguity in spite of the absence of~ 
13 
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New Mexico State University 

TOward a Probabilistic Automata Hodel of Some Aspects of Code-SWitchi~ 

Specific interest in code-switching is almost entirely limited to 
the last 15 years, and has included research primarily in the alternat
ing use of Swedish and English, Greek and English, Hindi and Punjabi 
two dialects of Norwegian, German and English, Spanish and English, ' 
Yiddish and English, and secondarily between several other pairs of 
languages. Among the list of poorly understood phenomena in code
switching are (1) seemingly unpredictable switching, and (2) the poss
ibility of formal, complex rules underlying different code-switching 
patterns. It is these open questions which modeling might illuminate. 

During the past decade, probabilistic automata have been used to 
model many aspects of nondeterministic, intelligent behavior (Pat, 
1971; Narendra and Thathachar, 1974) . Thus it is natural to try to mod
el code-switching with probabilistic automata in an attempt to improve 
our understanding of code-switching and its relation to language use 
and intelligence. The model presented in this paper will provide guid
ance for quantification, and allow comparisons between patterns of 
actual code-switching and code-switching as generated by the model. 
As is usual in modeling, inconsistencies are expected to provide guid
ance for further refinement of the theory and development of the model. 

Assumptions used in designing the model at its present state of 
development are (1) that context-invariant "chunks" of information de
lineate important boundaries in the synthesis of speech (motivated to 
some extent by Miller, 1967, "The Magical Number Seven"); (2) that a 
bilingual's choice of language can be modeled by a regular grammar; 
(3) that the context of a discourse can be encoded into a finite string; 
(4) that the context string as encoded largely determines the state of 
the probabilistic automaton, and thereby also determines the set of 
probabilities used to choose a language; and (5) that the probabilities 
of switching words, phrases, and sentences can be measured with reason
able accuracy for different types of bilinguals (Valdes-Fallis, 1974, 
LSA paper). Goals of the model at this stage of development are (1) 
to clarify code-switching for lexical need, (2) to clarify apparently 
random code-switching, (3) to clarify the dependency of code-switching 
upon context, and (4) to provide a vehicle for further refinement in 
the theoretical development of this complex process. 

(THURS HORN: 2} 

& Haskins Laboratories 

Native Thai and native English s pea.l<ers took par-t in a series of 

ve adaptation experiments. Tllis paradigm is used to deterr.1ine 

the perception of various speech 

(Eimas and Corbit 1973). The procedure used involves determin-

of the boundary between two speech sounds which lie alo:1g an 

ic continuum before and after repetitive presentation of a single 

which lies along that continuum. The series of· labial stim-

1974). These stimuli sparned three phonological categories 

(prevoiced, voiceless unaspirated and 

only two categories for the Fnglish

subjects (voiced and voiceless stops). 

Only two feature detecto::-s appear to be active in the English-

subjects' perception of voicing contra3ts, one sensitive to 

voice onset roughly coincident n"ith :;top release and one sen-

to cues of voiceless aspiration. In contrast, for the Thai-

subj ects, the data indicate the presence of an additional 

detector sensitive to cues of prevoicing. 

demonstrate that language learning has a sub

effect of the development of feature detectors ~ediate the per-

of voicing c':>nt.rasts. They also are evidence of a phonetic ra-

than purely auditory contribution to the effect of adaptation. 

' ?.D. and J.D. Corbit, 1973. Selective adaptation of linguistic 

Cognitive Psychology ~~ 99-109. 

, L. and A.S. Abr~~on, 1964. A cross-language s~udy of voicing in 

initial st;ops: aco!.lstical measurements. ijord ~' 384-<;22o 
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GLENDON F. DRAKE 

San Diego State University 

Veblen on Language 

This paper proposes to discuss the following points: 1) that Thorst 
Veblen (1857-1929) was a neglected pioneer in the sociology of language in 
America; 2) that the examination of such early (1899) and relatively ~~uuA••• 
sociolinguistic commentary helps to identify and understand the conditions 
of mind which give rise to such analysis, and thus to provide some insight 
the heightened interest in language and society and in recent years· 3) tha 
Veblen's analysis, though still contemporary in many of its aspects: was ou~ 
of the mainstream of the ~evelopment of sociolinguistics. Veblen's socio
linguistic comment did not create a revolution as did his economic comment 
nor did he participate in the continuity of development that has led in r ' 
years to a formal linguistics sub-field speciality of the sociology of 
The paper concludes by commenting on this last point in terms of the problem 
the opposition between revolution and continuity in the history of linguistic 
thought (Hymes 1974). 

Veblen's initial commentary on sociolinguistics appears in his classic 
The Theory of the Leisure Class (1899). Subsequently, he continued his ' 
in two anthropological essays (1913), and in a preface to his translation 
Icelandic saga (1925). Although these commentaries are brief, he does es 
several "modern" and widely agreed upon premises on the nature of language 
society: 1) the co-determination of language and society (1899, 1925), 2) 
the notion of sociolinguistic variability (1899), 3) the symbolic nature of 
language varieties (1899), 4) the notion of pidginization as a sociolingu 
process (1913), and 5) status and prestige as linguistic forces (1899, 1913). 

Intellectually, Veblen was part of the movement which coalesced around 
the turn of the century and was marked by a philosophical attack on all 
systems of thought. Underlying Veblen's analysis was his assumption that 
behave irrationally, his alienation, and his idealization of the scientific 
mind. Veblen was exceptional among the members of this movement in includia& 
language in his criticism of systems and formal abstractions, He was also 
exceptional in being a scholar of language and society outside of the Boas
Bloomfield-Sapir continuity. 

Veblen's isolation and lack of influence in the sociology of language 
in marked contrast to his enormous influence in other areas of social science. 
The reason for this is fixed in the absolutist, prescriptive. linguistic 
tradition shared by the educated, intelligent, but non-linguist audience that 
Veblen addressed. Brief connection is also made with Fishman's (1972) d 
of 'why the sociology of language has only recently begun to develop.' 

Finally, the data of this study would seem not to accord with the Kuhn~ 
(1970) notion of the history of science, nor with the related historical 
theories regarding the role of revolutionary figures in the history of 1 

tics. 
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ty of Vienna 

ttJr~ehonological Disturbances in Aphasia ---

{THURS HORN: 2] 

!he aim of the paper is to discuss external evidence for theore
tical claims about the area of morphophonology (so far only dia
chronic evidence has been used as external evidence). The talk 
begins with a short definition of phonological processes (in 
terms similar to Stampean Natural Phonology), of morphological 
processes and of morphophonology as a combination of the two pro
cess types (following the author in 11Studies Greenberg11

, in 
print). Aphasiological evidence is used to illustrate the status 
of various German umlaut rulee and Breton initial mutations (The 
data have been obtained from a dozen Austrian patients in Vienna 
and Linz, and from five Breton aphasiacs in Quimper and Landivi
siau). 
1) Those morphophonological rules which have some phonological 
plausibility (in their phonological rule part) and which can 
apply to all members of a (syntactically defined) word class, are 
overapplied, i.e. morphological restrictions on their application 
can be dropped, e.g. subrules of Breton lenition of unvoiced 
stops and spirantization of unvoiced stops after the possessive 
!! (!!)'my', partially in German umlaut before suffixes containing 
the vowel i· 
2) If a morphophonological process is phonologically rather im
plausible and applies only to an irregular subset of a word class, 
then overextension is much rarer than its opposite: underapplica
tion, i.e. such rules or subrules (that violate morphological 
transpare~cy) can be suppressed, e.g. umlaut in German plural 
formations,idiosycratic intrusive consonants. 
3) If twomorphophonological rules compete with one another, then 
the(morphologically) more productive and (phonologically) more 
Plausible ones are favored, e.g. Breton lenition after possessives. 
The results agree with the author's previous findings on the 
effects of language decay (language death in language replacement) 
in Phonology,morphophonology (Chicago 1972) and word formation 
(Salzburg 1976) and on diachronic evidence about the status of 
•orphophonology as being not a part of phonology or morphology or 
a distinct subcomponent of the grammar, but as being a graded 
combination of phonolo!n' and mo'M"''hn 1 "'""'" I<:! ..... ~.: -- ,._ - ' 



GEORGE DUNKEL {'rUES AF2': 

The Johns Hopkins University 

Resumptive Preverb Deletion in IE? 

Sequences of the form preV+V1 ... +V1 have been interpreted 88 

results ot' an IE process of "resurnptive" proverb deletion app
lied to underlying sequences of the form preV1+V1 ... +preV1+V1, 
in which the simplex retains the semantic force of the preceding 
compound verb. But we must be convinced of the necessity, not 
just of the possibility, of assuming such a construction before 
ascribing it to IE. ro do this we collect all instances of the 
sequence preV+V

1 
.•. +V

1 
in the RV, in the prose portions of the 

i'3, and in the Iliad. First, we discard cases in which the "re
duction" haG an obviously metrical cause (e. g. ~N 1.132.6). \-/e 
next discard "intended oppositions", in which the semantic dis
tinction between corapound and simplex is the point of the whole 
passae;e, e.g. HV b.46.9. In the re :11aining examples, we can de
tect no difference between com-pound and simplex: we must use 
parallel-passabes to continue the investit etion. ·.~ prove a 
simplex resumptive, 1. the compound must elsewhere occur in the 
sawe environment a~ the simplex (otherwise the deletion hypo
thesis is impossible to prove); 2. the simplex DUs t not recurin 
the sume environment (if it docs, the ci.cletion hypothesis is~
necessary: we are faced with a chance collocation). 5 passages 
(out of jb of the for;;,al type) in the XV , none (of 6) in theTS, 
and 11 (ol' 40) in the 11. pass tuis double test. '.d1e ?g-Vedic 
examples <Jre all objcctionttble for textual reas ons, ond all the 
evidence consists of compounds and sir i>l exes which do not differ 
in meaning anyway: the stronc;est type of evidence for the theory 
is totally lackinr:; . '.t'heir interpretati on as chance collocations, 
a priori likely , is suF.f"osted by the existence, heretofore un
noticed,of sequence s oi' the fori!! v1 ... +preV+V1 (49X RV, 3X :rS, 
51X 11.). Thus even the very recurrence of the first type of 
sequence is no proof of the r eality of "resurnptive" preV dele
tion. I· in ally, a hynothesis of an "any-order" preV deletion is 
disproven by t he multitude of nondeleted sequences (=preV1+Vf·' 

+preV
1

+V1): 29X HV, 31X £3 , 4bX 11.). 
Ji' preverb deletion was a l ivi nf; process in classical Gr eek, 

it seems to h~vc been an innovction, since the oldest Gr eek a~ 
lndic literc,ry texts provide no evidence that it was inherited. 
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California 

of Ref 

'11tiS study is part of an on-going research project that exArlines differences 
between unplanned anJ planned discourse across the world • s langua!!es. 1\.tr 
~ri~ary focus here is the or~l\nizntion of reference in Italian conversation. 
lie examine in particular 2 constructions characteristic of spontaneous conver· 
sation: left· (Ul) and ri~ht·dislocation (IUJ). We docunent: 

1. the s ntactic role of the W/I!D corefcrential ronoun: 1\'hile co-
rcfcrentlal pronouns n RD constltucnts unct1on as su Jects,direct or incli· 
rect objects in the predication, the syntactic roles of cn•referential pro
nouns in LDs are !'lOre restricted. ~ntcrens in Enr.lish • a LJ) referent can be 
referred to within the predication i tseF by a corefcrentilll rronominnl sub
ject; this is not the case in the Italian data: ru11 pronoun suhjects are op
tional and relatively infrequent, ilore often prononinal subjects 11re implied 
through agreeMent: lla portata la pasta. ((lie) brou!!ht the pasta), In the cor
nus, a full subject pronoun never appears followinr, a dislocated NP(co-refe
i-entia1) and r;n·ely appears '!'lrececling one. Thus it is difficult to distinguish 
between I~ and subject-verb constructions on the one hand and RD l\nd verb
subject constructions on the other. ''le consider such constructions as a cate
I!OT)' apart fro,., LD/Ril, Jlm~ever • we do not elininate then from the study • as 
they appear in m11.ny the sar.te contexts as LD/PJJ. 

2. the sel'!antic and 1ra l'll\tic role of LD/RD in discourse: In F.nl!1ish, LJ) 

referents are typ1cal y e 1n te mt not .P,l ven Keen:m&Sc 1e . felin 1976). 
This is the case in Italian for LD/RO as well: LD/RD are not used pril'lllrily 
for emphasis. P-ather LD tends to be used to draw attention to a novel or re
introduced referent • and RD tenets to he used as a means of cl11.ri fying the 
identity of a referent contained in the rm • a fom of self-repni r (Sche!(loff, 
lect, ntes.) or afterthour,ht (!lyman 1975). Further • a study of full subjects 
showed that they too !'lre usually discourse-new: 1\'hercas 75% of the inplied 
subjects appear ns subjects within the preceding 2 clauses • only 35% of SV 
and 14% of VS full subjects appear as subjects within the preceding 2 clauses. 
Full pronol'linal subjects are used pril'larily to reintroduce a referent l'ICntj oned 
earlier but not in the immedinte discourse history, 

A closer look at the discourse shows that LO/RD referents, thou~h .~teneral
ly discourse-new, are nonetheless closely tied to the semantic field of the 
discourse topic. The 1.0/RD re~ercnt is usually not the discourse topic itself 
but sone sub-topic. For example, talkin~ about cleaninr,, X Col!ll'lents "Per i 
vestiti, vado alla lavanderia. ("For clothes, (I) J:!O to the laundraJilat") {:rLD). 
The semantic links 'explain' in part the Rl> construction: The speaker may 
~ssume the hearer can identify n referent, because of SOI'IC seMantic link with 
the discourse topic; but in the course of the utterance • the speaker may 
have second thoughts about the cl11.ri ty of his e)(!1ression. 

3. the interactional role of LO/RD: On a semantic level, LD/RD appear as 
tmplanned pronositions, On an interactional level, they appear as planned 
cnnversational !'loves, elir.~inatin~ gaps in the conversl\tion. LIJ is often 
found in the environMent of (sub-)topic closure and serves to draw attention 
~o a new hut related topic. Tite LO referent acts as a place-hnlder (co-occur
ln~ with 'cioe' 'vo~lio dire••ma'). allowinr, the speaker to occupy the floor 
wh1le foT'I'Iulatin~ a relevant predication, RD facilitates the flo'" of conver
sation by anticipating l'!isunderstllnding about the identity of a referent 
and/or next speaker. 

Hyman,L. "On the Change from SO\' to SVO: Evidence from Niger-Congo" in 
Li,C, (ed) Word Order and l"ord Order Chan~e. 1975, 

Keenan,E.O. &Schieffelin,B, "A Reconsideration of Left-Dislocation As 
Discourse", Proc.Rerkeley Ling. Soc., 1976. 
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Arabic Relativization: Shadow Deletion or Pronoun Drop? 

This paper will present evidence against Perlmutter's 
Shadow Pronoun Hypothesis (1972) - in particular, his 
explanation of apparent violations of the Complex NP 
Constraint (interpreted as a constraint on deletion) in 
Arabic to be due to a rule of Subject Pronoun Drop and 
not Shadow Deletion. Crucial to Perlmutter 1 s account is 
the claim that pronoun drop rules are always optional and 
that they are insensitive to the structure in which the 
pronoun occurs. This enables him to relate the deletion 
of the pronoun in the complex NP in 1 below to the general 
rule that drops subject pronouns in Arabic as illustrated 
in 2. 

1. da ilwalad~illi ~uft ilbin~ 1111 (huwaa),darab-haj 
This is the boy that I saw the girl who he hit her 

2. (huwwa) darab-ha 
He hit her. 

An investigation of the conditions under which subject pro
nouns are deleted in Arabic, however, does not support 
Perlmutter 1 s claim. For example, subject pronouns are obli
~atorily deleted in a relative clause 1f the pronoun is 
coreferential to the head of the immediately dominating 
relative clause. 

3. *da ilwalad~illi huwwa;darab ilbint. 
~his is the boy who he hit the girl 

4. da ilwalad illi ¢ darab ilbint 
This is the boy who hit the girl 

Furthermore, there are cases where the pronoun cannot be 
deleted in a complex ~P. 

5. da ilwalad&. 1111 ~uft 1lraag1l_; 1111 huwwa.:. darab-u~ 
This is the boy.: who I saw the man.> that he.: hit h1mj 

6.*da ilwalad . illi ~uft ilraagil· illi ¢,darab-Uj . ~ 

Cases like these cannot be handled by Perlmutter 1 s hypothesis 
since they show that the deletion of the subject pronoun in 
Arabic is controlled by the structure in which it occurs. 
~either can they be handled by a Shadow Deletion Rule since 
this is sensitive to Island Constraints violated in 1. 

The behavior of subject pronoun deletion in Arabic will be 
shown to follow from a more general principle of deletion in 
language - a principle that predicts that a pronoun cannot 
be deleted if the structure intervening between the pronoun 
and its antecedent includes another possible controller for 
that deletion. The application of this principle will be 
demonstrated with respect to Arabic and English deletion 
rules. 
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[WED MORN: 3] 

~lish Prosody Reconsidered 
During the last ten years three major proposals have been advanced to 

formalize a theory of English metrics precise enough to be tested: Halle and 
Keyser (1966), Magnuson and Ryder (1970), and Kiparsky (1975). In this paper 
ve wish to examine Kiparsky's (1975) proposal, who has demonstrated the in
adequacy of the two earlier metrical theories, as presently formulated, and who 
claims that his proposal alone is adequate for a description of English verse. 

Although Kiparsky's (K's) theory looks very attractive at first reading, 
a careful examination of the effects of his rules led us to seriously doubt 
the correctness of his theoretical framework. We shall focus here on three 
.ajor shortcomings: 

Firstly, K's rules are much too accomodating. By applying his rules to 
lines of randomly distributed stresses and intonation breaks, we demonstrate 
that his constraints are not sufficiently precise to provide an explanatory 

account of metrical possibilities in poetry. Yet even though very little is 
excluded by K's rules, counterexamples still exist. 

One set of such counterexamples was also noticed by K, who tries to ex
plain them away by relying on such questionable arguments as shift of word 
stress (imprint_. !mprint) and the so-called Rhythm Rule, which K would pre
sumably call upon to justify such obvious exceptions to his metrical rules as 
the following lines in Shakespeare : 

(1) Thy unus'd beauty must be tomb'd with thee, (Sonnet 4) 
(2) Than unswept stone, besmear'd with sluttish time. (Sonnet 55) 

We do not wish to question the validity of the Rhythm Rule, at least for some 
modifier and noun sequences. But K does not indicate that the exceptions are 
found exactly in those categones where counterevidence to his relatively un
constrained rules could be expected. However, K's claim about the strength of 
his major constraint, the monosyllabic constraint, can be questioned on other 
grounds. K asserts that because of this constraint his theory--and his theory 
alone--can distinguish the following unmetrical pentameter lines from metrical 
ones: 

(3) Ode to the West Wind by Percy Bysshe Shelley. 
(4) Fly away! Fly away! You dangerous thing! 

We have constructed the following similar lines so that they do not violate the 
monosyllabic constraint: 

(5) Ode to the West Wind by Anne and Bysshe Shelley. 
(6) Fly back now! Fly back now! You dangerous thing! 

Lines (5) and (6) s eem t o us no more acceptable than lines (3) and (4), and yet 
K would have to include the former as metrical but exclude the latter as unmet
rical. 

Secondly, K's only constraint on metrical rules is on the odd rather than 
the even position. This solution seems intuitively backward and would require 
extensive justification , particularly since Magnuson and Ryder (1970) went to 
much trouble to show that the even position is more highly governed than the 
odd. To simply assume that it is correct because all metrical lines can be 
generated that way is not sufficient . In other words, K classifies the occur
rence of the sequence housekeeping in strong-weak-strong position as unmet
rical because the element keep- with tertiary stress cannot occur in weak 
position. We argue instead that the constraint is on the relation even-odd, 
as Magnuson and Ryder have suggested, rather than on the odd position alone. 

Thirdly, K's prosodic rules level all subsidiary stresses to level 4. 
While that strategy simplifies his description, it also obscures the meter in 
some instances. This is particularly apparent in alternations involving the 
suffix ed, which may be syllabified and thus receive tertiary stress as in 
Shakespeare's line: 

(7) And arts with thy sweet graces graced be. (Sonnet 78) 
and in alternations involving disyllabic prepositions (e.g . against/'gainst) . 
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A-I Alternations in Biblical Hebrew and Northwest Semitic 

Barth's Law is the accepted name for alternations in the imper
fect prefix vowels in Biblical Hebrew. According to the uaual 
statement, these person prefixea are of the shape CJ• (<*Ca-) if 
the following stressed vowel is high; when followed by a non
high stressed vowel, the prefix is of the shape Ci-. lt ia shown 
that the prefix could, as easily, be described in terma of syl. 
lable structure: the prefix vowel is i if the ayllable is 
closed and a if it is open. Relevant examples are: tlg6m 'you 
will rise,'-tJI{r •you will sing,' ti8kav 'you will ie down,• 
and tissor 'you will close.' A decision between the two poa
aible descriptions can be made on the basis of an environment 
in which the two criteria, syllable structure and vowel hei8ht, 
conflict. The alternation between the passive perfect form. 
pJm6l and nimm61 •was circumcised' in Genesia 17:26 provide con
clusive evidence in favor of a solution based on syllable 
structure. 
lt is then shown that positing a general rule changing ! to i 
in initial unstressed closed syllables, in addition to provlain1 
a unified account of these and other alternations in the ver
bal 1ystem, help• account for alternation• in some noun declen
sions (zolAn 'elder,' but z)gne• 'elders of ••• •) but creates 
problema n the treatment o other noun classes (e.g. jil~ 
'king,' malxe- 'kings of ••• •). This leads to a discus• on of 
rule generality and whether or not a restriction on the ~! 
rule so that it can only apply to forms of a certain level of 
morphological complexity will allow for an adequate descrip
tion of the fact. lt is concluded that, while synchronic des
cription of the facts may be possible, the only adequate ex
planation will be found in a historical investigation of the 
origins of the A>! change in earlier stages of Northwest 
Semitic. 
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The Changing Verb Phrase 

In a sociolinguistic study of the verb phras~ in Southern 

~ite English, a pattern of chang~ in progress was obs~rved. The 

14 variabl~s studi~d showed that certain variants were increas

ing, others decreasing, and yet others stable across time with

~ the community, and that each variabl~•s change was progres-

1ing in a wave sensitive to age, social class, sex, and rural/ 

urban origins as suggested by Bailey (1973). 

lt is possible that these apparent changes were a reflection 

of age grading, since there are no earlier records of speech in 

~t community. However, the variants that are decreasing are 

all older forms of English than those which are increasing and 

are dying or non-existent outsid~ Southern White and Black Eng

lish. This suggests that ag~ grading is not the primary factor 

here, but rather language change moving through th~ community. 

The variables examined were the standard and nonstandard 

variables of NP plural agreement; plural ~' !!; singular don't; 

irregular pr~terits and past participles; ain't; negative con-

cord; passive ~ and got; perf~ctive ~; A+verb+ing; double 

models; liketa; and negative concord. The data base consisted 

of tape recorded interviews with 80 natives of Anniston, Alabama, 

and nearby rural areas. The informants were teenagers and 

adults over 65 of the working and upper classes. The methodo

logy is based on Labov (1966) and Labov et al (1968). 

!!ferences: 

~iley, C.-J. 1973. Variation and linguistic theory. Arlington: 
CAL. 

wbov, William. 1966. The social stratification of English in 
New York City. Washington: CAL • 

._ et al. 1968. A study of the non-standard English of 
Negro and Puerto Rican speakers in NYC. Vol. L. USOE. 
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Language Out of context: Schizophrenia 

Chaika (1974) has attempted to define the language 
of schizophrenics in terms of features internal to the 
linguistic code. But Fromkin (1976) has replied that 
all of these features a.re also found in the speech 
errors of norma.ls. Nevertheless, clinicians seem to 
have little doubt that they can identify schizophrenic 
language when it is present. This paper explores the 
thesis that the deficits of schizophrenic language 
are not internal to the linguistic code, but rather 
found in the relationship between the code and the 
social communication setting in which it is embedded. 

A review of the psycholinguistic literature (e.g. 
Goldfarb, Goldfarb, & Scholl, 1966; Maher, 1972; Sha
piro, Fish, & Ginsberg, 1972; Miller, 1974; Rutter, 
Wishner, & Callaghan, 1975; Davis & Blaney, 1976) 
indicates the schizophrenic's inability to use lan
guage patterns in a. culturally determined way. For 
example, although specific speech defects vary among 
schizophrenic children, there is a. general absence 
of standard patterns experienced by the normally con
ditioned listener as an extreme "flatness". There is 
also an absense of "sharing" language patterns such 
as questions and past and future verb tenses. Adult 
schizophrenics show similar deficits. Difficulty 
with a. self-editing task indicates they are unl ikely 
to employ selection constraints consisting of the 
needs of the listener which the speaker must consider 
in a communication setting. Similarly, experiments 
using a Cloze Procedure show that schizophrenics a.re 
less able to predict the speech of other people, and 
an experiment in which schizophrenics made signif i
cantly more errors on low ambiguity items, but not 
on high ambiguity items, indicates that where the 
situational guidelines for disambiguation are par
ticularly clear, they are much less so for schizo-
phrenics. 

The communica.tion setting is an important part 
of a child's l anguage learning. In f act, a descrip
tion of the child's first utterances may not be pos
sible without reference to his social interaction 
(Nelson, 1973). As the child matures, he must learn 
to adapt his sentences to changing situations and 
interlocutors (Brown, 1973). As he makes the tran
sition to the adult language system, he must l earn 
to engage in dialogue, i.e. he must learn social 
communication roles such as speaker, addressee, 
respondent, questioner, and persuader (Halliday, 
1975). It is this dialogue function, this inter
persona.! funct ion embodying his own involvement in 
the speech situation, that is deficient in the lan
guage of schizophrenics. It is suggested that the 
study of the child's emerging language and the 
study of the schizophrenic's language deficiencies 
can be mutually enlightening. 
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E. GAMH [THURS AFT: 3] 

Voiceless Stops with Secondary Hanner of Articulation 

! class of exceptions to Grimm's Law, as modified by Verner, is characterized by 

PrOto-Germanic root-final */-p-, -t-, -k-/ where Gri:n,n/Verner rules lead us to 

~t a voiced or voiceless spirant. E.g.: Gothic hweits etc, ' white' : PIE 

·~- 'gleam', West Norse flatr 'flat' : PIE *'Wlet(H)- 'spread out', OE 

~ 'hope' : Latin cupi'!3 'desire'. So:ne show regular forms next to them in 

Ger.:~anic: Go diups etc. 'deep', but OE dttfan/d~af 'dive' (: PIE *'fdhewbh- 'sink 

into'). A related phenomenon are the voiceless stop geminates of the type P!Gmc 

·~ 'lick' (: Go bi-l aigon), some to the same roots: PNGmc *dupp~- 'dip •. 

The distribution points to inner-Germanic conditioning, not PlE root-alternants, 

aa the source • This applies particularly for PGmc *-p-, since the voiced labial 

slot appears to have been a. hol e in the PIE natrix of stops. But direct evidence 

of phonotactic conditioning (cp. *taikni-/-~- 'sign' : PIE .,.t£ueyJc '- 'show•, OHC. 

troc~: OE ~'dry') is scant; and examination of stem-formational patterns 

- -~-verbs (or extensions) and weak nouns preponderate e.rnong the geminates, 

simple t hematic adjectives among the non-geminates -- is also inconclusive. 

Xluge [PBB 9 (1884) 170 ff.] proposed to account for t his class by means of phono

logical neutralization of pre-Germanic stops before *-n'-, together with assimila

tion of the nasal: cp. Welsh dwfn 'deep', OCS d'Uno 'bottom' : Go diu·os. Kluge's 

proposal failed to win general acceptance ['.·:ilmanns, Dt. Gram. r3 (1911). 180 ff, J 
mainly on stem-formational grounds: the only PIE nasal formation regularl y built 

to this set of roots is, in fact, the nasal-infix present, and. Kluge's proposal 

could not account for the *~-class [viissmann, Nom. Postverb. (1932), 16Q-198). 

A tendency observable in other branches of Indo-European, however (cp. Gk zeUgnOOi 

: Oind YUI'l8kti, L iung'!3, or within Old Indic (later) rdhn6ti : (earlier) rnaddhi) 

leads me to believe pre-Germanic has systematically r;model led ol d -n-inf:~~ 
new -n-suffix stems, which then by iG.uge's rule yielded t he *1i~-verbs of his

torical Germanic. This morphological basis in turn provides decisive sup~ort for 

the rule itself. Cp. e.r,.: OE I>accian 'stroke' : L tantt'!3/ tetigt •touch' • .PWGmc 

·~ 'drip' : Gk thr6mbos 'clot' (~ *-bh-). and, within Germanic, OE J:r;yccan 

etc. 'press' : PGmc ?rinh/~ranh- (: Li. tr~kti 'dwnaget, L torgue'O'), pre-OHG ·~

~-.ja- 'luck' : OHG ga-lingan, PNGmc *sturk- : OE ~etc. 'strong '. 

It 80 , the geminates as well as simplexes are much older than currently t hought , 

their po 1 ch . PU ar aracter ~a a consequence rather than cause of their deviation from 

patterns of related forms, and Germanic preserves a reflex of PIE -n-infix stems. 
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A cxoss-Language Study of TOne Perception 

The construction of a universal linguistic-phonetic theory 
raises questions regarding the nature of phonetic properties 
or features and the extent to which these features are 
utilized. across particular languages that differ phoneti 
and/or phonologically. This paper reports on an invest1gat 
of the perceptual nature of tone features and the extent to 
which these features are utilized in 2 typologically and 
phonologically distinct •tone' languages - Thai and Yoruba 
as compared to 1 'non-tone' language - English. 

The experimental task involved paired-comparison judgments 
dissimilarity for 13 synthetic speech-like stimuli that di 
with respect to the level. rate-of-change. direction-of-cJ~~
of fundamental frequency as well as duration. The method of 
analysis .-ras based on an individual differences model for 
multidimensional scaling in ''1hich individuals are assumed 
differentially to weight the several dimensions of a common 
psychological space. The multidimensional scaling analysis 
for the nooled English-Thai-Yoruba subjects results in a 
5-dimenslonal tone space that has been interpreted as (1) 
average pitch, (2) direction, (J) length, (4) extreme ei~uuJ~ 
and (5) slope. 

~he differential weighting of these dimensions or features 
a given individual reveals that the perception of tone, to a 
large extent, depends on the linguistic(both phonetic and 
phonological) status of tone in his native language. Thus, 
'direction' and 'slope' dimensions are found to be more 
r,reighted by the Thai and Yoruba subjects than by the English 
subjects. The 'slope' dimension, in turn, is most heavily 
weighted by the Thai subjects - which suggests that the 
or •saliency' of a given dimension may be influenced more 
role on the underlying phonological level than the surface 
phonetic level. Thai, unlike Yoruba. exhibits contour tones 
its phonemic in~entory although Yoruba does exhibit derived 
surface phonetic contour tones. The results of a 1-way 
of variance for each of the 5 dimensions and a stepwise 
discriminant analysis of the language groups further point 
the linguistic-phonetic nature of these perceptual dinens 

Earlier proposed phonological features of tone - (± CONTOUR 
[+ RISING) and [:!: FALLING] find support in a regression 
analysis into the 5-dimensional perceptual tone space. 
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Although much attention has been directed to the relationships between 
tlons and their answers, there has been little research on the relations 

questions and their antecedents, I .e . the tex tual occasion of 
tlons in discourse. A large proportion of questions produced in 
rsatlon are not topic Introducers or 11openers11 or the kinds of robust 
ts for Information usually examined In the study of speech acts, but 

Instead, dependent questions (DQ), directly contingent on the preceding 
'of the conversational partner. Such questions fulfill a variety of 

ions (ritual, pragmatic, and referential); however, their Integration 
the text can be described in a fairly simple model that Indicates 

what component they select from the antecedent utterance{s) and 2) how 
determine the form of the answer they request concerning that component. 

selection and the determination processes are relatively Independent. 
example, following the utterance, We just bought a budgerigar, a DQ 
specifically select the final noun phrase, but can request a confirmation, 

.,g~ •. ctc~~tc)t~lr;7 or a repetition, e.g. A what? Other components of the 
~1 cou d also be selected, e.g. You did what? 

An experiment with 16 adult subjects supported a set of predictions 
lved from the model In which Intonation plays a key role. Following an 

r£~!rdi1Lc such as Henry knows a friend of yours , the direction of pitch of 
dependent question, e.g. -'who versus ~,who led reliabl y to choice of 
responses,~ and That Greek fellow, respectively. Further, the 

tern held for all WH-questlons. 
The bulk of this paper presents an analysis of the dependent questions 

ruuuL<:u by 48 preschool children recorded in peer dyads. It will extend 
develop the model from previously reported types of DQ to those that 

select some potential, but Implicit or unexpressed material from the 
edent utterance and 2) determine an answer that elaborates on that 

(rather than repeats, confirms or further specifies some selected 
t of the antecedent). Some of the sources of the queried material, 

tic or semantic presuppositions of the antecedent, will be 
FODOSE~d, and evidence of Inferential processes underlying the questions 

be provided. 
The following Is representative of the DQ type, potential request for 

tlon, examined {Speakers are a girl, 3:1 and a boy, 3:3 ; the 
t questions are underlined). 

8: I got my poor Teddy bear. 
G: I s he s I ck 1 
8: No. 
G: Well, what•s the matter with him then? 
B: He's too tired to •.•.. (mumbles) 

The analysis of the short but common sequences formed by antecedent 
DQ +answer supports a distinction between 11 having a turn11 and 11 havlng 

floor11
• Further, such sequences provl de a natura 1 unIt for the 

nation of dlscoursal ellipsis and anaphora, both of which are highl y 
terlstfc of such sequences. 
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Parental Judgements of Children's Language Abi lities 

As young children's language develops, the input language provided 
them by adults becomes increasingly complex. Little is known, however 
about what cues parents attend to in modifying their speech to childre~ 
over time, specifically, little i s known about parents' awareness of 
their own children's current stage of linguistic development, even though 
parents' utterances have been shown to correlate with children's utter
ances in complexity. The purpose of this study is to find out what parents 
know about their own children's language. 

This paper describes a measure designed to determine parents' 
knowledge of their children's language abilities, and will present 
results from a first group of subjects. In the study, mothers and 
fathers are shown a broad language assessment measure we have devised, 
and individually asked to predict how their children would perform 
on each item. The children are subsequently given the test,and parents' 
and children's responses are compared. Subjects are 12 first born, 
middle class children aged 3-5 and their parents. The study is in 
progress. We intend to show l~the kinds of conscious knowledge parents 
have about their children's language--whether, for instance, parents 
predict better what a child will say (e.g. ~ mouses) or what the 
child comprehends, and 2) the relationship between accuracy of parental 
prediction and linguistic precocity, as measured by our test, on the 
part of the child. 

We hypothesize that parents who are better tuned to their childrens' 
language will have more verbal children, and that some kinds of language 
abilities may be more predictable than others--parents may know more 
about children's vocabularies than syntax, for instance. The study 
has relevance to theories of language acquisition, and especially to 
an understanding of the interaction between parents' language and 
children's language. 
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Jiddle High Ger man , a Voicing Lan guage -

{THURS HORN: 3} 

According to Trubetzkoy, In archlphonemlc neutralization the unmarkea 
.-ber of a privative opposition is rea li zed In the pos it ion of neutra l iza
ti on. This approach to markedness Is dependent upon the language. Between 
It/ and /d/, for example, if /t/ is unmarked, voice Is pertinent in the 
language; whl le If /d/ Is unmar~ed, tension is pertinent In the language 
n rubetzkoy 1969:76-7> . Thu7, rn arch I phonemic neutral izatlon In a voicing 
language, / t / shoul d be realtzed; whi le In archiphonemic neutra l izat ion In 
a tens ing language, /d/ should be realized. 

The di f ference bet ween voice and tens i on is Indicative of a conflict. 
~ere We lsh, a tensing language, has word-fi nal neutralization as In the 
word pair teg /teg/ ' fair' - t ecach /tekax/ (compar~tlve?, German, a voic i ng 
language, has word-tlnal neutra l ization as In the word pair Tag /tak/ 'day'_ 
Ta~ /tage/ (p lura l ). At first glance, it would appear that that which is 
unmarked In Welsh 1: marked in German and vice versa, but ~rkedness only 
appl ies to opposittons of phono logical pertinence, oppositions which must 
be present for commun ication (compare Jakobson 1962 :9) . 

The traditional analysis of Middle High German (Eis 1950:27> holds 
that It was a t ensing language . Thi s ana lysis Is based upon the d ialect of 
Upper German as It Is spoken today (compare Wright 1955:16), which Is in 
fact a tens i ng language. (The other dia lects rely upon voice contrast.) 
Thi s ana lysis, ~hen, Is based upon a modern dialect and Ignores the fact 
!hat languag?s do change, and they can change their opposit ion re lationships 
JUSt a: readr ly as anything e lse, as has indeed happened in the history of 
German tc . 

A more re II ab I e method of determInIng the M i dd 1 e HIgh German phono
log ical structure is through +he use of phonological alternations found In 
the manuscr ipts . Between A. D. 900 and 1200, a l 1 High German dialects 
deve loped the a~slaut phe~omenon <t he fina l devoicing rule of King 1969:47) 
In wh ich word- f rna l pos lt ton became a posit ion of neutralizat ion. In th i s 
posit ion of neutra ll zati on,or:hograph lc .!,, not !:!,.was realized . Thus, as 
the.voiceless member was realrzed, It was the oppos ition of voice which was 
subject to markedness. As vo ice was the marked opposition, voice must have 
been ph~no!ogica l ly pertinent, and therefore present In the structure and 
pronuncratron of the language . 

In maintaining th is analysis over the traditional, we imply that Upper 
Ge rman must have changed back to a tensing language sometime during the 
last seven centuries. This is quite plaus ible as Yiddish a closely 
re lated dia lect, deve loped t he aus laut phenome~on and subs~quent l y lost It 
Cas pointed out in Klparsky 1968), becoming at least less of a voicing 
language . Given such f l uct uat ions between histor i ca l stages, it Is fa r 
better to form our ana lyses from evidence based on the historical period 
invo lved, taking Int o consideration known phono logica l behavior . 
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Condi t:ionals as Topics 

Conditional protases in Hua, a Papuan languaqe of New 

Guinea, occur with a final suffix ~· which appears elsewhere 
in the lanquaqe only on nouns. In fact, only two kinds of 

NP Eannot appear with ~: those which qualify other NP, as 

in ~ skin and His dog , and those which appear in the 

vocative case. Functionally, the former are adjectives, the 

latter, sentences. 

At the same time, it is only the presence of this suffix 

which distinguishes conditional proases from relative clauses, 

both sharing one set of personal endings. Relative clauses 

in the future tense correspond to hypothetical conditionals: 

hisima 'which he will do' vs. hisima + mo 'if he will do (it)'. 

Relative clauses in the non-future correspond rather to given 

conditions, which in Enqlish are morphologically unrelated 

to hypothetical conditionals: hima 'which he did' vs. 

hima + mo 'given that he did it'. 

This paper explores the reasons for the similarity of 

conditional clauses to NP on the one hand and to relative 

clauses on the other, arguing that conditions are topics of 

their sentences: i~~diate constituents of S which embody 

old information. Given conditions, like relative clauses in 

general, are presuppositions. Hypothetical conditionals -

suppositions - are hypothetical givens. Counterexamples to 

more traditional definitions of conditionals , involving 

notions like the 'cause-consequent' relationshio of the 

protasis and apodosis, or the 'hypothetical nature' of the 

protasis, are easy to find not only in Hua, but in languages 

like English as well. 

Typologically, our analysis will further account for two 

rather widespread morphosyntactic parallels: that between 

conditionals and polar questions, and between conditionals 

and left-dislocated constituents. 
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~stormational Syntax and HOdel Theoretic Semantics for Pseudo-Clefts 

This paper presents an explicit transformational syntax and model 
theoretic semantics for a wide variety of pseudo-cleft sentences. 
It combines, for the first time, a system of linguistic description 
developed by Cooper (1975), which is an adaption of the semantic 
theory of R. Montague to transformational syntax, and the tech
nique developed by Karttunen and Peters (1975, 1976, forthcoming) 
for treating conventional implicature in Montague-grammar. The 
paper addresses specific issues raised by Akmajian (1970), Hig
qins (1973), Hankamer (1974) and Pinkham and Hankamer (1975). 
The main ideas are the following: 

- The focus constituent of pseudo-clefts is base-generated in 
the predicate complement position. There is no clefting trans
formation. As in Higgins (1973), the subject in the typical 
pseudo-cleft is taken to be a headless relative clause. This 
makes the pseudo-cleft syntactically indistinguishable from pre
dicational copular sentences with a headless relative as subject. 
The differences between the two constructions are consequences of 
the presence of two semantically distinct verbs be. 

- The copula in pseudo-clefts receives the translation 
A?A~~=t], which involves identification of (higher level) enti
ties. In predicational copular sentences be is translated as 
).J').x.f'{9 ( "'x-= "'y)}. This difference between IOentifying two higher 
level entities and predicating a property of an entity serves as 
a basis for an explanation of both the tense agreement constraint 
and the constraint on negation of the copula which holds for 
pseudo-clefts but do not affect predicational copular sentences. 

- The meaning of pseudo-clefts is accounted for by explicitly 
stated interpretation rules. The rules derive truth-conditions 
for clefts which are identical to those of similar predicational 
copular sentences except in the case the main verb in the subject 
clause is an intensional verb (i.e. want, seek etc.). This cor
responds to the observation that the truth-conditions for What 
John wants is a long green object differ depending on whetner-it 
is interpreted as a pseudo-cleft or a predicational sentence, 
while What John has is a long green object does not change its 
truth-conditions according to whether it is construed as a cleft 
or not. 

- The conventional implicatures of pseudo-clefts are also 
derived by explicit rules. Pseudo-clefts are assigned an 
existential implicature which is due to the headless ~elative in 
the subject position and which pseudo-clefts share with with 
predicational sentences with headless relative clauses as 
subjects. The present analysis also associates a uniqueness 
implicature and a relevancy implicature with pseudo-clefts. 
The latter delimits the relevant universe of discourse and is 
used to determine the thematic properties of the sentence. 

- The most important aspect of the analysis is the inte
gration of an explicit model theoretic account of conventional 
implicature, as developed by Karttunen and Peters, and a lingui
~tically adequate transformational syntax. The theory involves 
~nterpretation of ambiguous deep structures. The effect of the 
~mprovements on the form of the interpretation rules presented 
~n Cooper (1975) is examined in detail. 
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Inversion as a Rule in Universal Grammar: Georgian Evidence 

In recent years, linguists have hypothesized the exis
tence of a finite set of universal rules, from which a parti
cular language selects those rules which compose its grammar. 
Some linguists have argued for a rule of 

11
Psych Shift

11 
or 11 Flip 

which would make the initial direct object the subject and the 
initial subject the indirect object. In general? d~scuss~ons 
of this putative rule have not been totally conv~nc~ng, s~nce 
the languages being considered offered little evidence on 
either side of the question. 

In this paper I will consider diverse syntactic rules 
in the grammar of Modern Georgian and show that they strongly 
support a rule, 11 Inversion 11

, which makes the fol l owing changes 
in Grammatical Relations: 

(1) Direct Object --) Subject 
Subject-Ch~meur -~ Indirect Object. 

It is first shown that for a large number of verbs in 
Georgian, one Series of tenses.require~ ~h~t th7 initia~ sub: 
ject be in the dative case, wh~le the ~n~t~al.d~rect O~Ject ~s 
in the nominative. (3) illustrates th~s; not~ce the d~fferent 
case marking pattern in (2). 

(2) glexi tesavs marcvlebs. 
farmer-NOM sows-PRES seeds-OAT 
"The farmer is sowing seeds." 

( 3) glexs turme dautesavs marcvlebi. 
farmer-OAT apparently has-sown-PERF seeds-NOM 

d " "Apparently the farmer has sown sees. 

It is then argued that gle~- 11 farmer" must be initial subj~ct 
and final indirect object ~n (3), while marcvleb- "seeds

11 
l.S 

initial direct object and final subject .. Argument~ ~re ~ased 
on full pronoun reflexivization, possess~ve.reflex~vl.zatl.on, 
case marking, person agreement? and su~plet~on of the verb 
for number or animacy of the d1.rect obJect. 

I then introduce a set of verbs that requires this s 
case ma rking pattern in all three of the Series.of tenses of 
Georgian verbs. These are the so-called affec~~~e verbs, 
as miqvarxar "I love you" and ginda "you want ~t . Arguments 
based on facts similar to those enumerated above support the 
same change (l) of Grammatical Relations for all tenses of 
affective verbs. 

Finally, t he complex rules of Number Agreement and 
mer Term Marking are introduced. It is shown that each of 
these rules can make the correct predictions in the gramma~ 
only if Inversion l.S stated as in (1), both for the affectl.Ve 
verbs and for the type illustrated in (3). 
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is Natural 

Natural Generative Phonological theory (NGP) demands our attention 
the extent that substantive and empirically justified steps are taken 

its goal of providing a more constrained theory of phonology. To 
out a still largely programmatic theory, Chapter 8 of Hooper 1976 

a detailed analysis of a complex set of Spanish verbal inflec
nto demonstrate that the theory works for a fairly substantial 

of data." Hooper compares her analysis (H8) with that of Harris 
press, MG) and concludes that (1) both "are in general consistent 
the constraints on NGP" and are "practically equivalent" as syn

analyses, but (2) onl.7 B8 "provides a natural account" of cer
historical data. I claim that these conclusions are invalid: (a) 

treats explicitly only a proper subset of the data in MG. The two 
are thus not comparable, much leas "practical ly equivalent. " 

achieves descriptive adequacy; H8 does not. (c) Historical evi
appears to favor H8 only because of an equivocation concerning 

notion "basic alternant." If NGP selects H8, then it selects an 
description, and must therefore be modified or abandoned. If 

cannot choose between H8 and MG, then it is no more explanatory than 
theories permitting the same latitude. Closer examination of MG 

B8 suggests a principled way to exclude B8. 
We are concerned specifically with stem-vowel alternations in 3rd 

verbs (e.g. dif,tr/difl;r-/dif.!£r- 'differ•) and in non-verb 
(dif,arente, difsrencia • Some roots alternate in various ways, 
do not, unpredictably. I provide an improved analysis based on 

vru1rstDY the allomorphy peculiar to 3rd conjugati on roots is exhaus-
acc~ou:nted for by a single transparent 11rule of allomorphy11 (not a 

~~o.~o~~~:a~ rule, sensg stricto). Roots that alternate within vorb 
~-Q~~·e are identified by a single lexically assigned diacritic mark; 
~ao.Loe~cal representations in lexical entries are otherwise concrete. 

treats only verb forms in detail. (The necessity for addition-
rules for non-verb forms is acknowledged, but the rules are not giv
) Allomorphs are listed as lexical peculiarities of individual 

; e.g. the lexical entry for 'differ' is [dif{ye-e-i}r-1. A rule 
s the alternant that occurs in particular (phonological) environ

a. H8thus attributes unpredictabilit7 (correctly) to the fact that 
stem alternates or not and also (incorrectl7) to the shapt of 

alternant. The distinction between accidental lexical gaps e.g. 
f{ye-e-i}r-1) and systematically inadmissible allomorphy (e.g. 
f{7e-o-u]r-]) is not expressible. Also, alternating subportions of 
lexical entries and rules seem to represent phonological entities, 

their putative phonological values play no role in the formalism 
and are thus totally abstract. Consequently, H8 is incompat
Booper's own goal of "limiting the use of phonological ab
as well as with familiar arguments against phonological ab

tness. 
The machinery of MG makes the descriptivel7 correct claim in each 
where that of H8 fails to. Morphophonologi cal theory should make 
the former, less powerfUl, devices available for linguistic de-
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Phonological Explanation in Phonetics 

As a reaction against the very formal and abstract conceptualization 
of explanation in orthodox generative phonology, there have been a number of 
treatments in recent years of the thorny question of what constitutes an 
explanation in linguistics. Additionally, there have been numerous atteqpta 
to explain specific synchronic and diachronic phenomena in phonology by 
reference to physiological and acoustic phonetics. 

Simultaneous with the development of these trends, there has been a 
growing awareness that just as we have come to respect more of a theory of 
phonology than that it be taxonomic, so too there must be a theory of phonet
ics which passes beyond simple classification. Just as we expect a theory of 
phonology to explain why certain sound changes commonly occur whereas others 
rarely or never do, our theory of phonetics must explain why some speech sound 
types commonly occur, some rarely, and some never although they are all within 
"the sound producing capabilities of man." This concern is not novel; the 
principles of least effort and maximal perceptual contrast have long been 
cited as functional explanations in phonetics . All of the recent sophisti
cated phonetic work in this regard has dealt with constraints of the human 
articulatory, auditory, and neural mechanisms and their mirroring in the 
universal feature system (Lieberman 1970), with the built-in articulatory 
constraints on the vocal tract which delimit the range of expected sounds 
(Lindblom 1972), with the acoustically "natural points of articulation .. 
(Stevens 1972), etc. Although these avenues of research seem very fruitful, 
it is clear that they will not be able to account for all the data on the 
frequency of occurrence of sound types. 

b t II ti II In this paper, I shall examine the relationship etween wo exo c 
speech sounds: prenasalized and postnasalized consonants. Intuitively, both 
types seem equally complex phonetically involving in the one case a raising 
and in the other a lowering of the velum within a single consonantal segment; 
however, prenasalized consonants occur much more frequently than postnasalized 
ones in the world's languages. This fact requires explanation. Specifically, 
I shall argue that this relative frequency can be accounted for by reference 
to the universal greater tolerance for nasal-offset than oral-offset syllable• 
and to processes responsible for the development and realization of NC and CM 
clusters as unit segments (typically in open syllable languages). That is, in 
many primarily CV languages, e.g. Tikar, a Bantoid language of Cameroon, all 
closed syllables end in a nasal; the opposite case of exclusively non-nasal 
closed syllables does not seem to occur. I claim that the development and 
realization of both types of semi-nasal consonants is conditioned by processes 
designed to preserve the surface CVCV structure of these languages. The 
greater frequency of prenasalized consonants is thus explained by syllable 
structure preferences and various processes which preserve and optimize that 
syllable structure. In this respect, I shall argue that not only does 
phonetics explain phonology, but that phonological explanation has a role in 
a theory of phonetics as well. 
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cJoze as an Alternative Method of ESL Placement and Proficiency Testing -
J!Bcellt research in language testing suggests that the cloze procedure is a 
ueetul evaluative tool for FSL specialists. The question asked here is 
can a cloze test be substituted for more complicated ESL testing procedures 
nth substantial savinge of time and effort and without significant loss 
ot information? Work to date indicates high correlations between cloze 
teet results and total scores on established EfL proficiena.y measures. 
Thus the possibility of stream-lining both placement procedures at 
language centers and FZL proficiency evaluation in general is suggested . 
'!'he TOEFL and the placement exsmiDation now used at the Center tor English 
as a Second Language (CFSL) at Southern Illinois University are the 
criterion measures against which a cloze test is evaluated. The cloze 
test and the CESL place~ent examination are being administered to over 100 
incoming foreign students arriving at SIU during the fall ot 1976. The 
close test is being scored twice: first, responses corresponding e:mctly 
to the deleted words are counted as correct (cloze-e:xact), and second, 
responses that are grammatical and contextually appropriate are counted 
as correct (cloze-acceptable). To check the validity of the oloze test 
~inst the established criterion &easures, simple correlations are com
puted for the total and subtest scores of the TOEFL and the CESL placement 
teet with the exact and acceptable cloze test scores. With approximately 
~ of the data collected, the results show high positive correlation 
between the cloze scores and the total on both the TOEFL and CESL placement 
«Umination. The cloze-e:xact correlates with the TOEFL at .77 and with the 
CESL placement test at .78. The cloze-acceptable correlates with the TOEFL 
.87 and with the CESL placement test .85. The two scoring 111etbods cor
relate at • 97. All correlations are significant beyond the • Ol level. 
The preliminar:y correlations are sufficiently high to conclude tentatively 
that cloze testing could be used as an ESL placement and proficiency 
seauure. Furthermore, the differences between the correlations of the 
cloze-exact and the cloze-acceptable with the criterion measures are non
lignificant . This result agrees with earlier findings t hat no important 
~ormation is lost by using the exact-word method which is much easier to 
apply. 

Oller, John v., Jr. 1976. A program tor language testing research. In 
H. Douglas Brown (Fe . ) Papers 1n Second Language Acquisition. 
Language Learning Special Issue No. 4. Ann Arbor, Mich.: Research 
Club 1n Language Learning. 

Stubbs, J. Bartow & G. Richard Tucker. 1974. The cloze test as a measure 
of ESL proficiency !or Arab students. Modern Language Journa1 .58. 
239-41. 
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JAHES E. HOARD 
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University of Oregon 

Dr. Li vingseone, I Presuppose 

In a recent article Katz and Langendoen argue against Karttune , 
pos~l.that 'holes'~ 'plugs', and 'filters' are necessary to descri~ s pro
pos~t~onal propert~es of complex sentences. They claim that the not· 
'holes' and 'plugs' can be formalized as a 'heavy-parenthesis wipe-o~~ns , 
(HPWR) and that 'filters' are unnecessary to account for presuppositio~ 
phenomena. They contend also that contextual presuppositions, as advocat 
by Karttunen, are unnecessary to account for presupposition in natural 1 ed 
gua~e. In this paper i~ ~s argued that Katz and Langendoen's arguments an
aga~st Karttunen's pos~t~ons are not compelling. 

Katz and Langendoen claim that: "No presuppositions of a component 
sentence in a complex sentence are presuppositions of the entire comple 
sentence if they are associated with expressions that appear in a plug ! 
They use the HPWR to "demonstrate" that the claim is valid. However ~0 
sider the following examples: • n-
1) I forgot to let out the cat. 
2) I didn't forget to let out the cat. 
3) I regret that I forgot to let out the cat. 
4) I don't regret that I forgot to let out the cat. 
5) I regret that I didn't forget to let out the cat. 
6) I don't regret that I didn't forget to let out the cat. 

Under ordinary interpretations sentence 1) implies that I didn't let out 
the cat while sentence 2) implies that I did. Therefore, forget (in the 
forget to constructions above, not in the sense of forget that §) is a non
factive verb and is a 'plug'. But examples 3 through 6 shawtl".at the com
~lement of forget can be a presupposition of the whole. Both 3) and 4) 
1mply that the cat was't let out; both 5) and 6) imply that the cat was let 
out. I . e. the pairs 3)-4) and 5)-6) both pass the negation test for pre
supposition. But this means that the claim quoted above is incorrect and 
that the HPWR is a useless formalism. 

Katz and Langendoen propose that the statementhood of the owl is 
nocturnal "does not depend on there being some actual owl(s)-- pa.st:
present, or future-- referred to by its subject." If this proposal is 
correct, then the ~pl7 is paraphrasable as if owls exist, they ~ 
nocturnal. However, ~t ~s easy to exhibit a statement showing clearly 
that ~he subject of a generic sentence is referred to, for example, the 
dodo ~ nocturnal. Since dodos are extinct, the statement is false. It 
is incorrect to speak of dodos using is precisely because the dodo is re
ferred to in the generic example. The falsity of the statement does not 
depend on the supposed nocturnality of dodos. It seems, then, that Katz 
and Langendoen's claim that: "In generic sentences, the presupposition is 
wiped out, but the truth conditions remain ••• " is false • 

. Finally, Katz and Langendoen point out that Karttunen's example sup
port~ng contextual presupposition does not have a single interpretation 
as Karttunen apparently believes. Katz and Langendoen claim that the am
biguity of the example means that rules of prat?fM.tics (PRAG) must be in
voked in cases such as this, not contextual presupposition. But the notion 
of contextual presupposition does not depend on the examples having a 
single interpretation. Katz and I.angendoen staie that "It is not important 
or possible to specify the nature of the rules that comprise PRAG." In the 
absence of some statement of the rules and principles of PRAG, one is forced 
to conclude that Katz and Langendoen have given at best merely a ter.nino
logical alternative to Karttunen's notion of contextual presupposition. 
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The purpose of this paper is to present a mathematical model which 
predicts the most likely tone shapes of a tone system. Given 
the total number of lexical tones the: model will output two numbers for 
each tone. The first number represents the onset of the tone and the 
second number the offset of the tone according to Chao's tone letters. 
ror instance, this model predicts that the two most likely three tone 
system are a) 55, 51 and 21 and b) 55, 33 and 21, that is high, falling 
and low and high, mid and low. This model is based on the principle 
of maximal perceptual distance and minumum articulatory difficulty. 
~ parameters (as well as their relative weights) measuring perceptual 
distance and articulatory difficulties were obtained from consideration 
of previously reported data by other researchers and two series of ex
periments. In the first series, subjects were asked to evaluate the per
ceptual distance between p~irs of synthesized stimuli differing only 
in fundamental frequency. Their judgments were subjectsd to multi
d~nsional scaling analysis. The factors extracted from these data were 
used as a measure of perceptual distance. In the second series of ex
periments, 10 subjects (5 speakers of tone languages and 5 speakers of 
non-tonal languages) were asked to imitate synthesized vowels with various 
fundamental frequency patterns (3 levels and 6 contours). Their accuracy 
at matching these patterns was .taken as ·being related to the articulatory 
difficulty involved in producing these fundamental frequency patterns. 

Results from the perceptual experiment indicate for instance, the 
greater importance of the end point of a tone as opposed to its begin 
point. Results from the production experiment show the greater difficulty 
mvolved in producing rising vs. falling tones. 

The predictions made by the model were satisfactorily matched with 
actual data from more than fifty tone languages. The notion of "most 
likely tone shapes" based on a trade off between maximum perceptual dis
tance and minimum articulatory difficulty is very useful for understanding 
why and how tone systems evolve. 
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University of Southern California 

A Reanalysis of TOnal Downstep 

Over ~he pa~t twen~y years a number of languages have 
been descr~bed w~th a p~tch characteristic known as tonal 
d~wnstep (Welmers, Winston, Schachter, Stewart, Gleason, 
P~ke, H~an and Schu~ etc.). While most of the languages 
so des7r~be~ are Afr~can, the phenomenon is known to occur 
in Mex1co, ~n other parts of the Americas, and elsewhere. 

In this paper a close look is taken at the phonology 
of tonal downstep and a new definition is proposed . In 
langu~ges such as Akan, Igbo, Efik, Zulu etc., on the basis 
of wh~ch general statements have been made, tonal downstep 
has the.following properties: (1) Tonal downstep can apply 
to H (h~gh) tone only; (2) A three-way opposition between 
H, 'H (downstepped high), and L (low) is possible only after 
a nonlow tone (H or 'H), while only a two-way opposition is 
found after pause or L; (3) A 'H establishes a terrace which 
p7events a subsequent H tone from being realized at a higher 
p~tch ~eve!; and (4) The process of downstepping a tone is 
recurs1ve, thereby producing, theoretically, an infinite 
number of phonetic pitch levels, e.g. H-'H-'H-'H-'H is real
ized on five successively lower pitch levels. These four 
generalizations have served as evidence that a third pitch 
level between a true H and a L is a 'H rather than a M (mid) 
tone. The process of downstepping has been argued to be a 
phoneme, a juncture, or a process. In fact, most tonolo
g~sts gener~lly re~ard it as a syntagmatic process (e.g. 
P1ke) lower~ng a h1gh tone one step from the pitch level of 
a preceding (nonlow) tone. 

Recent investigations into the Grassfields Bantu lan
guages of Cameroon have falsified generalizations 1-3: (1) 
A. L can also be downstepped (L-L vs. L-'L); (2) The opposi
t1on L-H vs. L-'H can exist in addition to H-H vs. H-'H; 
(3) An "upstepped" H tone can follow a 'H in the same tone 
phrase, thereby destroying the terracing effect of terraced 
level tone systems (Welmers). This leaves us with generali
zation (4): a downstep process is known to exist only when 
an infinite number of pitch levels is theoretically possi
ble . (~s ~pposed to Welmers' discrete-level languages, where 
a l1m1t 1s set on the number of contrasting pitch levels). 

These findings suggest the uniqueness of tonal downstep 
as a paradigmatic process, whose effect is to lower a given 
tone, whatever its identity and regardless of context, one 
step from the pitch level it would have been if it had not 
been downstepped. Thus, in a sequence L-'H, the downstepped 
H is realized one step lower than a nondownstepped H would 
have been in that position. This, despite the fact that the 
'H is actually higher in pitch than the preceding L syllable. 
The same definition is shown to cover the more well-known 
case of H-'H, where 'H is realized one step lower than a H 
would have been in that position. By looking at the process 
as affecting a tone paradigmatically, a general statement 
concerning all kinds of tonal downstep can be made. 
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Tnis paper is a progress report on a long-term project to explicate 
prehistory and history of complex sentence structures in Indo-European. 
expression of purpose is currently under investigati on. Detailed statis

data concerning the constructions under discussion, which are ~urrently 
developed with the aid of mechanical computation, will be included in 

paper. on the basis of comparative evidence from Indic, Latin, Greek, and to a 
r degree from Hittite and Germanic, it is suggested that we might 

for proto- (or pre- ) IE purpose constructions of two types; (1) 
nouns (vns.) in the dative (dat. - loc.) case, and (2) relative (or pre

~ative) constructions. 
Dat.-loc case vns. commonly develop as, among other things, infinitives 

infs .) of purpose. Infs. that derive from accusative vns. and from vns. in 
r cases, such as the Classical Sanskrit (Cl .Skt.) inf. in - tum, and the 

~in (Lat.) supine are late developments, as is apparent from the textual 
~ord (Jeffers, ~ 1915). Note the common use in Old Lat. of infs. (• d~t .
~c. vns.) in purpose constructions, and the invariable use of dat .-loc. ~nfs. 
~Vedic Skt., where -~of Cl.Skt. is restricted to object complement con-

texts. 
Besides inf. propositions, the ancient languages make widespread use of 

finite subordinate clauses for the expression of purpose. The standard subor
tinating conjunctions found in these constructions are derived from relative 
(rel.) particles plus some clitic element: i.e., Lat. ut < *k~-ta; Greek 
(Glt.) ~·*y6s, i.e. inst/abl *ye/o, alsoO'nwJ•*yo+k~o-; Skt. yatra• *ye/o- tro, 
er. also yad. All of these languages, at least at their earliest stages of 
"testation, show straightforward rel. clauses of purpose; i.e . , clauses 
introduced by a rel. pronoun. For example, 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

Certum est hominem conloqui qui possim videri huic fortis. 
'I am resolved to speak up to him to make him think I'm tough.' 

Plautus, ~ph., 339. 
nt~~ov Tlv• OT\ an~avEl 
'Send someone to give a sign (lit. who give a sign).' 

Eurip . I.T.l209. 
.•• tvaya ka5citsamarthah samasfyaniyo yo vipatpratikaram karoti 
' •.. you should take refUge with someone competent to protect (you) 

(lit. who (will) make protection).' Pane. 192 

It appears that these rel. clauses of purpose represent 'relics ' of the 
earliest type of finite subordinate clause of purpose. Recall that the use of 
the particles *~and *k~e/o in Anatolian and Old Lat. belie their earliest 
roles as sentence connectives (Watkins, Celtica, 1969) . A following clitic 
(or non-clitic) pronoun commonly highlights the focus of the relationship 
between the sub- and super-ordinate clauses. In a correct analysis of the 
Lat. rel. clause of purpose (Pepicello, LSA Summer 1913, to appear), we see 
a reflection of this feature of early IE purpose clauses. As genuine rel. 
pronouns develop at the period of differentiation, perhaps through the 
contraction of the sequence rel. particle + clitic pronoun, other sequences 
of *ye/o, or *k~e/o + clitic come to be isolated as markers of subordination 
in purpose constructions. 

All other purpose constructions noted in the early dialects are shown 
to be late and language specific developments. 
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Reply to "Theoretical Implications of Hungarian Vowel Har110ny" 

Ignoring prefixes, the vowels of any worn in Hungarian generally agree in the 
feature Lback]. The interesting cases where they do not can be divided into 
four subclasses: (1) the root contains only front nonround vowels (the 50• 

called neutral vowels) and requires back vowel suffixes (htd-nak); (ii) mixed 
vowel roots containing a neutral vowel followed by a back vowel (bika-nak); 
(iii) mixed vowel roots containing a b ack vowel followed by a neutxal vowel 
(rad!r-nak); (iv) irre~1lar roots containing vowels differing in Lback] where 
none is a neutral vowel (soffor-nek). Vago 1976 analyzes these as follows 1 
the underlyi ng vowel of (i) is "abstract," the underlying vowels of (ii), 
(iii), and (iv) are like the surface vowels, and vowel harmony applies to 
suffixes but not within roots. Vago needs to state vowel harmony (VH)three 
tines: (a) as a morpheme structure condition (H3C) within roots; (b) as a 
rule of adjacent assimilation; and (c) as a rule of non-adjacent assimilatton 
t hat skips neutral vowels, Vago's analysis raises a number of theoretical 
issues which will be examined in this reply, Since I agree with the abstract 
analysis of (i), I will not address this problem here. I dispute the 
necessity of splitting VH into three processes, and argue that only the 
adjacent assimilation rule (b) is necessary to describe all the relevant 
facts. I"JOrpherne structure conditions are unnecessary if VH applies within 
roots, and non-adjacent assimilation is unnecessary if appropriate underlyin! 
forms are assumed and if exceptions are treated as in ICisseberth 1970, In 
this analysis, which distinguishes between context exceptions and input 
exceptions, forms like ~ are input exceptions to VH, but not context 
exceptions, so that adjacent VH correctly assimilates the suffix vowel to the 
last vowel of the root. If forms like Tibor are treated similarly, the 
niminutive form Tibi-nek is correctly predicted to be harmonically front. 
In forms like radfr, VH applies iteratively to produce rad!rnak, with 
absolute neutralization (AN ) correctly giving rad!rnak. Forms like soffor 
are treated as input exceptions like bika. Doublets such as ~gnestOl/ 
1\gnestOl are treated as vacillating betweer. L ±Vli] (i.e. regular vs. input 

1 exceptions). f.ly analysis generates exactly the same range of facts as Vago s 
analvsis, but is sinpler in requiring only one VH rule instead of two VH 
rule~ and a set of r·ISC's. In addition, my analysis differs from Vago's with 
respect to a number of theoretical questions. Ny VH rule conforms to the 
relevancy condition proposed in Jensen 1974, whereas Vago's rule (c) does 
not. l1y treatment calls into question Kipa.rsky' s 1973a constraint on the 
application of rules to non-derived forms, since VH applies within roots. 
t)hile Vago appeals to the Elsewhere condition of }("\.pa.rsky 197Jb, my analysis 
makes no claims about its status, since only one rule of VH is involved, 
In my solution the historical change of e.g. Jozseftol to Jozsefto~ is 
explainable in terms of opacity, while it is not in Vago's analysis. Vago 
gives no empirical evidence to favour his more complex solution over my 
simpler one. In the absence of other deciding factors, the simplicity 
metric may be invoked in favour of my analysis, 

Jensen, ,T,T. 1974 ''A Constraint on Vari.ables in Phonology,"~ .50, 675-@6. 
Kiparsky, F. 1973a "Abstractness, Opacity, and Global Rules," in O, Fujimura, 

ed. 'l'hree Dimensions of Linguistic Theory, TEC, Tokyo, 
i\ipa.rsky, P. 1973b "'Elsewhere' in Phonology," in S.R. Anderson and F, 

Kipa.rsky, eds. A Festschrift for [{orris Halle, Holt, Rinehart, and Winstoll 
New York. 

Kisseberth, c. :·. 1970 "The Treatment of Exceptions," .!:!1 2, 44-)8. 
Vago, R.l-1 . 1976 "Theoretical Implications of Hungarian Vowel Harmony," 

Linguistic Inquiry 7, 24)-26), 

JOAN CASPER KAHR {TUES MORN: 1] 

stanford University & Harvard University 

!ewards a Relational Characterization of Passives and Impersonals 

Keenan (1975) argues that demotion of the subject of an under~ 
lying active sentence provides a universal characterization of 
the passive relationship. This contrasts with the Postal & 
Perlmutter (1974) formulation, which attributed equal or greater 
importance to the promotion of the active object to subject pos
ition in the passive. Comrie (1976) argues that the prevalence 
of impersonal passive constructions, which lack an explicit 
subject, demonstrates both the primary role of subject demotion 
in characterizing passivization and, more generally, the need for 
demotion/deletion processes in a universal grammar. 

The suggestion that a single relational condition, subject de
motion/deletion, suffices to identify passives is attractive, 
particularly by contrast with the analysis of the antecedent 
relation, "subject", in terms of a hierarcpy of more than thirty 
attributes (Keenan 1976). This "subject hierarchy" 1nsightfully 
recognizes morphological marking (case opposition) as a signifi
cant, but not sufficient attribute for the identification of 
subjects. Can it be correct to omit morphology, in this case 
verbal morphology (voice) entirely as a criterion for recog
nition of passive relations? We will argue that subject demotion/ 
deletion is insufficient to select (only} passive derivations, and 
in fact selects, in addition to indisputable passives, construc
tions in many languages which, though impersonal, display few of 
the coding, behavioral and semantic properties of passives. De
fining "passive" relationally requires reference to a number of 
attributes, susceptible to hierarchical positioning . Verb morph
ology, subject demotion , and emphasis upon the patient (vs . the 
actor or action) are conspicuous as coding, control and semantic 
propert1es, respectively, of the passive. Semantic focus upon the 
verbal action {vs. actor and patient) is characteristic of imper
sonal sentences which may-sfiare other attributes of either active 
or passive expressions. 

Sinhalese exemplifies the phenomenon of contrast between imper
sonal (subjectless) sentences which differ formally only as to 
active vs. passive verb morphology . The active member of the 
opposition emphasizes the action, while the passive member 
stresses the underlying object, which has the same position and 
case in both the active and passive sentences . Both forms can be 
derived from an underlying active sentence with an overt ( im
personal) subject . The active variant, however, lacks other 
passive attributes. Somewhat similar data are found in luganda 
and (for I imited classes of verbs only)Breton, Persian , and Latin . 
Subject demotion is not equatable with passiveness. 

In a number of languages, there are impersonal sentence types 
embodying verb morphology and particles that are not commonly 
found in basic or personal sentences . The Spanish reflexive , 
Estonian and Finnish "fourth person" and the Kannada "impersonal 
pa~sive" conjugations share this distribution. In such cases, no 
we1ght can be given to the traditional grammatical labels, and the 
analysis evaluates all relevant attributes of the hierarchy, 
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The Antipassive Construction and the Case Against Relational Grammar 

Relational grammar resembles some earlier grammars in that (1) it considers 
syntactic relations like subject to be independent of meaning, and (2) it 1s 
concerned primarily with sentences rather than texts. But semantic and 
textual features are just what governs the use of the antipassive constructiOQ 
in Inuktitut (Eskimo) . Hence recent a~tempts to explain antipassive construc
tions in a relational framework can •• ot hope to achieve their goal of universal 
validity. 

Inuktitut has two active two-argument constructions: the ergative and the 
antipassive. The proposition 'man saw dog' can therefore be expressed in ~ 
different ways, as follows: 
(ERGATIVE inu-up qimmiq-@ taku-v · ·a -a 
CONSTR.) man-ERG dog -ABS see -indic.-trans.-he/it 

(ANTIPASS. inuk-~ qiumir-mik taku-v -uq 
CONSTR.) man-ABS dog -QBL see -indic.-intrans.(he) 

The abbreviation ERG stands for ergative, ABS for absolutive, and OBL for 
oblique case. 

An important fact about Inuktitut is that ergative subjects figure in 
relative clauses only if the direct obj~cts of the matrix and of the relative 
clause are coreferential (Bergsland 1955:49). On the other hand, absolutive 
NPs are freely accessible to relativization. 

Restrictions on the ergative NP's accessibility to relativization have been 
interpreted in a relational framework by D.E. Johnson (1976). Johnson noted 
similar restrictions in other languages, sometimes involving coreferent dele
tion in addition to relativization. He concluded that, universally, anti
passive constructions were derived by a rule whose effect was to change an 
ergative subject into an absolutive one, so it could be accessible to rules 
that bar ergative NPs. However, in Inuktitut and some other languages (e.g. 
Chukchee, Dargva) the antipassive occurs also as a simple sentence, where 
neither relativization nor coreferent deletion has taken place. The anti
passive form of 'man saw dog' above proves this. Nothing in relational 
grammar suggests a way to explain when a simple sentence is ergative and 
when antipassive. 

In my view, both the choice of simple-sentence construction and accessi
bility to relativization are easily explained in terms of semantic and 
textual conditions. My study of North Baffin Island texts showed that in 
Inuktitut an active construction is ergative only when its patient's 
referent is already known or, in Halliday's terminology, given. Otherwise 
the construction is antipassive. (Detailed examples will be supplied in a 
handout.) The limited accessibility of ergative subjects followsfrom this 
fact and from the fact that direct objects (DOs) are normally patients. 
If the patient-DO of the relative clause is coreferential with that of the 
matrix clause, then its referent is known from the latter. Hence the rela
tive clause has a given patient, and must be ergative, with its subject in 
the ergative case. But if the DOs are not coreferential, the relative 
clause has a new patient, its structure is antipassiv~and its subject 
absolutive. This explains why ergative subjects appear in relative clauses 
only if the DOs are coreferential. 

Bergsland, Knut, 1955. The Eskimo language. Ph.D. dissertation, 
Oslo University. 

Johnson, David E. 1976. Ergativity in universal grammar. 
Unpublished manuscript, based on paper delivered at the 
1975 Annual Meeting of the LSA. 
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Discourse Connection and Demonstratives 

It is assumed that a speaker must somehow structure his utterance for 
the hearer's benefit. A speaker who obeys the cooperative principle of 
conversation will attempt, among other things, to make clear to his 
interlocutor the referential and inferential connections of elements in 
connected discourse . 

In the process of uttering a string of sentences, e.g., (1), the 
speaker assumes that his interlocutor can easily determine the referent of 
~ in the second sentence. 

(1) Shirley drove into the lot. She then went into the shoe store. 

I claim in this paper that a pronoun may be used when the speaker feels that 
the NP referred to has a high degree of communicative importance. 

There are, however, many cases in which a speaker wishes to refer back 
to information/elements which he has introduced, but which he believes his 
interlocutor may not be able to retrieve without some cue that this 
information has indeed been mentioned. One particular-rnstance of this 
cuing occurs when the reference to an NP contains new information or 
recently old (non-topical) information. I will claim then that the dis
course demonstrative article or pronoun is employed as a cue in three 
related situations; (a) when the NP referred to is not topical, e.g. (2) 

(2) A critic will always want to evaluate the film as an entity. 
Although it may possess flaws and imperfections, these. (??they) 
should be placed in a perspective. 

(b ) when a structure in the preceding sentence is referred to by the 
speaker's new characterization, e.g. (3) 

(3) Ford said yesterday that he was sure to win the general election. 
That (*The) early prediction was thought by most to be a 
tactical error. 

and closely related to (b), (c) when reference to a topical (old) element 
is made with added new information, e.g., (4) 

(4) . . • Their (the mathematicians) power has enabled them to penetrate 
deeply below the surfaces they started to explore but has also 
enclosed them in high walls over which they can no longer see. 
These/(*The) disdainful mathematicians overlook the fact that the 
deepest and mightiest~rs are continually fed by tenuous, 
vaguely defined clouds. 

I further claim that my analysis of discourse demonstratives goes a 
long way in precisely defining what Kuno 1972 has called a predictable theme . 
The communicative importance of an element is what determines reference with 
definite article, demonstrative article/pronoun, or simple pronoun. 

Reference: Kuno, Susumu. 1972. Functional sentence perspective: A case 
study from Japanese and English. Linguistic Inquiry 3.3.269-320. 
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A History of the Sanskrit Gerund 

This paper will (1) offer a diachronic account of the Sanskrit gerund 
(ger.), and (2) present some suggestions concerning the syntactic development 
of ger. clauses in Early Indic. 

1) It is clear that Old Indic endings reflect, for the most part 
regrammatized instrumental (-tva, -y~, -ty!) or locative (tvi) verbal ~oun 
(vn) suffixes, and that they are to be associated etymologically with Old 
Indic infinitives (infs) in -tu, -ti, and -l· The dominance of instrumental/ 
comitative nominalizations in the prehistory of Sanskrit gerunds is consistent 
with the facts that the subject of the ger. is always equivalent to the 
logical subject of the main verb, and that the action of the ger. phrase 
always precedes or is concurrent with that of the main verb. 

The reinterpretation of these forms as verbals (vbls) may be explained 
through an association by speakers of instrumental ger. phrases with (near) 
synonymous clauses introduced by the conjunction yada 'when'. A morphological 
correspondence between gerund and yada clauses becomes apparent if we inter
pret yada as yad (subordinating conj) + ~ inst/com. ending, i.e. the same~ 
as in -tva < -tu-~ (Cf. the traditional, e.g. MacDonnell 1916:213, 
unmotivated analysis of yada as ~+?da. 

If a formal relationship and semantic equivalences obtain for i and ii, 

(i) [yada Ni-nom Nj-acc VpastJs Ni-nom ... v 

(ii) Nj-gen Vroot-tva Ni-nom ... V 

then a syntactic restructuring of ii as iii is not unmotivated. 

(iii) Nj-acc Vtvager Ni-nom ... V 

Moreover, this development might well represent the model upon which the 
reinterpretation of gen., dat., and ace., vns. in -tu and -ti as vbls. (i.e. 
infs.) is based, as it is textually clear that the ;.;analysis of forms in 
-tum (inf.) <-tu-m, etc. postdates that of -tva (ger.) • -tu-a. 
--- 2) With special attention to the Aitareya Br~a (which, according 

to Keith 1920:28-36, offers seven chronological strata of Old Indic), but 
with reference to other Vedic and Brahmanic texts, it will be demonstrated 
that ger. phrs. in the earliest language served to express propositions which 
relate old, predictable, or presupposed information, while in the later 
language ger. phrs. show no restriction on the nature ~f the information 
which is introduced. Compare iv and v. 

(iv) •.• t~ s~jabhrus. t~ sambhrtya_ucur Asvinav ... 
ace V-finite ace ger V-fin ace 

'They gathered it together; having gathered it together they 
said to the ASvins • . . ' 

(v) .•. aindr~ va mahendr~ vii purolii~a~ tasya sthane nirupya tena yajeta 
~c pr ~~ 

'He should prepare in its place a cake for Indra or Mahendra and 
sacrifice with it.' 

The later usage can be compared with the consecutive use of the Japanese 
gerund in -te and with the Turkish consecutive gerund in -.!.12. and may be seen 
to be associated with the strong tendency toward OV structure in the 
development of Indic. 
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scalar Meanings, Inferential Complexity, and Communicative Function: 
fbi Semantics and Pragmatics of Deixis in Modern Dutch 

The Dutch deictics are typically given a 'locative' analysis: the 
adverbial pronoun~ 'here' and the demonstrative deze 'this' are 
said to point near the speaker, .!!..!!!!: 'there' and ~ 'that' to point 
far, with!! 'weak there' and the article~ 'the' left unspecified 
(Bech 1952:7). The present paper rejects this view, arguing that the 
deictics do not actually 'point out' and are not concerned with prox
laity. Rather, their meanings are more abstract, serving to alert the 
bearer to a communicative problem: the degree of difficulty of 
inferring which entity or situation the speaker has in mind. 

The 'locative' analysis given above cannot account for the follow
ing: (1) Neither ~ nor ~ necessarily points away from the speaker; 
ef. Q.!!! ~ ik ~!'Here I am again!,' where the speaker announces 
himself on the scene. (2) Daar and die but never bier and deze occur as 
emphatic variants of ~ and de. (3) Hier and deze are more-pTecise than 
i!!! and fu, implying greater contrast; cf. ~~~~/die das 
ill~~ past? 'Do you think that this particular tie/ this tie 
goes with the jacket?' and ~~~ ..a!!ls de deur open. 'At this 
~rticular moment/Suddenly the door opened.' Note also the greater 
specificity of~ in ~/Die student,fu vlijtig ~. E!,! slagen. 
'This student (specific)/That student (generic) who is industrious 
shall succeed.' (4) Because of their greater contrast, the 'proximate' 
deictics often cannot refer to what is in fact near, either 
literally or metaphorically; cf. Het is smoorheet ••• en in die/*deze 
.!!!!!! ~ _!! ~ belopen. 'It'Sboiling hot •.• anlinth"'i'S"""heatr 
have to walk everywhere (Frank 1959:7).' 

These and other facts are explained by an analysis of the deictics 
as asserting different relative strengths of CONCENTRATION OF ATTENTION, 
with the ranking~.~) ~,die ) .!IT,de. Clearly a unique entity 
or scene which has already been pointed out and is firmly in mind is 
easier for the hearer to identify and will require less intense or 
exclusive concentration than one just coming into view. Accordingly it 
will tend to be referred to with the weaker deictics. Conversely, the 
identification of one particular object in a field of nearly identical 
competitors will require more effort from the hearer, more concentra
tion; cf. the different messages associated with deze and die in (3) 
above. Now the greater the difficulty of finding ~refere;t, the 
less the hearer will be able to rely on past knowledge to help him 
find it and the more he will turn to the speaker for additional clues. 
This tendency, together with (a) the speaker's egocentricity ("what is 
near ~ merits attention") and (b) the greater information content of 
near vs. far pointing (there are fewer places closer to the speaker) 
Will favor association of the meaning STRONGEST CONCENTRATION OF 
ATrENTION with the message "near the speaker." 

Conclusion: A more revealing account of the Dutch deictics is 
provided by a non-traditional analysis based on their communicative 
function (cf. Garc!a 1975), with due regard for (a) the versatility 
of 'relativistic 1 or 1 scalar 1 meanings (cf. Diver 1969,1975;Zubin 
1975) and (b) the pragmatics of pointing within the speech act. 
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Anaphora, Deixis, and Relativization in the Rigveda 

In an important study, Avery {1881) made a count of all clauses 
involving the relative pronoun I!- in the Rigved.a. ani foun:l that out 
of nearly 4000 passages the relative clause followed its matrix clause 
in .50. 6 percent of the cases am preceded its matrix clause 46.8 per
cent of the time (certain marginal positions complete the total). It 
seems to have gone unnoticed, however, that in those cases in which 
the sJ./U- pronoun occurs in correlative sequence With the I!,- rela
tive the-li:. ••• sa/tb..- order predominates by a wide margin over the 
inverse illJ!- . . . Ji- order. In this paper 1 t is claimed that the 
reason for the aberrant frequency in the ordering of correlative ele
ments in this one sequence type as opposed to all other relative clau
ses is the strongly anaphoric nature of the ~-Jronoun. In order 
to demonstrate this we contrast the employment of~- with that of 
~. the other major demonstrative pronoun in Vedic. Several ldnis 
of evidence reveal that ~ is solely a deictic pronoun in the Rig
veda and as such is opposed in usage to the anaphoric s!/ta- demon
strative. The distinction between anaphoric and deictic reference in 
the Rigveda is clarified w1 th rega.;'d to several other types of pro
nouns, and it is argued that the st../tb..- ••• :£!.- sequence is merely a 
stylistic inversion on the part of the Vedic vards of the basic ~
•,, s!/U.- construction, This can best be seen in hymn 1.4, where 
the two different types occur within a few stanzas of each otherr 

(1) a. {ndram prchi ... ~s te sAkhibhya i vira.m (I,4.4bc) 
• 

b, 

'Ask Indra , • , who is better than thy friends,' 

I - I ( ) I ni __ ._.f: .. J. - Ind. - - ta yo rayo a va r ........... n • , • .....sma ~ raya gaya 
(I.4.10a.c) 

'The one who is a. great strea.m of wealth ••• to that one, 
Indra, sing.' 

The furrlamentally anaphoric nature of /t/t8.- in the Rigveda as 
well a.s the predominance of the :a- . . . sa - ordering of correla
tive clauses involving this pronoun furthermore provide us with 
strong evidence for a.n OV type ordering of relative and matrix clau
ses in an archaic Vedic correlative sequence. 

References 

Avery, J. 1881. On relative clauses in the Rigveda. Proceedings of 
the American Oriental Society 11& lxiv-lxvi. 
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!WQ Studies in Adult Second Language Acquisition and Learning -
In a previous LSA paper CWinter, 1975), a model of adult 

second language perfonnance was described in which second language 
~isition was distinguished from second language learning: 

~sition involves the "creative construction" process present 
in child first language acquisition, while learning refers to 
~cious internalization of linguistic rules. It was proposed that 
adult second language production may involve both acquired and 
learned systems. The acquired system acts to initiate the utterance 
while the learned system is used as a Monitor, which inspects and 
S(llletimes alters the output of the acquired system. In this paper, 
we report on two studies that confiilll and clarify aspects of this 
.xlel. 

The first study bears on the reality of the acquisition-learning 
distinction. Subjects were advanced performers of ESL who were 
linguistically sophisticated but naive with respect to our hypothesis 
and current research in language acquisition. Subjects were asked 
to choose the correct English sentence from among three or four examples, 
and to indicate the basis on which they made their judgments (e.g. 
"It feels/sotmds right"; "I know and use the granunar rule.") As expected, 
all subjects ~ot nearly 100% correct. Analysis of the self-report data 
revealed that most items were performed by "feel", and sane linguistically 
simple aspects of granunar were done by "rule" rather than by feel. This 
latter result argues against the position that second language 
performers use rules first as a "crutch" tm.til perfonnance becomes 
automatic. It will be suggested that the "feel/sotmds right" self-
report reflects language acquisition. 

The second study addresses the domain of Mmitor use. In the 
previous paper, it was reported that adult L2 perfonners show a "natural 
order" (the same difficulty order shown by children acquiring English 
as a second language) for granunatical nnrphemes in oral production, where 
a great deal of Mbnitoring is unlikely. In written t ests, this order 
does not emerge. It was suggested that this change was due to the 
intrusion of conscious linguistic knowledge. To test the reliability of 
this result, and to detennine whether the modality change played any 
role in the change in difficulty order, we asked adult ESL students to 
write free compositions Wlder two conditions. Our first group simply 
wrote as much as possible, without worrying about accuracy. The second 
I1'0UP was instructed to focus on fonn. As predicted, difficulty order for 
lfammatical morphemes correlated highly with previous child and oral 
adult studies, while the order foWld in the second group did not. This 
smws that the "adult natural order" effect is reliable and not limited 
to oral production. It is suggested that it is instead related to the 
use of language as COIIIIIl.Ulication. When focus is on fonn, the conscious 
~r, ~he ~nitor, may int;ude •. Wh~n t~e _performer is interested only 
~ ommun1 d 1cat1on, and process1ng t1me 1s l~ted, only acquisition is 

ve • 
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Tongue Twisters 

This report covers tne initial stages of an ongoing probram of N!

search on t.ongue twisters and their implications for normal speech pro
duction. Spontaneous speech errors have receiveo consid~rable. a~tention 
in recent ~ears, and attet'lpts !1ave even been made to in<J.uce. sl.IIUlar 
errors. {Baars and 1-lotley, 1974) But a. neglected c,.nd potentl.ally re
vealing source of data is those phonetic sequences traditi?n~lly cal~e~ 
tongue twisters, which appear to be chard.cterized by repetl.tl.on of Sl.llll.lar 
segmen~s and to be especially sensitive to rate of articulation. 

The classic tongue t~ister is one which induc~s errors at "normaln 
speakine rates, but 1 assume thbt tongue-twisterli~ess is a continuum, 
with lhe degree of tor~ue-tWisterlinesd inaic~ted by: 

a) the probability or error at a given rate of repetition, and 
b) repetition r~te for error free performar.ce, 

ln an attempt to operationalize tne notion of tongue-twisterline~s, as a 
preliminary to investigating its sources, 1 have conciu~ted_exper~~ts 
using these two neasures "l.:l dependent variables and stl.mull. consl.StJ..ng_ 
of CVCV and CVCCVC sequences. Roth measures produced a consisten~ rankl.ng 
of the stimuli, and both correlated highly with ec.ch other <:ond w1.t~ 
intuitive judgments of the ud.ifficultyll of producing a sequence. (E.e,. 
sasfaf was repeated mol'e slowly c.md caused more errors than pa.pbab.) 

Other (tentative) results include: 
a) Though tne tongue-twisterliness of a sequence is a relicbl~ 

function of its constituents tte contribution of any given phonetl.c 
setment is not predicted by its feature composition {on a stondard 
feature analysis). . 

b) Tl,e tone,ue-twisterliness of a sequence is not a simple add~tive 
function of the tongue-t"Wisterliness of its constii:-uent segments; wter
actions between these se~nts are significant. 

c) The relative order .:>f segmt'lr.ts and their relati<m to the stress 
pattern both appear to affect tongue-twishrliness. T?ls s1.1ggests that 
5chourup ( 1973) i~ at least partly correct in his suggest1on {based on 
intuitional data) that a.bstract variables of patterning are relevant to 
tone,ue-twisterliness. These patternin~ effects .,.ill be pursued in further 
e:xperincnts with more comple.x stimuli. 

d) ll particularly interesting result Wds that tongue-twisterly 
sequences not only were produced r~latively slowly b4t showed a 
significant deceleration over the course of twelve repetitions. This 
suggests that the com?lexit.y of these sequences is not simply dua to the 
complexity of the artl.ctuatory e;estures themselves but rather to some 
problem of recovery from those gesture:s before they can be repeated, . 

The generalizations stated here are based on initial data fro;n ~me 
subjects. Further data Will be available by the time of the LSA meehne. 

B~ars,Bernard J., anti V~chael T. Motley. Spoonerisms: r~perimenta~ 
elicitation of Eurnan Speech !!.rrors • JSAS Selected Oocuments l.n 
Psychology. MS. NO. 759 

Schourup, Lawrence. 1973. Unique New York. ?apers from the linth Re~ional 
f-leeting of the Chicago Linguistic Society. 587-596. 
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Intonation is a HCP 

Green 1976 presents a considerable amount of data under the rubric Main 
Clause Phenomena (MCP). As she and others have noted, t here are certain 
syntact ic constructions and lexical items which occur freely in main clauses 
out only under very restricted and seemingly idiosyncratic conditions in 
subordinate clauses. This paper presupposes some such notion and argues 
that all intonational and sentence-accent phenomena can be considered MCP. 

It has been observed that certain intonation contours cannot be embedded. 
Cutler 1974 observes numerous restrictions on the embeddability of ironic 
tone-of-voice; we can say Austin is a real swinging town, meaning it isn't• 
but not, in the same way, *Bill realizes that Austin is a real swinging town. 
Similarly, Liberman and Sag 1974 point out that what they call the "contra
diction contour" cannot occur on subordinate clauses. We can say: 

~lepha~iasis isn't incurab~e (to be written &Elephantiasis isn't 
incurable I ) 

but not *Medical science has shown that jelephantiasis isn't incurable! We 
can. of course, perfectly well say jMedical science has shown that elephan
tiasis isn't incurable!, but if we do, we're making a claim about what medi
cal science has done, not about the nature of elephantiasis. The "pragmatic" 
part of Green's remarks about MCP is relevant here: if we put the "contra
diction contour" only on t he embedded clause, we seem to be making a claim 
about elephantiasis, and the point of the main clause Medical science has 
shown that •• • becomes unclear. 

But the contradiction contour can be embedded in exactly the sorts of 
environments discussed by Green. The following is a possible narrative: 

When the doctor first t old me I had elephantiasis I really got depressed ana 

morbid and I was all set to end it all. But then I got tfil~king about it 

and 1 ~ealized that elephahtiasis isn't incurable ~nd what the hell was I 

geuting so upset about? 

The contradiction contour is quite naturally embedded in the main clause 
I realized that .•. ; there is no conflict bewteen the intent of the intonation 
and the content of the main clause. The similarity to Green's f indings about 
other MCP is striking. 

Evidence from other intonational phenomena will be presented to show that 
all intonations, not just specific contours, can be considered MCP. This has 
implications for the further study of both intonation and of MCP. The point 
is not so much that intonations cannot be embedded, but rather than intona
tion is a whole-sentence phenomenon. It gives the hearer pragmatic informa
tion about the nature of the speech act , or, more simply, it helps the hearer 
understand what the speaker is trying to get across, the point he is trying 
to make. Considering intonation will steer us away from conclusions about 
MCP based solely on syntactic transtormat~s and help us to see the sig· 
nificance of such "whole sentence" efi'ects in their fullest perspective. 

Cutler, Anne. 1974. On Saying What You Mean Without Meaning What You Say. 
Papers from CLS Meeting 10: 117-127. 

Green, Georgia . 1976. Main Clause Phenomena in Subordinate Clauses. Lg. 
52: 382-397. 

Liberman, Mark, and Ivan Sag. 1974. Prosodic Form and Discourse Function. 
Papers from CLS Meeting 10: 416-427. 
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The Inadequacy of Feature Specifications 

The main object of this paper is to present examples of phonological 

contrasts that have been previously neglected. Systems of phonological 

features for describing the contrasts that occur in the languages of the 

world have been proposed by Chomsky and Halle (The Sound Pattern. of English) 

and by Ladefoged (Preliminaries to Linguistic Phonetics and A Course in 

Phonetics). It will be shown that both these systems are observationally 

inadequate. Ladefoged's work is slightly more comprehensive, but he has 

failed to take into account many phonetic facts and phonological contrasts. 

For example, he is wrong in saying that there are no velar laterals. Evi-

dence will be given from Eastern Highland languages of Papua New Guinea 

showing that these occur and contrast with both dental and alveolar laterals. 

This evidence also indicates that Chomsky and Halle are wrong in saying 

that "this feature (lateral) is restricted to coronal consonantal sounds". 

Ladefoged is incorrect in saying that languages do not contrast more than 

6 places of articulation, as will be shown by data involving contrasts 

among seven nasals in Yanuwa (Northern Territories, Australia). Ladefoged 

also neglects the possibility of contrasting bilabial and alveolar trills 

of the kinds found in Austronesian languages such as Titan and Kele. Re-

cordings and other instrumental data on all these sounds will be presented. 

Both Ladefoged's and Chomsky and Halle's theories can be patched up 

to take into account these and other examples of observational inadequacy. 

But the. more this is done the more it ~ppears that these theories are 

simply ad hoc systematizations of the data. A principled statement of the 

elements required within a phonological theory must start by proposing 

phonetic primitives that can be justified on non-linguistic grounds. 

LENNIG 

continued Chain Shifting of (u/ and (o/ in Parisian French -

[TUES MORN: 3] 

During three months of field work in Paris, conversations 

working and middle class Parisians were recorded . Results 

of an acoustic study of the vowels, performed using linear 

prediction to extract the formant frequencies, show previously 

unreported variation in the frontne~s of /u/ and /o/. Further
~ore, many of the backer variants of /u/ and /o/ are heavily 

overlapped and are not clearly identifiable as /u/ or /o/ when 

presented to the native speaker in near phonetic isolation. 

This would lend support to the functionalist explanation for 

the fronting of back vowels (Martinet 1955}. 

Labov, Yaeger and Steiner (1972) present massive spectro

qraphic data which give concreteness to Martinet's model of 

chain shifting. They classify all chain shifts into four pat

terns, one of which is of particular interest in French. In 

this chain shift, back vowels are raised from low to mid or mid 

to high or both, and at the same time mid or high back vowels 

are centralized or fronted. This pattern was the source of the 

Modern French high front rounded vowel. Old /o/ was raised to 

/u/ and old /u/ was fronted to /y/. 

This study shows that the dynamics of the chain shift 

/o/~/u/ )/y/ are still active in Paris dialect . Vari-

ation in the frontness of /u/, as perceived and as measured by 

second formant frequency, causes the phoneme's frontest vari

ants (e.g. after /t/) to approximate (~]; its backest variants 

heavily overlap /o/ and are often indistinguishable from it. 

Some speakers show considerable fronting of /o/, especially in 

closed syllables. This latter fact would support the basic 

functionalist axiom: that merger occurs most readily when the 

merging phonemes carry the least functional load. Since French 

1~1 occurs almost exclusively in open syllables, the fronting 

of /o/ in closed syllables would pose no functional problem. 

Note that there is no articulatory universal at work here, 

since in Philadelphia English the situation is exactly reversed: 

it is the /o/'s in closed syllables that lag behind the open 

/of's in the fronting process. 
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Complex Nominals: Nouns of Limited Variety and Unlimited Length 

Many linguists, including Lees 1960, Chomsky and Halle 1968, and Jacken
doff 1975, have claimed that nominal compounds like apple pie and steam iron 
are themselves syntactically~ (but cf. Levi 1975, where they are incl~ 
under "nonpredicate NPs"); this claim has, however, been treated as such a 
self-evident assumption that virtually no syntactic evidence is ever offered 
in its support. Few linguists have realized , however , that precisely the same 
claim should be made about expressions with nonpredicating adjectives (e.g. 
pedal extremities, polar climate, feminine intuition), as well as about those 
expressions formed by nominalization processes (e.g. presidential refusal, 
student decision, auto(motive) emissions). It is the purpose of this paper to 
remedy these deficiencies by 

1) claiming that all the forms cited above constitute a single (surface) 
syntactic constituent, to be called a complex nominal (CN), 

2) showing that the processes that form CNs can produce nominals of unli~
ited length but of strictly limited internal variety [namely, binary 
combinations in any order of these two units: N and }!... ] , and 

3) providing syntactic arguments that all eNs, N N 
regardless of length and internal complexity, must be dominated on the 
surface by a N node. 

Since (1) and (2) have been argued in previous research, this paper will 
focus primarily on substantiating (3). The arguments include at least these: 
a) CNs may appear with affixes normally used only on Ns, not NPs, as in: 

ex-[copy editor], post-[Arab summit] realities, anti-[gun control] forces; 
many agentive forms like [critical essay]ist, [generative grammar]ian, 
and [historical lingu]ist; and the highly technical forms [set theoret]ical 
framework, [text grammatJical models, fego psycholog]ical principles. 

b) Placement of predicating adjectives treats CNs as Ns, not NPs: 
the brutal [American invasion] NOT: *the American brutal invasion 
a clever (electrical engineer] NOT : *an electrical clever eagineer 

c) Article distribution indicates that CNs are like Ns and unlike NPs (and 
that synonymous forms with genitival modifiers are llQ! CNs) : 

The/An American invasion} was unjustified. fcf. America's invasion ••• 1 
*American invasion J L *The/An America'~invasi~ 
The/A presidential appointment/was carefully reviewed. 
*Presidential appointment ~ ~f. A president's appointment ••• ] 

d) CNs resemble Ns, not NPs , in constituting anaphoric islands (see Postal 
1969) with respect to outbound anaphora whose antecedent is the prenomtnal 
modifier (or, for nonpredicating adjectives, their underlying nouns): 

*Divorcei lawyers show a high incidence of iti• 
*Coffeei tables are usually too crowded to put iti on. 
*The nervous· system is composed of millions of themi. 
*Americani i~cursions haven't won her. many friends . 

e) Since CNs can regularly replace Ns in rec~rsive applications of CN-forma· 
tion rules (cf . cake plate/apple-cake plate), a characterization of CNs!! 
Ns would both simplify grammatical description and increase predictive ac· 
curacy. (Treating CNs as NPs makes innumerable wrong yredictions.) 

f) The fronted (non-phrasal) stress of many CNs (e.g. t1aal wave, polar bear, 
apple cake, law office) suggests a N rather than NP constituency. 

Sufficient examples will be provided to show that each argument carries 
through similarly for the three sets of data cited, thus demons trating (1) as 
well as (3). Time permitting, some serendipitous fallout as well as new prob· 
lems produced by this demonstration will be presented. 
REFERENCES : Chomsky,N . & M. Halle (1968). Sound Pattern of English. 
Jackendoff,R. (1975) "Morph. & Sem. Regularities in the Lexicon11

, ~· 51 
Levi, J.N. (1975) Syn. and Sem. of Nonpred. AdJs. in Eng., U. Chicago diss. 
Postal, P.M. (1969) "Anaphoric Islands" CLS 5:205-39. 
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aothic aippau, Old High German erdo -
The paper sets out to examine the etymology of the Gothic word ai~bau 
'or' and its Old High German correlate erdo. It is universally · 
acknowledged that the second part of ai~~au is ~au, but the etymology 
of ai~- is obscure (ai~?ai~,?aif,?aih). Phonetically-~~- can go back 
to any of the fricatives ~.f,h+p; consequently, different Germanic and 
Indo-European roots were offered as a possible source of ai~-. Two 
words are especially important for the discussion: Old Frisian eftha 
and Old High German erdo whose connection with ai~~au is problematic. 
The main point of the paper is to show that erdo is a regular form 
which can only be explained if we trace ai~~au back to *aih~au. The 
Old Germanic languages give many proofs of an outwardly puzzling 
connection between the phonemes /h/ and /r/: (1) Gothic breaking 
occurred before r,h,b; (2) Old English breaking occurred before 
l,r+ a consonant but also before -ht and final h; (3) in Old High 
German h and r very often influenced preceeding sounds in a similar 
way (e.g., the groups blocking umlaut in Southern German were r +a 
consonant. hh(ch), and -h); (4) only two consonant umlauts are known: 
h-umlaut in Old English (mieh~meaht) and R-umlaut in Old Norse 
~eR<*kaz); (5) in Germanic for a verb to be assigned to the 3rd 
strong class it had to belong to the TERT type, but in West Germanic 
the verb 'fight', with the root *feht (i . e., with h in place of R), 
was also a third-class verb; (6) in late Middle English /h/ and 
/r/ could alternate in some proper names as free variants (e.g., 
Hob and Rob are doublets). If ai~pau is from *aih~au , we have one 
more case of /h/ and /r/ going together: aih~au//erdo. Only the form 
*aih~au explains the origin and spelling of aip~au (with ai- not 
before r,h,~). But then the ties of ai~pau with Indo-European *et 
have to be discarded, and the Frisian form must be explained as a 
late innovation . The material presented in the paper sheds light 
on two more general problems: 1) the role of distinctive feature 
analysis in etymology (/r/ and /h/ are both marginal phonemes with 
purely negative characteristics. and their connection is natural. 
~ether . /r/ ~as uvular or not), 2) the phonologization of a{ 0 a~ 
1n Goth1c: 1t must have occurred in sandhi, both external (nau~pan~ 
nauh f>an. etc.) and internal (ait»\lau). 
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Development of Vowel Production in Infants 

{WED IKJRNt 

The development of vowel production in five infants growing 
up in monolingual English speaking environments has been fol
lowed over the period of 16-160 weeks of life. Tape recordin 9 
have been made at intervals of at least two weeks of the infa~ts 
and their mothers "conversing". Special recording techniques 
sound spectrograms and computer-implemented acoustic analysis' 
yield fundamental and formant frequencies and durations of 
the infants' utterances. The data address several theoretical 
issues: 

1- The 'infants do not appear to m~m~c the lower formant 
frequencies of the~r mothers' speech. As they begin to produce 
the vowels of English they produce formant frequency patterns 
that are high in frequency (F ranges from 5 - 6 kHz) and appro
priate to the short lengths of their supralaryngeal vocal tracts. 
The formant frequencies of some vowels fall as the infants 
mature, e.g., F of /U/ for one infant falls from 1.0 to 0.5 kHz, 
These data are bonsistent with the presence of a hypothetical, 
innately determined neural mechanism that "normalizes" the speech 
signals perceived by humans in terms of estimated supralaryngeal 
vocal tract length. The infants never hear any vowels that have 
the high formant frequency values of the vowels that they can 
produce with their short supralaryngeal vocal tracts. They 
nonetheless produce vowels that have formant frequency patterns 
that approximate those of adult speech after appropriate correc
tions for the smaller size of infants' supralaryngeal vocal 
tract are made. 

2- Individual differences in the emergence of various vowels 
exist but all the infants gradually enlarge their vowel reper
toires. At 16 weeks we can perceive tokens of the vowels /I/, 
/£/, and /ae/, !AI and /U/. The vowel /e/ occurs later, /a/ and 
/i/ still later. The vowels /o/, /~/and /u/ hardly ever occur. 
The data suggest that the acute axis in English develops before 
the grave axis. The infants do not produce all known sounds of 
all languages during the babbling period. 

3- The formant frequency patterns of the infants' /i/ and 
/a/ vowels have acoustic correlates consistent with the phonetic 
features hypothesized by Jakobsen, Fant, and Halle as salient 
for the classification of these vowels. F1 and F2 converge for 
/a/ producing a mid-frequency spectral peak. F2 and/or F3 are 
high for /i/, producing a high-frequency spectral peak. 

4- The acoustic analysis indicates the gradual emergence of 
a vowel triangle defined by the first and second formant fre
quencies. At 16 weeks the five vowel sounds that occur all over· 
lap when plotted on F1 - F2 axes. The different vowels perceived 
gradually cluster into different areas of the F - F. plot. The 
boundaries of the acoustic vowel space also enllrge throughout 
the period as /e/, /a/, and /i/ emerge. 
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110rd Order and Word Order Change in Mandarin Chinese -

[TUES AFT: 1) 

It is proposed that Hodern Mandarin is futxlamentally an SVO language 
as were its ancestors Old Chinese (ca. '\000-400 B.C.) and l1iddle Chinese (ca. 
600-1,000 A.D.). The major syntactic change from Old Chinese to Modern Man
darin ha~ been th~ spread to all major constituents of a tendency already 
presen~ 1n Old Ch1nese for NP 1 s to be distinguished in functional meaning 
accord1ng to their placement before or after the main verb. Thus, in Modern 
Mandarin, preverbal NP•s are marked for definiteness; postverbal NP's are 
not~ Preverba~ tim7 phrases indicate punctual time; postverbal time phrases 
ind1cate durat1ve t~e. Preverbal place adverbs indicate locations of 
actions; postverbal place adverbs indicate locations of participants (Tai 
1975). Preverbal descriptive adverbs describe the agent's behavior· post-
verbal descriptive adverbs describe the manner of action. ' 

This pr:>posal is more explanatory than that of Li atxl Thanpson (1975 
and elsewhere) that Mandarin is an OOV language descended from an SVO an-· 
cestor. Among the reas.ms advanced for this contention are that the present 
proposal: 1) accounts for the placement of all major constituents 1-1ith 
regard to the main verb and not just for noun phrase placement; 2) accounts 
for the development of 1coverb 1 (or 'prepositional') phrases (S.Cv-0-V) 
during the past 1500 years as a general replacement for postverbal preposi
tio~l phrase~ ~S-V-Pp.O); 3)accounts for the otherwise inexplicable con
stra1nt restr1ct1ng the number of postverbal constituents regardless of what 
they are; 4) assigns bas1c word order to the order with positions not marked 
for function, thereby avoiding the methodological trap of deriving trans
f~rmed structures from structures of restricted usage; 5) applies to other 
d1alects (e.g. Cantonese) as well as to ~~ndarin, whil~ Li and Thompson's 
proposal draws an unnecessary typological distinction between them; 6) 
obviates the inherent contradiction in Li and Thompson's claim that language 
change has brought about both a shift in word order and a specification of 
definiteness through position 1-lithout adequately dem:mstr<· t :i.ng how definite
ness was signalled prior to tho p~orted changes; 7) accords with, and adds 
support to, Li and Thompson's (1976) proposal to clAssify languages 
according to subject- or topic-prominence, whereas Li and Thompson • s own 
(1975) proposal essentially conflicts with the description of Chinese as 
topic-prominent. 

In theoretical terms, the present proposal encourages a productive re
examj.nation of the notions of markedness, function, and fund;:.mental word 
order and requires us to ask the following questions: a) C.s.n statements of 
fundamental word order be made without reference to inherent positional 
functions? b) l-1hat l.imitations must be imposed on st<>temnts of fundamental 
tTord order and the ordering of other constituents? c) Given differences 
among languages in word order, markedness, positional function and the 
~ourse and motivation of historical changes, how many factors ~ust be taken 
1nto account in typologizing different languagesl 

Answers to these questions will be proposed, leading to a general 
claim that word order, positional function, markedness, and language typo~ 
loGY' are matters 1-1hich require high}¥ complex treatment and that, vTithin 
a broad assu.ption of the necessity of language universals, the description 
or different languages must be understood t-:> be a multivariable and 
bip,hzy relative procedure. 
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Cross-linguistic Di fferences in Parental Influence on Children's Gramma • 
Evidence from English, Korean and Portuguese r . 

Parent~· efforts to adjust their speech so as to provide 
their children with an appropriate grammatical model have lo 
been documented, especially in middle class American setting~ 
This desire to assist the child with his/ her first incursions' 
in grammar is also evident in Korean and Brazilian middle class 
parents. It will be suggested in this paper thata 1) the 
strategies available to parents for this purpose reflect 
cultural practices and are sensitive to constraining charact
eristics of the target language1 2) children develop their own 
strategies in response to parental input, which has the effect 
of setting nationalities apart with regard to children 's 
initial hypotheses concerning grammar, even at a very early 
stage. 

The data ir1 this paper were collected in a naturalistic 
~ituation, at the homes of the subjects, in Providence, Rhode 
Island, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, and Seoul, Korea. Parental 
utterances which constituted responses to their children's 
preceding utterances were categorized with respect to the 
form and content of the children's utterances. Children's 
utterances were categorized with respect to success or failure 
in approximating the target language (e.g. Brazil ian children 
are far more successful in learning inflections than preposi
tions). This study looks in particular detail at children's 
continued attempts at learning grammar through repetition, 
substitution, hesitation and circumlocution. The investigators 
were careful not to bias their analys is by assuming a priori 
that the same analytic categories would be appropriate for all 
three languages . 

Our results suggest that quite early on in the process of 
acquiring language Brazilian, American and Korean children 
orient themselves towards diverse aspects of grammatical 
structure, relying on different cues in the three languages 
to work out basic sentence frames. Grammatical complexity 
deve lops in several ways which are not always predicted by 
MLU. If these results are further substantiated by data f rom 
other languages, an important methodological consequence 
follows: namely. that MLU cannot be utilized as a cross-ling
uis tic measure of grammatical develop~ent. since it does not 
pr ovide for the computation of operations which leave no trace 
on the surface (s ome of which are acquired quite early in 
Portuguese and Korean). The authors further suggest that more 
work must be done on differences in linguistic and cultural 
input before any claims can be made concerning universal 
features of early grammar. 
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!-Cl assification of Semantic Rel ati onships in American English Folk Definitions 

~is paper presents a classi f icati on of Ameri can English fol k defini
t i ons . 1n terms of the semantic relationships of which they make use . In 
addit1on, ~e shal~ show.that there is a close correlation between the type 
of word be1ng def1ned, 1.e. , its syntactic class and semantic field and the 
spe:i:i? semantic relationship or relationships whi ch tend to appea; in its 
def1n1hon. The data consist of 583 "list definitions" definitions elicited 
by presenting an inf ormant with a list of words to be d;fined and 319 
"natural definitions", definitions which arise in the course ~f talk not 
concer ned with definition as such . 

.Th7 analys~s of these definitions resulted in a classificatory system 
cons1st1ng of f1ve major and seven non-major semantic rel ationships . The 
major relationships occur with much greater frequency than do the others not 
onl~ ?v:rall but w~thin sepcific subsets of t he data (e.g., natural vs. iist 
def1n1t1ons, defin1tions el icited from speakers of a particular educational 
level); overall t hey account for approximately 75% of the data. These five 
relat~onships ar e simil itude, field inclusion, situation, description, and 
funct1on . All the relationships (major and non-major) are very br oad and 
most can easily be seen t o incl ude two or more subtypes of relat ionship . For 
?xamp17 , similitude i ncl udes synonymy, antonymy and comparison, and field 
1nclus1on cover s not only placement of a term within a hierarchy ( "shirt a 
pi eee of cl ot hi ng • • • " ) but also its placement in any way within a semantic 
field ("col~, indicates temperature" ; [field goal ] "what they do in 
foot ba ll.. . ) • 

Initial ly, an attempt was made to classifY the data using more specific 
cat:gor ies, along the lines of t he system ~reposed by Casagrande and Hal e in 
the1r analysis of Papago folk definitions. The American English data how
eve~,.a:e much more varied (Casagrande and Hale ' s data consist solely ~f list 
def1n1t1ons of common Papago words, elicited mainly from a single informant ) 
and a system of the level of specificity of Casagrande and Hale's would be 
too lar~e to be reall y usefUl . We will discuss the need for fairly broad 
categor1es and the reasons for analyzing definitions in terms of the specific 
categor ies chosen, including the fact that words in particular semantic fiel ds 
tend to be defined using the same semantic relationships . Finally, it will be 
shown that the five major relationships have more in common than mere fre
qu:ncy: . they form~ nat ural g~oup ~n t hat it is exactly these relationships 
Whlch ~1th~r descr1~e the lex1cal 1tem itself or place it within its own 
semant1c flel d . T?l~ :act , along wit h their frequency of occurrence, sug
gests that all def1n1t1ons could be formalized (e . g., in a lexicon) in terms 
of these five rel ationships. 

1. Casagrande , Joseph B. and Hale , Kenneth L.: Semantic relationshi~s in 
Papago folk- definitions, in Hymes, Dell (ed. ): Studies in Southwest ern 
Ethnolinguistics (The Hague: Mouton, 1966) . 
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Why Tough-Movement is Impossible with 'possible' 

Tough-Movement (or Deletion) is a governed phenomenon. To my knowledge 
nobody has been able to pinpoint just what is the common denominator of ' 
Tough-Predicates. However, it has often been suggested that somehow TPs 
revolve around the meaning of 'easy/difficult' in an intuitively understood 
sense, Also, it has been a long tradition in generative grammar to treat 
'possible' as an accidental gap with regard to Tough-Movement: 

(1) John is i easy/difficult\ to please. 
(2) John is~*possible/impossibleJto please. 

I think this familiar practice implicitly assumes the following: All TPs 
share some properties in common. 'possible' also share these properties, 
ard yet somehow it fails to umergo TM. In other words, it is claimed that 
'possible' is qualified to be a full-fledged member of TPs. 

In this paper, I will challenge this widely accepted view, I show that 
there are many important properties of TPs which are shared by 'impossible' 
but not b,y 'possible', which strongly suggests that there is inherently 
semantic reason why TM is impossible with 'possible'. For example: 
I ) 'easy /difficult 1 

Compare (Ja) am (3b); 
(3) My husbard has been S a, impossible ~ to live with, 

lb. extremely difficult) 
I contem that (Ja) is simply a more emphatic and more emotive version of 
(3b), Notice that (3a) cannot be used by a woman who has been actually 
separated from her husbam, (4) is ungrammatical. 

(4) *My husl:am has been il11possible to live with, He has been in prison 
for the last 5 years, you know, 

While 'impossible' is often very close to 'extremely difficult', 'possible' 
cannot be used either to mean 'easy' or 'extremely easy'. 
II) 'emphatic/emotive/subjective' property 
Klima (1964) noted that a subset of TPs act like Ne~tives; 

(5) It was difficult to find £anything/*someth1ngfin Paris, 
Now, Postal (1971) observed that TPs include some slangish expressions 
such as 'snap', 'bitch', etc,, am "a subset of the non-technical colloquial 
terms for male and female genitalia," Unfortunately, Postal failed to 
recognize the inherent relationship between his and Klima's observationsa in 
American culture, the emotive, subjective and strongly ~~ATIVE feelings of 
the speaker is often linguistically realized with the help of 'obscene' words. 
I claim that those slangish expressions are really emphatic/subjective/emo
tive/exaggerated counterparts of'easy/difficult'. 

(6) This question is atsna~/bitchfprickJ to answer. 
Now, what about our 'possible' and 'impossible'? Consider (Ja) and (7)t 

(7) This steak is impossible to chew unless you have teeth of brass. 
Of course, they are highly emotional, subjective, emphatic and exaggerated 
statement, Quite importantly, 'possible' totally lacks this 'emotional/sub
jective/emphatic' property, 
III) 'barely possible' 
The popular treatment will completely fail to explain the difference between 
(8) am (9) 1 

(8) John is barely possible to live with. 
(9) *17 is barely possible to factor, 

IV} Poss-Ing Complementizer 
'possible' is uncomfortable with a Poss-Ing Complementizer, but not 
'impossible'. Compare (10) and (11}; 

(10) Pleasing John is{easy/difficult/impossible/*possiblel 
(11) For me to please John is{easy/difficult/impossible/possiblek 
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Lateralization Studies, Language, and the social Sciences - Experimental and clinical brain research supports a model 
of thefunctioning of the cerebral hemispheres in man, in which 
the left hemisphere controls language, speech, calculation and 
other linear process functions, while the right hemisphere con
trols pattern recognition, music perception, and other parallel 
process functions (Sperry 1967, Gazzaniga 1970, and others). 
This model turns out to have a great appeal in subfields of the 
social sciences that traditionally have formulated their con
structs without particular heed to the biological basis. Kaplan 
and TenHouten (1976) claim that left and right hemisphere dom
inence reflect conditions of social dominence and subjection 
respectively. Paredes and Hepburn (1976) feel that the juxta
position of the universal biological nature of man with the 
well-attested cross-cultural differences in cognitive strategies 
and styles in the anthropological literature creates a paradox 
which can find its resolution in "fundamentally different physio
logically based cerebral processes"(1976:124). 

In this paper I examine several such applications of the 
model. The conclusion reached is that while not denying the 
validity and importance of the neurophysiological findings in 
context, caution is to be recommended against the premature 
assignment of cognitive styles and logical processes to hemi
spheric location, in order to avoid a sort of modern phrenology. 
None of the authors examined has presented his hypothesis with 
any intention of defending cultural imperialism or of denigrating 
non-Western-scientific modes of thought. Nevertheless, as these 
and other writings on this topic find their way to a wider 
readership, they will inevitably speak to a deeply held bio
logistic bias, more or less unconscious, about the biological 
constraints on human performance and human differences--the 
same bias that resonated to the writings of Jensen, Eysenck and 
Herrnstein. Extreme caution is therefore in order when present
ing to the educated public results of such seemingly scientific 
impeccability as differential EEGs among socially and linguis
tically defined groups (TenHouten and Kaplan 1973). 

An examination of the dual functions of language--as an 
information processing and storage system and as a device for 
accomplishing social interaction, plays the central role in 
this critique, for it is largely as a consequence of ignoring 
this dual functioning of language that other. less enlightening 
conceptual dichotomies such as "abstract" vs. "concrete" and 
"verbal" vs. "nonverbal" have come to dominate the field. These 
two functions interact in speech and in language-mediated 
thought, but they may be teased apart in animal models, in a 
model of evolutionary development (Mattingly 1972), and con
ceptually for investigative purposes. The two functions cross
cut the many things participants may be doing in an interactive 
situation or experimental context, and, as Labov and also 
Cole and Scribner (1974) have demonstrated. what they may be 
doing may be radically different. The relation of this online 
activity to their long term memory store is so little under
stood that ascription of some ill-understood performance to 
some hemispheric localization appears to be premature. 
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Visual Shadowing: Examining Language Processing in Another Mode 

Shadowins is an experimental task in which a subject 
repeats back (shadows) a stimulus prose passage as quickly 
as she/he perceives it. Previous shadowing research has been 
done in the auditory mode with hearing subjects shadowing 
tape·recorded stimuli. Our research focuses on shadowing in 
the visual mode with deaf and hearing signers shadowing video. 
taped stimuli. In a preliminary experiment, \ve discovered that 
response latencies of deaf native signers for visual shadowins 
of American Sign Language (1\SL) were the same as latencies 
reported for auditory shadowing of English. The response 
latency range in the visual task fell between 250 and 1000 msec. 
as compared to 250 to 800 msec. in English (Marslen-\Vilson, 1973). 
This finding is exciting since it indicates that rate of speech 
perception is not dependent upon la~age modality, but rather 
upon higher order functions. 

\~e had expected response latencies to be longer, especially 
since the stimulus tape included a considerable number of panto· 
mimes. This variable (increased use of pantomimes) would seem 
to reduce predictability of structure and thereby i<crease 
response latencies and number of errors. 

Another dramatic result was that native hearing signers 
experienced extreme difficulty when they attempted the task, 
while native deaf signers performed it easily. This suggests 
that the ability to shadow successfully is strongly influenced 
by the subject's primary modality of communication. 

In our current experiment, we ask native signers (deaf and 
hearing) to shadow a pair of stories in ASL. One story includes 
pantomimes while the other does not. We are examining response 
latencies and errors in order to explore the influence of panto· 
mimes on the rate of processing. In addition, we are comparing 
data from deaf subjects to that of hearing subjects, seeking 
possible explanations for the disparity bet\veen the performances 
c,f the two groups. 

The study of auditory shadowing has led researchers to make 
certain claims about language processing. Because these claims 
have been based on speech perception experiments, it is crucial 
to extend the scope of the research beyond the auditory modality. 
Our studies in visual shadowing provide significant insight in 
this direction. 

Marslen-Wilson, \villiam. "Linguistic Structure and Speech 
Shadowing at Very Short Latencies." Preprint. M.I.T. 1973. 
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rruth, Meaning, and t he Paraphrased Performative - The possible assimilation of truth-conditional semantics with 

the use theory of meaning implicit In the performative analysis 

poses an intriguing problem undertaken to solve by David Lewis 

In "General Semantics." Contradictions within and counterexamples 

to some of his major proposals provide evidence that his Is hard

lY a proven theory. To classify performative sentences as decla

ratives, as Lewis does, requires a self-deecrlptive reading, 

~hich he acknowledges, though he has just previously drawn a dis

tinction between the performative and the self-descriptive uses 

of a sentence such as "I command you to be late. 11 Lewis' pri

mary point In making the distinction in uses is to state that 

this distinction need not involve a distinction in meanings. 

since he prefaces this statement with the position that the per

formative use Is likely to be true, while the self-descriptive 

use is likely to be false, his denial or a distinction in meanings 

is inconsistent with his truth-conditional semantics. Central to 

Lewis' argument is the proposal that non-declaratives are to be 

treated as paraphrases of their corresponding performatives (ie. 

they have the same truth-values), but such Is not the case with 

examples like 11 1 promise that I'll be there,'' true on the occa~ 

slon of Its perrormative utterance, and Its corresponding para

phrase "I'll be there,'' where truth-value depends upon future 

conditions. 9iven the obvious difficulties encountered in as

signing truth-values to performatives, I propose that truth

conditional semantics apply only to the propositional content 

or a perrormatlve, while treatment of the 11/ocutlonary force 

comes under a ~ystem of pragmatics. 

wGeneral semantics" In Semantics of Natural Languages. ed. 
Donald Davidson and Gilbert Harman. (1972). 
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A Historical Parallel Between Passives and Adjectives 

In modern Portuguese the passive is formed with ~ •to 
be', a passive participle in -DO, and an agent phrase in por 

'by'. Although the modern construction shows most of the 

properties typical of passives, in earlier stages of the lan
guage its ancestor had a quite different structure. In fact, 
I show that in the medieval period: 1- the per-phrase occurred 

freely with all types of verbs and adjectives, both in the 
active and in the passive, having a status parallel to that of 

sentential adverbs~ 2- the passive participle, with or without 

an agent phrase, had true adjectival status, occuring in con

joined structures of the type: 
sou ensujada e feia e corrupta e cheia de desonra pelos 

maus prelados 'I am dirtied and ugly and corrupt and 
full of bad fame by the bad prelates'. <2!!2 22 Esposo) 

Thus, the ancestor of the modern passive is naturally analyzed 

as a base-generated structure, parallel to the regular verb 
phrase type "~ AP", with the per-phrase originating at the S 

node. During the course of the medieval period this construc
tion acquired the characteristics of the previously extant de

passive through reanalysis and evolved to its modern form. The 
association of passive participles with adjectives continues to 

be so strong,however, that there has been a continuing tendency 

over the centuries to restrict the -~ (-ED) ending to compound 
tenses formed with~ 'have' and to restrict participles with 
the surface form of adjectives to the passive. This involves 

the creation of new elements of both types (ex: pagar 'to pay'J 

pagado:~). 

The continuing tendency to associate passive participles 

with adjectival morphological forms shows that it is wrong to 
attribute the differences between the medieval and modern con• 

structions to a change in the status of this element; rather, 

the change is in the status of the per-phrase, which has been 

demoted from a sentential adverb at the S node to a regime at 

the AP node. These facts constitute evidence in favor of a 
surface-oriented analysis of the passive in which the parti

ciple is viewed as adjectival (Freidin 1975). 
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on the Word Stress Cycle in English -
The cycle has been used in English to account for placement of 

stress or to block vowel reduction in some words (e.g., prior stress 
in exp~ct blocks vowel reduction in the second syllable of ~xp~cta
tior0. Various proposals have been made for doing away with the 
e¥cTe, but most of them fall short in one of two ways: (1) they are 
ad hoc (e.g., Liberman 1975 prestresses +ic nonfinally to produce 
4 stress, as in ~l!stlcitt), or (2) they are insufficient (e.g., 
settera 1974 omits crucia forms; Lee 1969 does accept the cycle 
for pairs like egulvocate/ equlvocation) . 

I propose a principle of stress assignment (accompanied by two 
adjustment rules) which improves upon the cycle and competing pro
posals, for all but one class of phenomena. The Constant Contour 
Principle is as follows: when suffixal material is added to t he end 
of an existing word and primary stress moves to the right of its 
previous position, then the stress contour remains the same. Exam
ples are iqulvocate/etulvocation, id~ntify/id~ntification, and elas
tic/elast city (this ast pair causes some analysts--e.g. Halle---
!973--problems). 

The first adjustment rule, from Hill and Nessly 1973, is that 
word-internal 3-1 stress sequences are often avoided (by shifting 
3 str¥ss

1
to the left). The rule applies, for example, optionally 

to elast1city, moving 3 3~stfess to the left and leaving the ~ unre
duced; tqe fesylt is elas~1city. An example of obligatory applica
tion is expectation (*ex ectation). The second adjustment rule, 
from Chomsky and Halle

3
196 , requcei ~retonic 5 noQi~itial vowels in 

open syllables, as in analytic/ analyt1city (*analyt1city). In 
•cyclic" phenomena, both adjustment rules apply only to words in 
which stress has shifted to a suffix. 

The Constant Contour Principle plus the two adjustment rules 
correctly produce the stress contour in the vast majority of ex~m
ples of "cyclic" application. Some exceptions, such as c6mpensate/ 
comlensatory, are in fact irregular, and can be traced to an his
tor cally earlier pair comp~nsate/comp~nsatOry. 

My analysis of "cyclic" stress has four advantages over the 
cyclic analysis: (l) it explicitly states that the function of the 
cycle is to preserve stress contours, (2) it narrows the application 
of •cyclic" stress to words where stress has shifted to suffixes, 
(3) it accounts for variants such as elasttcit,/ el!sttcity, and (4) 
it excludes such irregular pairs as cOmpens!te comp~nsat3ry. 

The analysis that I ~;>ropose does not account for "cyclic" 
stress in pairs like permit/p~rrnlt. Such pairs have been attacked 
by Ross 1972, Oehrle 1972, Liberman 1975, and Aronoff 1976 on grounds 
that the nestings are incorrect, that many words lack similar pair
ings (e.g. report), and that the analysis violates strict cyclicity. 
These pairs should be discarded as irregular, or else they should 
be handled by some new principle, since they have different prop
erties from the phenomena discussed above. Both phenomena, if 
Valid, should not be combined under the excessively broad notion of 
the cycle. 
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A Continuum of Stress Types 

Traditional descriptions of word-level stress have contrasted "fixed" 
stress with "free" stress (Hyman 1975a, O'Connor 1973), establishing a 
dichotomy of stress types by which the stress behaviors of all languages 
presumably may be defined. "Free" stress is capable of falling on different
numbered syllables in different words; "fixed" stress always falls on the 
same syllable with respect to word or morpheme boundaries. Recently, Hyman 

f t t "f " (1975b) has revised his dichotomy o stress types to con ras ree stress 
with "grammatical" stress, the latter category including demarcative and 
morphological stress. This paper explores the feasibility of abandoning 
these dichotomous treatments of word-level stress in favor of a system which 
regards different types of stress as points along a continuum. 

An analysis of the stress behaviors of 125 languages suggests that 
simple two-way distinctions between stress types are inadequate because they 
may mis-classify certain stress types, and because they fail to account for 
some well-attested types of stress behavior. For example, the type of "fixed" 
stress which always falls on a particular stem syllable of a word may ulti
mately resemble "free" stress by the time several affixes are added to the 
word. And the type of stress known as heavy-syllable stress (as in Latin) 
is not easily classified as either "free" or "fixed". 

The alternative system which is being proposed for classifying the 
stress types of various languages consists of a continuum of stress types. 
The common denominator of this continuum is phonetic prominence, and the 
poles of the continuum are "Linguistic Function" and "Linguistic Predict
ability". For all the types of stress behavior encountered in the corpus of 
125 languages, there is an inverse relationship between degree of linguistic 
function and degree of linguistic predictability manifested. That is, those 
stress types which perform more "work" linguistically (i.e., which tell the 
listener more about a word in terms of boundaries, grammatical class, seman
tics, etc.) are less predictable phonologically (i.e., their rules for place
ment are more complex or even indefinable). Conversely, those stress types 
whose placement is easily defined or predicted provide less linguistic in
formation about a word. For instance, phonemic stress, which is completely 
unpredictable phonologically, provides essential semantic information for some 
pairs of words (e.g., billow/below). And heavy-syllable stress contributes 
little toward the interpretation of an utterance, but the rules for its 
placement are straightforward. 

Besides being more general, the advantage of this system over the binary 
treatments described above lies in its predictive power. If a language mani
fests several types of stress behaviors, they will very likely be adjacent 
types on the stress continuum, as is the case in English. Also, when histor
ical pressures cause the stress behavior of a language to undergo changes, 
the language will very likely pass through, but not skip, adjacent types on 
the stress continuum. 

The ordering of stress types along the continuum of stress will be 
spelled out as completely as possible. Synchronic and diachronic examples of 
the predictive power of this system will also be provided. 

Hyman, L. M. (1975a) Phonology : Theory and Analysis. New York : Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston • 

• (1975b) On the nature of linguistic stress. Paper read at the 
--....,-,.,-=-s-tr-e""' s-sfest", USC, February 1976. 
O'Connor, J.D. (1973) Phonetics. Baltimore: Penguin Books. 
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[THURS AFT: 2] 

fWO Mutually Exclusive Hypotheses about Seoond Language Ability: Factor 
AnalYtic Studies of a Variety of Language Tests 

orwo bypotheees have been proposed to explain tte variance on language 
tests taken by second l.a.l:lguaoe learners . First, it hat~ been argued 
that language skill is separable into components either related to 
linguistically defined categories (s.g., phonology, syntax, and lex
icon) or the traditionally recogr~zed skills (e.g., listening, 
speaking, reaC.izlg, and lo71ting). Although these components are be
lieved to produce subst&ntial overlapping variance on lansuage tests 
designed to assess them differentially, it is claimed trAt tests of 
a certain component (e.g., lexicon, or listening skill) should also 
produce some mean!nitul variance unique to that component and not 
overlapping with similar uniqne variances associated with tests of 
different componex:ts. This hypothesis (F.1 ) has been discussed in sev
eral major publications on langcage testill& (e.g., Lado, 1961, Clark, 
1972, Jones and Spolsky, 1575, ar.d Brown, 1976). A second bn:othesis 
(E2) is that lanruage abilit~ nay be a wore unitary factor such that 
once the common variance on a variety of language tasks is explained, 
essentielly n2 meaningful unique variance attributable to a particular 
component •-ill r&lLain. Evidence for this SEcond alternative l:'..e.s been 
presentee by Oller (1976) who showed that all of the variance on sev
eral versions of the UCLA &'SLPE (in five scl>-parts intended to measure 
different &kills or components of skills) plus various dictations end 
cloze tests was &ecounted for b,y a single factor. If H1 proved to be 
the better of the two alternatives, it ~~uld remain to determine ~ow 
much variance is attributstle to epecific components and how much is 
common to all language tests. If E2, on the other hann, ie preferrecl, 
the significant remainiilg <;_ueetion is tl::.e extent to whi eh secor:rl lan
i'J&ge ability, and by iJ:lpl:i.cation firet language ability as well, may 
be equivalent to a general fe.ctor of intelligence. Two emFirical 
studies are reported. Tl::.e first is based on 159 Iranian subjects teet
ed in Tehran, Iran. Subscores on the Test of English as a Foreign 
Lallguage (TOEFl.) and on a cloze test and dictation are factor an&lyzed, 
and are exeJidne<i by partial correlation techr,iques. Reeults confirm 
H2 . The second study, not yet complete, is based on 107 foreign students 
at Southern Illinois Univereity. TOEFL subscores, as well as subscores 
on the placement eX&m used by tte Center for English as a Second Language, 
a cloze test, and the Foreign Service Institute interview schedule are 
included in the planned BD6lysis. 

Brown, H. Douglas (Fd.) 1976. Papers in Second Languaie Acquisition. 
language Learning Special Issue llo. 4. Ann Arbor, Mich. : Research 
Club in Languaee Lee.rning. 

Clark, J. 1972. Foreign Language Testing. Philadelphia: Center for 
Curriculum Development. 

Jones, R. & B. Spolsky (Eds.) 1975· Testing Language Proficiency. 
Arlington, Va.: Center for Applied Linguistics. 

L&do, R. 1961. Language Testing. ~!ew York; McGraw Hill. 
Oller, J. 1976. Evidence for a general language proficiency factor. 

Die Neuren Sprachen ~.165-74. 
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The Hetaphon!J of It/, /~/ in Central and Southern Italy 

Although the metaphony (umlaut) of /e/, /o/ results in 
[ iJ [ u] in all the metaphonizing dialects of Central and 
southern Italy, that of lt/, 1~1 does not exhibit such uni
form results. The various monophthongs and diphthongs can be 
accounted for by assuming two original .results: raising to [el 
(oJ and dipthongizing to tie], (uo], W1th no connection be
ween the two. Rohlfs and Meyer-Ltlbke have espoused this view. 
A second view, the diphthon&izing hypothesis, held by SchUrr, 
is that all dialects originally diphthongized; a third, the 
raising hypothesis, held by Lausberg and ~enge~, is that all 
dialects originally raised. The purpose of th1s paper is tos~w 
that the raising hypothesis is inadequate and to present evi
dence, hitherto ignored, in favor of the diphthongizing hypo-
thesis. ~ 

Advocates of the r~ising hypothesis cannot adequately 
account for the appearance of diphthongs. Lausberg's struc
tural account which attributes their appearance to a desire 
to avoid confusion between primary /e/, /o/ and secondary [e1, 
toJ fails because the latter appear only in the environment 
for roetaphony while the former appear as (i], [ul in ~hat en
vironment; so there is no possibility of confusion. ~engel's 
purely phonetic account links the appearance of the d1ph
thongs to the strong stress accent of S. Italian dialects. If 
it were correct one would expect primary /e/, /o/ to diph
thongize also since they are phonetically indistinguishable 
from secondary Lel, [ol; they do not dipthongize however. 

The evidence in favor of the diphthongizing hypothesis 
is the existence of a diaJect on the border of the are~ ~av
ing monophthongs that is in the process of mono~hthong7z1ng 
its metaphonic diphthongs. The data for this,d7alect 1s tak
en from the Linguistic Atlas of Italy~~ Sw1tzerland. At 
point 615 Leonessa (Rieti), 7€/ in the environment for meta
phony app~ars as lyel (e.g., [vyenti], (fye:nu~) except ~fter 
/~/where it appears.as monophthong [eJ or.~ d1phthong w1th 
weak first element l 1e] (e.g., t~~:guJ, [~' endv) ~. f;,j in 
the environment for metaphony is at a more advanced stage of 
monophthongization; [o) appears everywhere ~e.g., [~6ssi], 
[n6:vu]) except after bi labials, where we f1nd the dl.phthong 
Lwo] (e.g., [p"'6:gu], [mm"'6rtiJ). 

Lausberg, H. Zum romanischen Vokalismus. RF 60, 1947. 
Y.engel, E. Umlaut~ Diphthongierung ••• COlogne 1936. 
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fbe Explanatory Potential of Voice Register Theory -
The explanatory potential or Voice Register Theory is ao remark
able that a summary o~ its most promising developments is over
dUe• The single opposition - constricted vs. expanded pharynx -
1108t simply described as accomplished by advancing or retractirg' 
the tongue root (ATR vs. RTR) accounts ~or the following: 

1. Breathy (ATR) vs. creaky (RTR) voice quality in such languages 
a1 Sedang and Halang ( Mon-Khmer) and sane languages or India. 

z. The Indio voiced aspirates - bh, dh, gh (ATR). 

3· The extensive retroflexion or consonants in T8lllil and other 
Dravidian languages (RTR), 

4. Turkish and Mongolian vowel harmony. ATR gives the front set, 
RTR the back set. 

~. ·rwo-pi tch tone languages such as Chepang (Tibeto-Burman). 
ATR lowers, RTR raises the pitch. 

6. Languages such as Thakali (Tibeto-Burman) 14th more than two 
tones. A contraction of two successive A syllables givEalow, 
of two successive R syllables gives high, of A followed by R 
gives rising, of R followed by A gives falling. 

1. Appearance ot the "wrongn features in reflexes of obviously 
cognate words from two related register languages. Different 
register harmony rules in the two languages result in ~arying 
dominance or recessiveness of register features. 

B. The incredible vowel inventories of languages like Khmer ani 
Bru (M-K). A three-vowel language with tlO registers may have 
6 different vowel oualities in each of two successive syllables. 
Contracting the two into one without loss or contrast is accom
plished by preserving 36 (6 x 6) different possible vowel qual
ities. 

9. Four laryngeals in a language such as Jinghpaw-Kachin (T-B), 
in which voiceless stops may close high pitch syllables, voiced 
stops may close low pitch syllables, glottal stop and h may 
close either. 

The principal value of the insights of this theory lies in the 
relating of phenomena previously considered unrelated. 
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Aronoff (1976) attempts to provide a description of morphology which is 
coMTJatiblf! with the framework of p;enerative gr&JIIIII8.l". The central part of his 
svsteM consists of '~ord Formation Rules ('IF'Rs) which operate a.fter the rules ot 
syntax and (for the most T>art) before the phonological rules. Through these WJPRa 
J'IIOrpholo~i call_v more cOJ'IIplex words are built up from. less complex ones. • 

Jackendoff (1975) uses another approach. He defines an evaluation metric 
which counts independent infomation in the lexicon and uses redundancy rules 
(RRs) to capture re~larities (full or partial) which exist in the lexicon therebf 
reducinR the total amount of independent information there. • 

The two systems aim in somewhat op'Dosi te directions. Aronoff is more inter
f!sted in word fomation and has onl_v a little to Sa¥ about word analysis. while 
Jackendoff discusses it at lenrrth, leaving only a ffN paragraphs for word ton~a
tion. Both ~ree that to a large extent, the two types of rules are inv~rses or 
each other, but Aronoff claims that Jackendoff has 'no external constraints on 
the notion redundanCY rule', whereas his own RRs are limited to just the WFRs. 
This paper atte'J'IIpts to show that there need not actually be a difference between 
the descriptions the two systems make and that the two models approach being 
notational variants. 

In several ways, the systems are clearly e~uivalent, e.g., the lack of ex
trinsic orderinp, of the rules, the existence of full words in the lexicon (as~ 
nosed to mornhemes), the handlinP, of back formations. Some of the similarities 
are obscured, however, because of the different concerns of the systems. This 
paper will discuss some of these. 

In p;eneral, Aronoff has paid attention to the more productive rules, vhile 
Jackendoff has worried More about the less p,eneral phenomena. So, for instance, 
,Tackendoff's lexicon will have to include correlation factors relating RRs to 
each other to indicate how often they are used together, i.e., how productive 
the rules are in a Riven case, whereas Aronoff will have to specify how non
nroductive a WF'R nust be hefore it ceases to be a rule at all. 

The na.Jor point of' this paper is that when Aronoff claims that by limiti%18 
'R'Rs to the lolFRs 'the scope of the notion redundancy ~ is autOJIIatical:cyr re
duced considerably, and to a 'Point where it embodies an interesting claim', be 
is overestirnatin~ s~hat, since each WFR not only specifies a phonological 
operation, 'hut also contains a list (of indeterminate length) of :possible 
roms of the base, each with 'some index of productivity and (semantic] co
herence associated with it'. Furthermore, any other stem not listed may also 
under~o the rule (unless it is subject to a negative condition on the WFR), 
nresUMabl_v also with a coherence index. This p,reatly expands the possible 
p,eneralizations which can be captured even with this supposedly restricted 
notion of RR. 

Corresponding to '-IFR's indices of productivity, each RR in ,TackendoN''s 
lexicon has a cost of referral (based on its productivity), which indicates 
how much of an actual saving the 'RR wiU produce in the total information count 
of the lexicon. no, many of the regularities expressed by Jackendoff's RRs are 
so weak (i.e., costly) that they do little to reduce the information content 
of the lexicon, in effect admittinp, that they are not much worth capturing. 

While these two models make many non-overlapping empirical claims which 
must still be investip;ated before declarinp, that the two are notational vari
ants, their basic workinp.:s are potentially very similar and other more external 
considerations (such as the implications for the rest of the gramnar) should 
perhans be valued in ,1udr-inp, which of these can be the more enl.ip;htening for 
future research. 

Aronoff, ~ark (1Q76) Hord Formation in Generative Granmar T,I Honor,raph 
Jackendoff, Ra..v (1075) t~ornhological and Semantic 'Regularities in the J,exicon 
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The Unmarking of Quapaw Phonology: A Studg of Language Death 

Quapaw is a member of the Dhegiha subgroup of Siouan Lang
uages. The last speaker able to produce sentences not previous
ly memorized died in 1975. Many non-speakers can still produce 
word lists and sentence fragments, but with phonological inven
tories thdt have been systematically reduced, series by series. 

The reductions are not simply those that would result from 
an extreme case of Anglicization however. In the main, confla
tion has produced a lees marked but nonetheless recognizably 
Quapaw inventory. In a few instances changes clearly matching 
English inventory and pattern are noted. 

In general the mergers are as follows. (1) Glottalized 
}Ticativee are realized as the corresponding plain fricatives. 
~1 speakersJ (2) Glottalized and aspirated stope merge with 
the corresponding tense (geminate) unaepirated stops. N.B. that 
Anglicization would have resulted in a merger with the more Eng
lish-like aspirates. ~peakers one genera tion removed from flu
ency~) (3) Retroflex ehibilants deretroflex. (Speakers two gen
er~t~ons removed from fluency.) (4) Voiceless lax stope voice 
sporadically (first generation) or ~enerally (second generation). 
Voic~ng of this series occurred in closely cognate languages 
preh~storically however, and was alreaay in progress in Quapciw 
150 years ago. (5) Nasal vowels denasalize sporadically. (Sec
ond generation from fluency.) (6) x -.h / v. but is better 
preserved in clusters where it may assimilate to place of articu
lation of the following consonant. (All speakers.) (7) Vowel 
quality gener~lly prlserved, but, {8) Word final a and e both 
centralize to ~· (Second generation from fluency7) -

The order and types of reductions fit our general notions 
of markedness well. It is surprising that the influence of Lng
lish phonetic rules is not more apparent. (cf. Ramp, 1968) 

The study of language death can contribute materially to our 
understanding of synchronic and diachronic phonology. (cf. Dress
ler, 1972) Along with the study of acquisition, aphasia, drunk
en speech, pidginization, regular historical development, stat
istics from the phonological inventories of the world's langu
ages, etc., the phenomena observable in language death deepen 
our understanding of markedness and linguistic change. 

References: 
Dressler, Wolfgang. 1972. On the ?honology of Language 

Death. CLS-8, 448-57. 
Hamp, ~ric P. 1968. Acculturation as a Late hule. CLS-4, 

103-10. 
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On Constraining the Theory of Exceptions 

One way a lexical item can be exceptional is to fail to condition (rather 
than fail to undergo) some phonological rule. In The Sound Pattern ~English 
(Chomsky & Halle, 1968:380), such exceptional items are marked with a 
diacritic, such as [+D), which triggers a contextually restricted readjustment 
rule; this readjustment rule then introduces the appropriate negative rule 
feature, e.g.: 

v [-rule n) I [+~] + Co_ 

Kisseberth (1970) and Coates (1970), however, point out that the readjust
ment rule approach allows for the possibility that exceptional morphemes may 
block a rule's application even though these morphemes form no part of the 
input to the rule. Thus, if rule ~had the effect of simply stressing morpheme 
initial vowels (V ~ [+stress]/ + C0 ___ ), the readjustment rule stated above 
could block a's application even though the configuration of preceding 
morphemes is presumably irrelevant. Since no exceptions of this sort are knOWn 
to occur, i.e., the offending morpheme is always at least a potential input to 
the rule whose application it blocks, Kisseberth and Coates abandon the 
readjustment rule approach and propose instead that environmental exceptions be 
handled by context rule features of the form [-context rule m]. As is 
empirically warranted, this device assures that such morphemes will always be 
within the domain of the rule to which they are exceptions. 

The purpose of this paper is two-fold. First, it is argued that neither 
the readjustment rule approach nor the context rule feature device is suffi
cient to account for certain violations of regular vowel harmony in Turkish. 
Specifically, in this language all vowels in a word generally agree in their 
value for the feature [back] . (Although loanwords frequently violate this 
restriction, vowels in suffixes attached to such disharmonic loans generally 
agree with the backness of the last vowel in the root.) However, there are 
some roots in which the last vowel is front that take back-vowel suffixes (e.g. 
fevk 'top', fevki 'the top'), and still others in which the last vowel is back 
that take fr~owel suffixes (e.g. hazf 'suppression', hazfi 'the suppres
sion'). To claim that these two classes of exceptions both fail to condition 
regular vowel harmony, either by virtue of readjustment rules or of context 
rule features, is insufficient because, if the underlying representation of 
the definite article is /-i/, then hazfi can be derived but not fevki; 
alternatively, if the underlying representation is /-i/, then fevki can be 
derived but not hazfi. In order to uniquely account for the exceptionality of 
both classes, it is necessary to subject them to a diacritically triggered 
rule which reveals that their harmonic properties are precisely opposite to 
those of the regular cases: 

V ~ [-a back] I ~D~ack] c 
0 

Second, it is proposed that all environmental exceptions are to be 
accounted for by rules which express positive subregularities, not by context 
rule features. It is further argued that rules which introduce ordinary 
negative rule features must be context-free. 
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some Remarks on Pragmatics and Presupposition -
Jerrold Katz and D. Terence Langendoen have published a highly 

provocative paper ("Pragmatics and presupposition," 18.·, March, 1976) 
in which they claim that presupposition is a purely semantic phenomenon 
independent of context . Although we do not take issue with that view directly, 
we nonetheless find that some of the argumentation given by K&L in arriving at 
their conclusion is suspect. The paper we propose examines several points of 
this argumentation, which are of interest in their own right . In each case we 
reveal serious linguistic and/or philosophical difficulties that cannot be 
facilely answered . The unity of our paper is not based on its subject 
matter, which is diverse,but on the common role each point assumes in K&L's 
argument for their main thesis, a thesis of such significance that very 
close scrutiny is warranted. (Also, some of the points which we dispute in 
K&L's article can be traced at least as far back as Quine.) 

K&L claim that the referential positions in propositions can be 
syntactically defined and hence formally represented in the grammar 
~y enclosure within heavy parenthesis). In their view, then, a verb of 
propositional attitude such as believe creates a non-referential position 
in the subject of its complement and this is precisely what accounts for 
the suspension of the existential presupposition of the subject of ~ 
in (1) when it is embedded under believe, as in (2). 

(1) Santa Claus came last night. 
(2) Bob believes that Santa Claus came last night. 

According to K&L, then, the speaker is not committed to a belief in Santa 
Claus. 

But the account does not bear up under examples such as (3), 
(3) The police believe that the escapees are heading north. 

where usually the existence of the escapees is presupposed. Based on this 
and other examples, we claim that the notion of referential position is 
insufficiently defined, and that since in K&L's view the semantic property 
of presupposition depends on it directly, that notion is also insufficiently 
defined. 

Also essential to K&L's thesis is their claim that the utterance 
meaning of a sentence token is formally representable as the grammatical 
meaning (=context free meaning) of a sentence type different from the 
sentence type for that token. So, for example, on the occasion of a 
sarcastic uttering of (4) 

(4) John is a f i ne friend . 
a pragmatic function determines the utterance meaning as identical to the 
grammatical meaning of the sentence type (5): 

(5) John is a poor friend. 
We claim, contrariwise, that the utterance meaning of a sarcastic 

rendering of (4) is not adequately expressed as the meaning of any sentence 
type, and that a sarcastic (ironic , etc) meaning can only arise out of a 
sarcastic utterance and can never be context free and can therefore never 
be a sentence type meaning. Support for this claim comes from the fact 
that (6a), when the first clause is uttered sarcastically, is totally 
incongruous, whereas (6b) is quite ordinary. 

(6) a. John is a fine friend, so dontt ask him for a favor. 
b. John is a poor friend, so don't ask him for a favor. 

Other examples (some involving indexicals) also suggest that there are 
utterance meanings that can not be mapped onto sentence type meanings in 
the way K&L propose. If this indeed is the case, then the entire matter 
of how meanings are assigned to tokens is reopened, and this in turn 
forces a reevaluation of the role of presupposition in the grammar. 
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Maximization and Recoverability of Deletion 

As is well known, there are many di~erse patte~s of ellipsis in the English 
comparative clause. Two of these are lllustrated 1n_!l) and (2). Sentences such 

(1) Annie drank more scotch than Jim drank 0.1:0 =much scotch:J 
(2) Annie drank more scotch than Jim drank 0 bourbon. t0 = x liiUch] 

are generally derived by a transformation known as Comparative Deletion (CD). 
illustrates the phenomenon of Subdeletion (SD), where the deletion target is a 
sub-part of a major phrasal constituent. 

Bresnan (1975, 1976) (B) proposes that sentences such as (1) and (2) are 
by means of the same deletion rule(CD-SD). The structural description of this 
transformation contains the term shown in (3) as a target predicate (i.e. the 
deletion target)2 The 2 2 

(3) [X2 Q -W] X = any phrasal node; Q = Quantifier Phrase;W ,. 

value of (3~ in the derivation of (1) is~2 {; 2 x much] scotchJ (~ is 
the derivat1on of (2), the value of (3) 1s s1~ly ~2 x muchJ (W 1s null).B 
demonstrates how her formulation of a maximization-~inciple, her Relativiz 
A-over-A Principle, which ensures that the value of a particular target nr•~n•~
is maximal with respect to adjacent context predicates, interacts with this 
analysis to predict such facts as the ungrammaticality of (4). 

(4) *Annie drank more scotch than Jim drank 0 scotch. (0 = x much.J 
Crucially, B's proposal requires that RAOAP maximization be dependent upon 

principle of recoverability of deletion (ROD). ROD must rule out certain 
analyses first. RAOAP then ensures that of the remaining proper analyses, only 
wherein the value of the target predicate is maximal is admissable. Assuming a 
collapsed rule of CD-SO, this is necessary in order to guarantee that only the 
maximal identical deletion target is actually deleted (e.g. to allow (2), but 

There is evidence against this dependency of the two principles in question. 
(1973) observes the ungrammaticality of sentences like (5), involving Verb 
Deletion (VPD). 

(S) *I couldn't lift this rock, but I know a boy who can 0 and bend a 
crowbar, too. lfl = lift this roc(J 
VPD thus obeys (one part of) Ross' Coordinate Structure Constraint (CSC). One 
primary motivations for A-over-A in the first place, however, is to establish 
general principle which has CSC as a particular case. Thus *(5) should, in B's 
be explained by RAOAP. But in (6), VP1 is non-recoverable. Assuming the 
mentioned ~endency, therefore, incorrectly allows sentences like (5) to be 

(6) Lvp (yp lift this rock] and Lyp bend a crowbar]] 
1 2 3 

rated. B must assume some version of esc in addition to RAOAP. 
This lack of generalization can be avoided by assuming the independence of 

and RAOAP. Given two proper analyses, if the target predicate's value is . 
in one, and non-recoverable in the other, the prediction is that no delet1on 
possible. This correctly accounts for *(5). But this means that (4) cannot be 
out by RAOAP, a happy result, as many speakers find such sentences simply 
rather than totally unacceptable. The position that (4) should not be ruled 
an immutable metatheoretical principle such as RAOAP is further supported by 
acceptability of such sentences in contexts like (7) . 

(7) Speaker A: Annie drank more scotch than Jim drank bourbon. 
Speaker B: No, you've g~t it all wrong. Annie drank more scotch 

Jim drank scotch (not bourbon). 
A revision of RAOAP which accommodates these facts is proposed, and a few 
general remarks as to the nature of the interaction of general constraints 
application are offered. 
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fOrtD and Intent: Mothers' Questions to Children 
A central question in developmental psycholinguistics has been the 

~tent to which the linguistic environment influences the child's acquisition 
of language. Despite considerable evidence that speech to children is diff
erent and in some ways clearer and simpler than speech to adults, child
directed speech is still not the most transparent and simplest corpus from 
which to induce linguistic structure directly. For example, questions 
constitute roughly one-third of all child-directed s~tences; yet they are 
instances of transformations like wh-fronting and auxiliary movement 
(Newport, 1976). How can complicated interrogative constructions be useful 
to a linguistically naive child? 

The abundance of questions becomes more understandable when one con
siders that one of the most crucial facts about language the child must 
learn is that form is not in a one-to-one correspondence with function . A 
question can express other intentions besides that of requesting infor-
118tion (e.g., "Can you get my sweater while you're up?"), and requests for 
information can be expressed by other forms ("I need your brother•s first 
Q8lle."). Recent research has shown that mothers' speech to children does 

the multiple correspondence between the interrogative form and 
(Holzman, 1972; Shatz, 1974). But there has been no systematic 

study of the form-function relations embodied in mothers' speech. Nor has 
there been any effort to determine whether the child recognizes and responds 
differently to these form-function pairs. The present study addresses t hese 
issues. 

Sixteen mother-child video-taped interactions were analyzed for con
versation containing interrogative structures. Transcriptions of the tapes 
wcluded all the speech of mother and child as well as descriptions of the 
participants' activities and the temporal relation of activities to speech. 
Utterances within the transcript were assigned a code according to their 
grammatical characteristics (e.g., simple "wh" question) and a code indica
tive of the function the utterance served in the discourse, that is, what 
the speaker intended to convey to the listener (e.g., directing activity, 
requesting clarification, requesting information). Functions were identi
fied by considering the target utterance in relation to the topic of conver
sation and the activities of the participants. To date, eleven different 
functions • expressed by interrogative forms have been identifi~. A system 
for analyzing children's responses to questions in terms of their appropria 
ateness to the function of the utterance has also been developed. The code 
incorporates both verbal and non-verbal behaviors into an overall assess-
8ent of appropriateness, not just on syntactic grounds alone . 

Results to date indicate that even mothers of the youngest children 
(19-25 months) at the one-word stage produce multiple form-function corres
pondences. However, the interrogative serves somewhat fewer functions 
than it does in speech to older children (27-34 months). All mothers 
use questions as indirect directives and test questions frequently. Much 
less frequent are requests for information. The beginnings of the form
function analyses indicate that some of the functions may be distinguishable 
in large measure by the form of the question. Others depend more heavily on 
the relation of the question to the ongoing activity of the participants. 
The response analyses should give some indications of the importance of 
relating form-function pairs to the context for the child. 

The early input to young language learners consists of multiple 
for.-function relationships. It may be precisely because this variation in 
~ression exists that structural relations between sentences can be learned 
hdirectly. If some understanding of intention is derivable from non-ling
Uistic circumstances, then the child may be able to compare permissible ex
pressions of function for structural relationships. 
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Cornell University 

Evolution of Stress and Vowel Length in Sri Lanka Portuguese 
This paper will demonstrate that the Batticaloa dialect of Sri Lanka Po:r

tuguese (and Indo-Portuguese creole) has undergone a typological change ft'Om 
language in which vowel length is a predictable consequence of stress to 0 a 
in which vowel length must be lexically represented. but stress is p:redictab~~ 

In Standard Portuguese (SP) the position of stress must be indicated in 
the lexicon for at least some items. Stressed vowels are then slightly length
ened by a low level rule . In Batticaloa Portuguese (BP)a variety of phonolo
gi cal changes and borrowings have brought long and short vowels into contrast: 

1) a) BP ~19] 'she' < SP ela 
b) BP [pi: li] 'skin ' < SP pele 

2) a) BP [oy] 'today' < SP hoje 
b) BP [6 ;1) 'eye' <. SP olho 

3) a) BP [d~sa] 'get down'< SP descer 
b) BP [mf : s"] 'mass ' < SP missa 

Stress and vowel length remain closely interrelated. All surface long 
vowels are stressed, and a word may contain at most one phonetically long 
vowel. Stress falls on the last underlying l ong vowel of a word, or on the 
first vowel of a word containing no long vowel. A later rule reduces allun
stressed long vowels to short vowels, giving alternations such as those in ~ ) 
and 5). It will be noticed that in non-initial syllables underlying short vow
els are always unstressed; underlying long vowels may be stressed: their 
length (represented by ( · )), however, is less than that of long initial syl
lable vowels (represented by [:]). It is in fact possible for stressedvowels 
in non-initial syllables to lose their length entirely. since the surface fea
ture of stress remains as the indication of underlying length. This phenomenon 
is particularly likely in closed or final syllables and in allegro speech. This 
distribution of stress and l ength results in the alternations in 6) and 7) when 
a prefix is added to an item with an initial syllable long vowel. 

4) a) BP /do : z/ ~ [d6:s) 'two' 
b) BP /do:z+e:r/ ---+ [doze·r N doz~r) 'second' 

5) a) BP /o :y/ ~ [o:y) 'eye' (= 2) b) ) 
b) BP /o:y+a:/ ---+ [oya . ,., oya) 'see' 

6) a) BP /di:ya/ ~ [df : y~) 'day' 
b) BP /me+di:ya/ ~ [medf.ya N medfye) 'midday' 

7) a) BP /te :m/ ~ [t~:m] 'is' 
b) BP /lo#te:m/ ~ [lote·m ~ lot~m] 'will be' 
c) BP /nun#te:m/ ~ [nunte·mN nuntem] ; is not' 

To recapitulate: vowel length must be lexically represented in BP • though 
on the surface it serves as the sole feature distinguishing minimal pairs only 
in initial syllables. In non-initial syllables the predictable feature of 
stress always coincides with length and may even take over its function. 

As Batticaloa Tamil (BT), in which all BP speakers are bilingual, has 
contrastive vowel length and predictable stress, it is natural to attribu~e 
its influence the evolution of the features in BP. The l engthening of or~
ginal short stressed vowels in loans from BT as in 8) and 9) argues for a 
riod i n which the earlier situation referred to above (lexical stress plus a 
low-level lengthening rule) obtained. Other, presumably more recent, loans 
such as 10) do not show this lengthening. The change to the new system must 
therefore, have come via areal convergence due to the typological pressure 
Tamil, rather than as a direct result of t he original (in this case re-) 
pidginization. 

8) BP 
9) BP 

l.O) BP 

[ba:ndu] 'sp . of insect' < BT [va~~u) id . 
[n~:i.i.J 'paddy' <. BT [nt!llu] id. 
[~alli) 'money' (competes with /di~e :ru/) < 
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southern Illinois Uni versity 

~poral and Spatial Scopes and Word Order in Chinese 

The purpose of this paper is to propose an integrated theor,y of Chinese 
adverbial placement in which several discrete generalizations previously 
proposed can be subsumed under one single principle and to show that 
adverbial scope in linear modification in Chinese and probably in other 
languages can be understood basically in tenns of telllporal or spatial range. 

Tbe proposed principle can be stated to the effect that if the state of 
affairs or action denoted by the verb occurs within the temporal or spatial 
range of the state expressed by the adverbial, then the adverbial must be 
placed before the verb; if it doesn 1 t, then the adverbial must be placed 
after the verb. 

It will be shown that this principle accounts for the following and several 
other phenomena of Chinese adverbial placement. 

(A) While time adverbs and adverbial clauses can only occur before the verb, 
duration and frequency adverbs and until clauses can only occur after. 

(1) ta zuotian zou-le 
if'ta zou-le zuotian 

(2) ta zou-le san tian le 
*-ta san tian zou-le 

He left yesterd§f• 

He has left for three d!YS• 

(B) While preverbal place adverbials denote the locations of actions and states 
of affairs, postverbal ones denote the locations of participants of actions. 

{.3) ta zai chufang-li Iru 
*ta ku zai chufang-11 

(4) ta diao zai shui-11 
if'ta zai shui-11 diao 

He is crying in the kitchen. 

He fell in the water. 

(C) With respect to instrumental and manner adverbs, the preverbal position is 
used in the description of one particular event, whereas the postverbal 
position is used for general statements . 

(5) ta hen kuai de pao-le 
*ta pao-le (de) hen kuai 

( 6) ta pao de hen kuai 
*-ta hen lrua1 de pao 

He ran away veq quickly. 

He runs~· 

(D) For those manner adverbs describing mental states or actors, the preverbal 
position entails that mental states accompany actions, the post verbal position 
entails that mental states exist after actions. 

(7) ta hen gaoxing de wanr 
( 8) ta wanr de hen gaoxing 

He is playing veq happi].y. 
He is veq happx from pl¢ng. 

This principle will be extended to account for the fact that Chinese t:iJae 
adverbs always precede place adverbials and others, and the fact that if 
adverbial X is semantically in the scope of adverbial Y, then I is always 
Ordered after Y. Further applications or temporal and spatial scopes to 
other areas of word order in Chinese will be suggested. Theoretical iJQplications 
regarding the notion of semantic scope will be discussed. 
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Children's Comprehension of Pronominal Subjects and Hissing SUbjects ·in 
COmflicated Sentences 

Comorehension data from children 3 to S years old indicate 
that children's rules for determining the referent of missing 
subjects rely on linear relationships between the subject and a 
sentence-internal NP to establish an anaphoric relationship and 
ignore command relationships between the uninterpreted subject 
and its nossible sentence-internal antecedent. Comprehension 
data from a second exoeriment with children 3 to S years old 
tested pronominal subjects in structures identical to the struc
tures of the first exoerimen~ which contained missing subjects. 
The results indicate that children are using the same rules to 
determine the referent of a pronominal subject as were used to 
determine the referent of a missing subject. 

Four sentence tynes were used, and three of the four types 
contained two clauses. In experiment I, one of the clauses in 
each of the multinle clause sentences had a missing subject, and 
in experiment II, the same clause contained a pronominal rather 
than a missing subject. Examples of the sentences used are the 
following• 

Experiment I 
A. Conjoined 

(la) The duck jumps over the 
horse and stands on the 
rabbit. 

Experiment II 
Sentences• 

(lb) The duck jumps over the 
horse and he stands on the 
rabbit. 

B. Sentences with sentential subjects• 
(2a) To kiss the lion would (2b) For him to kiss the lion 

make the duck hapny. would make the duck happy, 
C. Sentences with verbal complements• 

(1a) The sheen tells the duck (3b) The sheep tells the duck 
to jumo over the horse. . for him to jump over the 

horse. 
D. Simple Active Declarative Sentences• 

(4a) The duck bumps into the (4b) The duck bumps into the 
horse. horse. 
Twenty-four children for each experiment were asked to act 

out 1 tokens of each of the above sentences with toy animals. 
Three animals were put out for the child to manipulate regard
less of whether two or three animals were mentioned in the 
sentence. This was done to determine whether there was any 
tendency for children to use all the animals put out even when 
only two were mentioned. 

Children's responses to the four sentence types investi~ 
?ated indicate that they are using the same rules to determine 
the referents of missing subjects -and pronominal subjects when 
they occur in identical structures. In an adult grammar the 
reference of pronouns is unrestricted, with the exception of 
sentences where the pronoun both commands and precedes a poss
ible antecedent. That is, the antecedent of a pronoun may occur 
within the same sentence as the pronoun, or the pronoun may 
refer to something not mentioned in the sentence and its ante
cedent is determined from the context of the utterance, The 
fact that children have a highly nreferred reading for pronom
inal subjects which is identical to the reading given missing 
subjects in identical structures indicates that they are using 
the same rules to determine the referents of both subject types. 
The nattern of resnonses indicates that children use a rule of 
noncoreference based solely on linear relationships and ignore 
command relationships, 76 
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university of Texas, Austin 

!orphologization of Palatalization in Russian Verbs 

Certain attested historical Slavic sound changes have been proposed as 
synchronic phonological rules of Russian, for example by M. Halle and T. M. 
Lightner. Their analyses (in the transformational generative framework) have 
accounted for the velarcv palatal alternation in Standard Russian, as in /peku/ 
'I bake', /pe~o!/ 'you bake', by positing the underlying root ~+ and a rule 
(paralleling the historical development) converting k-+~ before front vowels. 
This necessitates further abstraction, since the 1st conjugation theme vowel, 
o in /pe~o~/, must be considered an underlying e, converted in its turn to o 
Tarter the k~ rule applies) by a rule paralleling the historical Slavic -
e-+o sound change. Moreover, these abstract underlying forms and opaque or
dered rules must still be supplemented by a transformational cycle to yield 
the correct surface forms. 

Such analyses have been challenged by natural generativists, for example 
B. Derwing and J. Hooper, on the grounds that unsophisticated native speakers 
cannot be expected to set up such abstract forms amd rules based solely on the 
available data { actually heard surface forms). It is more reasonable to sup
P?se that surface alternations which are remnants of formerly regular condi
t:Loned sound changes, their conditioning environments having been obscured by 
later changes, become morphologized, i.e., associated directly with morpholog
ical features (e.g., present tense) and relexicalized, rather than associated 
abstractly (phonologically) with "underlying"(historical) forms. The pres
ence of palatals before back vowels (/pe~o~/) is then the predicted result of 
the morphologized velar palatalization rule,and not the accidental result of a 
complex, ordered, cyclical derivation. 

In addition, abstract, phonologically-based analyses can be challenged on 
the grounds that they do not account for linguistic change as evidenced by 
dialect variation. For example, in some dialects the verb •to bake • has pres
ent forms /pe~u, pe~o~/. These may be easily explained as resulting from the 
generalization of a morphologized velar palatalization rule, but there is no 
phonological basis for the presence of ~ before ~· Also, in other dialects 
the present forms are /pelru, peko~/. Their deviation from the Standard Russian 
forms may also be explained as resulting from morphologization and relexical
ization: when the phonologically-conditioned association between surface 
alternants is obscured, speakers tend to associate one of the al.ternants with 
the meaning, thus reestablishing patterned regularity on the surface. 

Derwing, B. (19?3) Transformational Grammar as a Theory of Language Acquis
ition, Cambridge University Press, London. 

Halle, M. (19b3'J''O pravilax russkogo sprjdenija", American Contributions to 
the Fifth International Congress of Slavists, Mouton, 113-132. 

Hooper, J • ( 1974) Aspects of Natural Generative Phonology, Indiana University 
Linguistics Club, Bloomington. 

1 Lightner, T. M. (19?2) Problems in the Theor;y of Phonolog;y, vol. I, Linguistic 
Research, Inc., Edmonton. 
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on Interpreting "The Indian Interpreter" 

In 1912 J. Dyneley Prince published, wi~ ':'- detailed analysis, ':'- list of 
261 ~rds an::1 Jilrases that constitute the ma~on.ty <;>f krlc:wn atte~tatiOOs <;>f a 
Traders' Jargon once used between Delaware River wtu.tes arrl ~ans. '!his 
list which Prince found next to a deed dated 1684 in a manuscript volme he 
call~ the Salem (N. J.) Records, is entitled "'!be Indian ~terprete:"· Lexi
cally, the material is alnost entirely ~!aware, . thou~ Wl.th sare dialect vari
ation. Otherwise the Jargon is, acoording to Prmce, ~t granmarless am 
based chiefly on English construction. • . ' (508) • . In ~ pa~ I present 
sane results of a rrorphosyntactic stuiy of the 83 1.terrs 1.n the hst that con
tain rrore than one noq:tlerre; arrl I discuss the inplications of these results 
both for assmptions about this Jargon's origin arrl for general theoretical 
questioos about the nature an::l origin of pidgin arrl creole languages. 

rn spite of the paucity of data, th7 Jar~ material clearly ~its a 
nurrber of typical pidgin-like features, lll parti~ a rro~logy s1.11pler than 
that of either language Prince rrentions as a oontr~utor. to 1.ts structure, 
Delaware or English. But the granmar, what there l.S of 1t, matches our expec
tations neither for English (even a 'sinplified' version} nor for any of the 
well-kncwn pidgins and creoles with European vocabulary bases. '!be bolo nost 
striking deviations are the ordering of negative particles relative to a ~ 
ject pronoun and a verb, an::l the relative p:>sitioos of a verb and its object: 

#220. matta ne kanuta 
neg. 1st steal 

sg. 

#157. ahalea axm hatta 
nore have 

'No, I did not steal it.' 

'have abundance of SN:M, hail, ice' 

SUch cxnstructians give a strong indica?oo. of ~ic;rus things this Jargm 
is not: 'based chiefly on English constructioo'; a p1dgm wb::l~ st:ru?tu:e re
sults fran the direct or indirect influence of an unbroken chain of. pid<J111S 
and creoles going back to the original Lingua Franca (the .nonogenesl.S h~ 
sis); or a pidgin which, like other pidgins and creoles, 1s the result pn
marily of the operation of universal tendencies of language structure. 

I suggest that it is, instead, a pidgin which, like other pidgins. (and 
creoles), derives its granrnatical structure primarily fran the ~l~1c;:ailY 
unmarked an::l shared marked features of the native langua~ o~ l.~ on.g~ 
speakers. I also claim that sociolinguistic as well as . l~gu1s~c . CXKlSidera
tions argue against the participation of any Europeans m 7ts o71g~ ~ve~ 
rrent: the :i.rrp:>rtant position occupied by tJ:le ~aware. Indians lll p:>ll.ti~ 
trade relations anong Algonquian and Irc:xpns tribes, Jl;lSt before. and durU\9 
the period of European settlenent, offers a nuch rro~ likely settmg for ~ 
appearance of a Delaw~based pidgin. Finally, I g1.ve ~les.of Al~ 
arrl I.roquoian constructions that are, I believe, reflected m this TraderS 
Jargon. 

Reference: J. oyneley Prince. 1912. An ancient New Jersey Indian Jargat. 
American Anthropologist n.s. 14:508-24. 
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The Origins of Burmese Creaky Tbne 

The largely random distribution of •creaky• tone in 

Modern Rangoon Burmese can be explained by the successive 

layers of historical development. As the morphophonemic 

variant of otherwise level and heavy toned words, this tone 

occurs in specific syntactic and semantic slotsJ as the tone 

of somewhat less than 400 words, it occurs primarily with verbs, 

nouns, and particles but also with adverbs, pronouns, vocatives 

and kinship terms, and interjections. 

Comparative evidence establishes that the initial layer 

of about SO forms was inherited from proto-Lolo-BUrmese tone *3. 

The additional )50 forms represent a development internal to 

the history of Burmese. Internal reconstruction shows that 

the tone developed through the phonetics of the juxtaposition 

of old level-toned, initially-voiced roots and the general 

particle •k-ray. The morphophonemically varying creaky tone 

developed from *k-ray in the pre-head slot of modifier-head 

constructionsa the lexical creaky tone developed from juxta

position to a post-verbal use of *k-ray. Naturally verbs are 

the largest group with lexical creaky tone. Native nouns 

marked with creaky tone, the next largest group, developed 

historically from originally verbal creaky-toned roots. 

Similarly most frequently creaky-toned particles evolved 

from creaky-toned full verbs. Adverbs also display an earlier 

verbal origin. 
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Social Stratification and Linguistic Forms of Factory Workers 

This paper examines language in a factory setting and 
focuses on: (1) language workers use to express attitudes 
toward jobs, work areas and coworkers (Labov 1966; Hall 1966; 
Hymes 1974); (2) communicative behavior workers exhibit in 
relation to their socially defined status (Mills 1956; Leopold 
1970; Fishman 1970);and (3) speech forms workers use for parti
cular situations and styles (Bernstein 1964; Bright 1966; 
Gemperz, Hymes 1972). 

The paper reports that: (l) workers socially stratifiy 
their work environment with the labels they use for other 
workers and jobs (Labov 1966); (2) there is a correlation 
between the social stratification the workers recognize and 
the linguistic behavior they exhibit (Gumperz 1964); and (3) 
the preferred linguistic forms for careful and casual speech 
of workers may be correlated with the social categories they 
represent (Labov 1966; Gumperz, Hymes 1972). 

A china factory was examined as a speech community using 
a case method of research with personal and participant obser
vations and interviews . The characteristics and background of 
the community, the factory, and the workers were explored 
(Arensberg 1947; Beynon, Blackburn 1972). A sample of 151 in
formants was selected by the criteria of plant seniority and 
departmental affiliation (Tway a,b,c, 1975). A reading iso
lated the dialect of informants as careful speech and a ques
tionnaire presented in a conversational manner probed the 
workers' environments and their definitions of them (Labov 
1966; Shuy, Wolfram, Riley 1968). Photographs of workers in the 
factory were used to stimulate work-related conversations and 
to help elicit casual speech during the interview (Tway a,b,c 
1976). The photographs also provided information about the non
verbal communication of workers (Hall 1959; Sebeok et al.l964; 
Birdwhistle 1970). Conversations observed outside the interview 
were used to support the analysis of speech styles. 

The results of the study support certain notions about 
communicative behavior and socio-economic phenomena whioh the 
previous studies cited above have shown, and validate the use
fulness of certain sociolinguistic field techniques discussed 
above. The study also contributes new information about the 
relationship between work, status and language,and new inform-~ 
tion about field techniques which can enhance future socio
linguistic studies. 
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!utonomous Phonology, Phonemic Overlap, and the Red Herring of Invariance 

Cb0118)cy ( 1964), in the course or a length,- attack on the principles 
of "tuoncaic" phcmeaica, takee up Bloch'e (1941) celebrated exa~~ple or 
ostensilll,- coaplete--and tbwl inadaiseible, in autcm011ous phcmolon-
Jiboneaio onrlappiq. The critical caee is !rca Bloch' • ow Chicago-
area clialect, where e and .l!!.!J are hOJDophonoue, but ~ and J!!l!, 
~and sari, etc. contrast, solely in vowel length. Chou)cy' accepta 
:Bloch's aeeeeement or this as leading, it biuniqueneee (or its hypercancm, 
distinotinnese) ie to be preeerYed, to a "lose of e,..etr;r" and "deatrQc• 
Uon or the pnerality of rules." He therefore gives it ae a reason tor 
abandoning the traditional phonemic level--between the •orPhophonemic and 
pbonetic ODaa--in phonological analyses. 

CarefUl analysis of thie line of argaent reveals that, pace Bloch, 
tbe exaaple exhibits cml7 partial, i.e. acceptable, phon•ic onrlap. 'l'be 
obvious, s,..etrical, pnerality-preserdng solution turns out to be also 
bilmique. It oftenda only apinet the blproper, "Calvinist" doctrine of 
in..ariance, which would rule out even partial phon•io overlap (that Bloch 
later espoused this doctrine is beside the point). Hence Bloch's e28aPle, 
wbich Choaeq cites ae an ar~t against lliuniquenese, is really juat 
uother arBUJient apinst inw.riance; Bloch has led hillleelf and Chou1cy into 
error. 

The t.portance of this discover,- lies in ita synergistic concinnity 
witb a pattern of related oneat Laab (1966) de.matrated that Halle's 
(1959) fa.oua Rueeian olletruents example fails to i~sn biuniqueness, and 
Cbouq'e arsument baaed on Hockett's ( 1951) Patatak exaaple ie eWlarly 
d tiated. In fact, none of ChOIIIIIky'e &r8'281ents against biuniquenese, or 
any other essential principle of autonomous phonolo8J, bolde up under 
scrutiny. So the consequences of accepting biuniquenese, and of positing 
a separate phone•ic layer--far froiD being, aa Choaeq avers, "quite devu
tating, tor anrone concerned with descriptive adequacy"--are wholly 
acceptable to those who clare doubt the vaunted explanatory power of "the 
principle of the transformational cycle in phonology." Indeed, 1 t is 
eaay to show that since biuniquenees ClH be retained ae a condition of 
phonological analyses without coapromieing descriptive adequacy, it follows 
rroa pneral considerations of eoientitic parsimony that it KmT be retained. 
These facta caet signitioant new 118ht on controversial questions in 
phonological theory and ·~ a renascence of auton011oua phonolon. 

Bloch, Bernard. 1941. 

Choae1cy, tfoaa. 1964. 
aeries ainor, 38) 

Halle, Morris. 1959. 

"Phon•ic Overlapping." !!!!:• Sph. 16.278-284. 

Current Iseuea ,.!n Linguietic Theon. (Janua Lingu&l'Uil, 
The BagQ 1 Mouton. 

The Sound Pattern or Russian. The Jia8uet Mouton. -- -
Rockett, Charles P. 1951. Review of A. Martinet, Phonolop!!. Punotional 

Phonetics. ~· 27.333-342. 

IAaab, Sydney M. 1966. "Prolegomena to a Theory or Laft8u&Be." k· 42.536-
513. 
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The Vedic Trochaic Gayatri 

The Vedic trochaic gayatrr xxxx/x/x-x differs from the regular 
g~yatrr xxxxu-ux in that it makes more l1equent use of a caesura after the 
fourth or fifth syllable. A caesura occurs in 94.~ of trochaic g~atrr 
verses, as opposed to only 71.4% in gayatri verses. 

We are, of course, dealing with vastly different corpus sizes. 
The corpus of clearly octosyllabic trochaic g!Yatrt verses is near11 500; 
the corpus of regular octosyllabic verses (including anu~~ubh, pankti, and 
m~pankti verses) probably approaches 12,000. Nevertheless, the difference 
between 94.2% and ?1.4% is so great that it seemed to call out for an ex
planation. And an explanation there was. 

As Nagy has observed (Comparative Studies in Greek and Indic Meter, 1 
p 166) the basic form of the Vedic octosyllable is represented by 
x~-~- i'bis coincides exactly with what Watkins ("Indo-:1.\tropean Metrics 
and Archaic Irish Verse," Celtica, 1963, p. 205) has termed the 11irregular" 
glyconic in Greek. 

There is a lack of specificity in the first four syllables of this 
form contrasting with specificity in the last four. Thus, in the Rig-Veda, 
word~end in the regular octosyllable occurs at its expected frequency. 
Compare the trochaic gayatri xxxx{3/x-x. In this, the contrast between 
lack of specificity in the first four syllables and specificity in the last 
four does not exist. !bus, a caesura divides the beginning from the ending 
of the line. 

!here is an explanation also for most of the 5.8% of the trochaic 
gayatrr lines that do not show word end after syllables four or five. !he 
vast majority of these show a compound seam occurring either after the 
fourth or fifth syllable. The few that fail to show a compound seam can 
be explained in other ways. 

VIII.2.13a revl.rf {d rev~ah stot/. --/-/-u-1-_-_. 
,). • .,. AvWttpc.. cfes- .Sct":Jt>rf 

is according to GJldner ad loc. , 11ein deutlicher Wink an IndraA' '!'he 
re~etition of rev~t- reinfOrces Geldner's position, as does the line's 
failure to show word end after either the fourth or fifth syllable. 

I ,_ , I 
VIII.81.7c adisustarasya vedaq u--u-u --

• . 
is coming from the lips of a brahman, a •r oxymoron. 
ap~ropriate caesura reinforces this interpretation. 

Failure to show the 

Finally, VIII.79 is a poem sui generis. The unknovn !uthor has 
rebelled against the traditions of the category of trochaic gayatrr. He 
has created a poem which treats trochaic g!yatr~as behaving in a manner 
identical with regular gayatri. 

!bus, a dichotomy is established betveen trochaic gayatri and the 
regular octosyllable. 
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Interplay of Voice, Aspect, and Mode: The semantics of Verbal Prenasalization 

"j;'" Malay - This paper challenges the widely-held current opinion that 
the essential semantic diff~rence ~etween plain ~with zero or 
non-nasal prefix) and nasa11zed (w1t~ nasal pref1x) ve~b . forms 
in Malay is one of voice, or, accord1ng to some author1t1es, 
focus. Intensive f~eldwork on the Ma~ay . dia~ect of Jakarta! 
Indonesia, reveals 1nstead that the d1st1nct1on between pla1n 
and nasalized verb forms--a crucial feature of the verb and, 
hence, of many utterances in Malay--lies in a complex interac
tion of the semantic categories of voice (passive vs. active) 
or focus (goal-focus vs. agent-focus) together with aspect 
(simple vs. habitual, punctual vs. durative, static vs. 
dynamic) and mode (actual vs. potential, executed vs. attempted), 
with the precise meaning dependent upon the context. 

Examined are pairs such as ngeliat and (di)liat--'see• vs. 
•be seen' according to contemporary interpretation--where in 
actual fact the semantic difference is sometimes 'watch, ob
serve' (durative aspect) vs. 'see, catch sight of' (instanta
neous aspect); or 'able to see' (potential mode) vs. 'see' 
(actual mode); as well as 'see' (active voice/agent focus) vs. 
'be seen' (passive voice/goal focus). In succinct terms, the 
basic semantic contrast is between a vague, general activity 
and a clear, specific act. The present analysis is seen to 
a~ree with that of some earlier scholars of Malay (esp. 
Wlnstedt) rather than that of most modern investigators, whether 
their approach be structural or transformational-generative. 

These semantic phenomena in a western Austronesian language 
are briefly compared to similar recently reported features in 
eastern Austronesian (Polynesian) languages. Reference is then 
made to hypotheses, generally accepted among Indo-Europeanists, 
of the original identity of the Proto-Indo-European perfective 
aspect and mediopassive voice, and of other relationships 
between verbal categories (esp. aspect, tense, and mode) in the 
development of the Indo-European languages. The conclusion is 
that such fundamental verbal categories are not necessarily 
as distinct formally or semantically as we often think: the 
diachronic evidence from Indo-European and the synchronic 
evidence from Austronesian, especially Malay, show an 
unappreciated ambiguity and possible crossover between cate
gories which deserve closer attention in our attempt to under
stand semantic structure and semantic change. 
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The Development of Clitics 

I. Clitics are elements whose behavior is jointly conditior.ed by syntactic 
and phonological properties. The multiplicity of regulating factors pre
dicts the existence of a gradient of cliticness rather than the binary oppo
sition of clitic vs. non-clitic which has been commonly accepted. Further
more, the assumption that clitics are naturally connected to the syntactic 
surface is called into question since both non-superficial syntactic and 
non-underlying phonological factors are crucial for clitic behavior. The 
evolution of the relevant aspects of the clitic systems from Latin to Ro
mance (here represented by Spanish) will be used to sUbstantiate these 
claims. 

II. Clitics occur in two common types: 
Type A: They appear as unstressed elements in the surface string where
ever a corresponding non-clitic form of the same constituent could oc
cur. Such clitics are phonologically derived from their (stressed) non
clitic counterparts by productive reduction processes resulting in a 
series of increasing cliticness (e.g. E him- hl'm - !m - i! in ~hi! 
yesterday) . - --
TYpe B: They occur only in one (or more) specified position(s) in the 
surface string (second position, with verb, or other) as a result of 
having undergone a clitic place~nt rule to this effect. Such clitics 
cannot necessarily be derived from stron~ counterparts by ~reductive 
phonological reduction rules (e .g. Sp. 1~ clitic vs. ~so/illo non-clitic 
'it, that' in .!!£1g he dicho '!did not sa:t it' vs. !!2_he dicho ~gg), or 
they do not even have a non-clitic counterpart (s~ 'PRO' only clitic in 
~ habla espanol 'Spanish spoken'). 

TYPe A and B subsystems may cooccur in a given language; e.g. in Latin A and 
B, in English only A, in Romance only B. With regard to type B clitics a 
langua~e may have two subgroups, one which is moved to position x, the other 
to position y (e.g. in Pashto to second position and to the verb). --In the 
diachronic dimension there are frequent shifts from one subtype to another; 
but their direction always conforms to the following necessary sequence of 
events (in the case of any change at all): 

non-clitic --becomes clitic type A --becomes clitic type B 
The first phonological reduction takes place as a function of semantic non
prominence of the element concerned; the syntactic repositioning in the se
cond step is in response to the low perceptibility of the (now heavily) re
duced cliticized element. 

III. The type B clitics of Latin disappear in Romance (-~question partic
le, -gue 'and'); original Latin type A clitics (is, ipse 'he', (e)st '(he) 
is') are also dropped in most cases. An original demonstrative,~ 'that~ 
developed type A forms (Sp. el,lo) which changed to type B clitics in.pre
literary Romance in their pronominal function ('him'), but they rema1ned 
type A clitics in their function as definite articles ('the'). While tbese 
pronominal type B clitics were still dependent in ~edieval Spanish on ~en
tence stress in addition to constituent structure (they followed the f1rst 
stressed major constituent: el Cl:~m ~g dl:xo vs. ~ dixoV ~gel Ci:d '(and) 
the Cid said so') they became imMSbilized in Modern Spanish so as to pre
cede or follow the verb according to morphosyntactic categories (finit7 ~5 • 
non-finite forms, etc.). Similar evolutionary chains of progressive clltl
cization along the predicted lines will be presented from Spanish. 
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JAMES WOODWARD & SUSAN DE SANTIS, Gallaudet College 

!£0Vidence Island Sign Language 

LANGUAGE is not a neatly and clearly bounded universe. The calcu
lation of the potential of or the limits of the ability called LANGUAGE must 
be based on the range of varieties of actually existing languages. It 
follows that the more any particular language is systematically atypical, 
the more that language reveals the potential of language. Therefore 
linguistic theory, whose goal is the discovery of the limits of LANGUAGE, 
is most advanced by the investigation of the atypical and the extraordinary 
varieties of language. 

This paper will discuss one such atypical linguistic system, Providence 
Island Sign Language. Providence Island Sign Language is employed pri
marily by deaf people living on a small isolated Caribbean island. The 
citation of four facts will serve to dramatize the extraordinary nature of 
PISL: 1) PISL is a manual-visual language rather than an oral-aural 
language; 2) PISL is not related to any other known Sign language; 3) PISL 
is employed by a community of signers which is quite unlike the sort of 
signing community found in industrialized societies (because deaf people 
are integrated to a large extent into the daily activities of the rest of the 
island's population). These characteristics indicate that PISL is not only 
a unique language, but a unique Sign language. 

Because the PISL community is extremely small I isolated I and co
hesive, the sign code is more context dependent than the sign codes found 
in industrial societies. Two specific examples illustrate this context 
dependence. 1) Providence Island signers make greater use of indexic 
signs for a wider variety of reference than do signers of other Sign 
languages. Referents that are a part of the common experience of islanders 
and that are normally visible, such as the ocean, mountains, and towns, 
are expressed by indexic signs. 2) Facial and/or sound expression plays 
a more significant role in distinguishing meaning in PISL than in other 
Sign languages. Facial and/or sound expression not only serves to dis
tinguish such syntactic features as questions and negations but also is 
an integral part of many signs such as BAD, BOAT 1 FAST, etc. 1 and in 
fact distinguishes a number of lexica 1 sets like DOG, PIG, CAT and HOW, 
ASK, DON'T-KNOW. Historical changes in American Sign Language indi
cates that over time facial expression in a given lexical unit is either 
lost or transferred into a purely manual unit. The continued common use 
of facial expression to carry meaning in PISL is another indication of the 
cohesive nature of the community and of the context dependent nature of 
the code. 

These two characteristics and others such as handshape formation, 
color and kinship terminology indicate the context dependent nature of 
PISL. This context dependence appears to be a product of isolation of 
signers and may change with the recent improvements in intraisland 
transportation, which allows more frequent contact between deaf people 
from different villages. If the frequency of contact of deaf people from 
different villages increases with time 1 we can exprect a more context 
independent code to develop. For example, we would predict a change 
in potentially ambiguous forms like SLEEP to mean the name of one's 
own village. 
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Shape vs. Position: Classificatory Verbs in North America 

Classification of nouns according to shape is widespread in the languages 
of the world. Paul. Friedrich ( 1970) argues that " the overt, obligatory 
morphology of perhaps the majority of the world's languages functions partly 
to express categories of shape, and that such categories are probably univer
sally present in the semantic substructure of all languages." The numeral 
classifiers and classificatory verbs of Tarascan reveal three basic cate
gories: "longish, flattish, and roundish." 

In North America, the native languages of the Southeast classify nouns 
not according to shape but according to observed position. The three Musko
gean position verbs, stand, lie, and sit, co-occur freely with animate nouns. 
Inanimates are more restricted, but their distribution with respect to posi
tion verbs makes it clear that the classifying principle is orientation, not 
shape. 

In Siouan, this system has apparently progressed from a position classi
fication, most evident in Chiwere-Winnebago and Mandan, to a more arbitrary 
shape system in Dhegiha and Biloxi. 

In families such as Athapaskan, where shape has been assumed to be pri
mary, position was probably primary historically. Davidson et al (1963) 
have concluded that the categories clearly shared by all three branches of 
Athapaskan are just those that correspond to the position verbs of the South
east: long, fabric-like (flat), and round, in addition to animate. Evidence 
from Eyak further strengthens this hypothesis of the historical primacy of 
position. Krauss (1968) reports that Eyak animate nouns are classified 
according to position and that the Eyak stem ~. cognate with the Navajo 
Class III (animate) neuter stem -ti, specifies prone position. 

Shape systems, then, appear to reconstruct as position systems. Position 
classification can also be seen to have been grammaticalized into a complex 
definite article system indicating shape in Dhegiha Siouan. In Athapaskan, 
position has combined and intersected with other categories such as number 
and texture. In North America, at least, the evidence suggests that position 
is primary and shape derivative. 
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Levels of Consciousness of Linguistic Structure 

Realizing the cultural and social value of their native language at a 
time when their children are no longer learning it, a group of Mohawk 
teachers at Caughnawaga, Quebec, has devoted considerable time and energy 
to the construction of a national orthography and effective language 
classes. Over a period of five years they hav·e studied general linguistic 
theory, .Hohawk linguistics, and pedagogy. Their experiences in applying 
their theoretical knowledge in the accomplishment of their goals should be 
of interest 'to other native groups who share their concerns and to theoret
ical and consulting linguists curious about the accessibility to a native 
speaker of his unconscious linguistic knowledge. 

The teachers devoted considerable time to the study of general phono
logical theory and set themselves the task of determining the optimum level 
of abstraction of phonological representation for their needs. After 
concentrated practice at a variety of levels, it became clear that the 
complexity of both the morphologically and phonoltJgically conditioned rules 
of their language rendered all levels above a traditional phonemic level 
impossible for them to record or interpret. They found they did not have 
conscious native speaker intuitions about levels above this, and could 
derive them only by applying complex linguistic techniques, t¥hen thE'y could 
derive them at all. Since they do not now, and never will have vast 
quantities of written materials, !':pA)Ji~gs '.lhich must be memorized are not 
practicai. The system they did devise is highly successful; it employs 11 
symbols, can be read and written with ease and confidence by native and 
non-native speakers alike, and has been taught in less than half an hour. 

Speakers are generally ·unaware of the morphological components of 
words, particularly of derivational and most inflectional affixes, until 
sufficiently detailed orthographic representations of forms can be 
compared visually. Even as experienced analysts, speakers often forget 
which phonological segments correspond to which semantic features of a 
word. The knowledge gained through oorpholcgical analysis proved indispens
able, hot¥ever, in the c.onstruction of effective language courses. Children 
are now spontaneously producing morphologically correct words which they 
have never heard. 

Most syntactic theory is based on the recognition of the sentence as a 
fundamental unit. In languages such as Hohat¥k, which lack strong literary 
traditions and established rules of punctuation, sentence delimitation is 
not always obvious. Since all verbs always appear in their full, finite 
forms, rather than as participles of infinitives, main predicates cannot 
ah.•ays be .easily identified. Intonation is a good clue to paragraph 
separation, but cannot be relied upon for all sentence boundaries. This 
suggests that the concept of the s~ntence might bear clos~r examination 
and refine.'llent, both in Moha~<•k and in ge::~et:al linguistic theory. 
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Negative Incorporation in FSL and ASL 

Recent research in sociolinguistics has demonstrated the need for looking 
at language in a dynamic framework, that is, not for imposing the traditional 
synchronic-diachronic dichotomy on linguistic studies. This paper attempts to 
test variation theory with historically related visual languages, French Sign 
Language (FSL) and American Sign Language (ASL) , by examining variation in 
the use of Negative Incorporation in the two languages. Popular opinion states 
that ASL developed solely from FSL after initial contact in 1816. However, 
Negative Incorporation presents some evidence that ASL developed from the 
creolization of FSL and Sign Languages already existing in the U.S. before 
1816. 

Data for this study was collected from 144 deaf American signers and from 
60 deaf French signers. Informants from the U.S. were chosen on the basis of 
geographic location (northeastern vs • northwestern) , parentage (deaf or hearing) 

1 

age of acquisition of signs (before and after six), and education. The French 
informants were selected primarily on the basis of region. French deaf informants 
represented the cities of Paris, Toulouse, Alb!, and Marseilles. 

The results of this study support viewing languages in a dynamic framework 
1 

since traditional static theories have no formal mechanism to handle the inter 
and intra lingual variation that occurred in this study. The patterns of variability 
were shown to be the same for all signs undergoing Negative Incorporation ex
cept GOOD. GOOD undergoes categorical Negative Incorporation inASL 1 while 
no French signers use Negative Incorporation with GOOD. We hypothesize that 
this problem with the data is due to early creolization in American Sign Language. 

Negative Incorporation is a phonological process of assimilation of Verb + 
Not in FSL. ThisassimilationbeganaffectingFSLverbsbefore 1816. Otherwise, 
there could be no Negative Incorporation in ASL, since ASL NOT has no forma
tional relationship to FSL NOT. ASL NOT probably came from some sign variety 
in America, since old and modern FSL do not have cognates for ASL NOT, The 
assimilated Negative forms of FSL verbs remained as single units in ASL. 

These lexical units apparently became generalized into a grammatical rule 
in ASL with the Negative Incorporation of ASL GOOD into ASL BAD during the 
creolization of FSL and existing varieties of signing in the U.S. circa 1816. 
FSL and ASL GOOD are cognates. FSL BAD became ASL WORSE. Creolized ASL 
thenhadno singlelexicalunit forBAD orthis unit lost in competition withBADas 
a Negative Incorporation of GOOD. GOOD then gradually moved to its appropriate 
place in the implicational pattern because of its phonological characteristics. 
Finally, Negative Incorporation of GOOD has become categorical. Further sup
port forthe salience of theNegativelncorporation grammaticalrule inASLcomes 
from overgeneralizatioris of deaf children's signing and hearing adult hyper
corrections. This rapid restructuring of phonological assimilation into a 
grammatical rule would argue for creolization as opposed to natural internal 
language change. 

By viewing Negative Incorporation in a dynamic framework, we are able to 
describe the variable usage of Negative Incorporation as a phonological process 
in FSL and as a grammatical process in ASL, to argue for possible early creoU
zation of ASL, and to show the historical continuum between FSL and ASL despite 
heavy restructuring. 
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